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lmportance: High

I would like to express my very legitimate concerns for the proposed development on the gorgeous tree-filled lot
at 31st and Peoriao SE corner.

It is now common knowledge that the developers of the proposed high rise/retail center pushed through their proposal

during the pandemic when no public meetings were being held. No one in the area surrounding this property had an

opportunity to weigh-in or respond. It was handled in'a purposefully underhanded way.

This is NOT the Tulsa I know and love.

This property could be a number of things and not destroy the properties/homes surrounding it. It could be these things

and still retain a good many of the beautiful trees:

1) A spa and wellness center
2) 10-14 single family homes
3) A public parUyoga retreat/event center/tennis club
4) ANYTHING but a high rise that will destroy this beautiful piece of property FOREVER and add a "retail" center

that will sit vacant in a matter of a few short years.

This is NOT progress for Tulsa! This is defacing our beautiful community for a shopping center --- when recent years

have PROVEN that retail brick and mortar stores are a thing of the past!

Look at Utica Square...
Vy'hy can't these developers COLLABORATE with the Helmerich brothers, and put their energy into rebuilding Utica

Square into the charming, unique experience it once was??? That area is already covered in blacktop --- let's be smart

Tulsa!

Please allow myself and MANY others to present our concerns in a public meeting with these developers. This
plan should NOT be allowed to continue until ALL voices have been heard.
Thank you!
CherylA. Waldeck
2534 South Cincinnati Avenue
Tulsa



Cheryl Alfrey Waldeck
Author
Comine in September, 2020:
The Adventures of Merídían Playo
(A historical-fiction book series for children. Travel trough time and around the world with wee, but
brave Meridian Playa. Learn about history, georgraphy, different languages and lots of other good

stuff to know ín these educational adventures - just right for ages 6-1-0)

ww w. ch e ry lw o I d e ck. co m

The Joy of Food: Celebroting the Role Food Plays in Our Lives (20L51

and Occosslons: Seosonol Menus ond Entertoining Secrets (2016)

Books available on line through the author's web site, or from Amazon & Barnes & Noble.

918-697-9677
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From:
Sent:
lo:

Subject:
Attachments:

Pamela Gotcher <pamelagotcher@gmail.com>

Tuesday, September 1,2020 B:18 AM

esubmit;Wilkerson, Dwayne; Hoyt, Jay; (DlST4) McKee, Kara Joy; Porter, Jed; Sawyer, Kim; Miller,

Susan; Foster, Nathan; Chapman, Austln;Jones, Robi; Davis, Kendal; Good, Felicity;Weftin, Jani;

Hulse, Travis;Tankard, John; Baeza, Paulina;Whitaker, Dennis; Ulmer, Amy; Paganelli, John; Scott,

Emily; Krug, Luisa;Jeffries, Daniel S.; distl@tulsacouncil.org; dist2@tulsacouncil.org; dist3

@tulsacouncil.org; dist5@tulsacouncil.org; dist6@tulsacouncil.org; distT@tulsacouncil.org; dist8

@tulsacouncil.org
Group Letter Opposing Proposed MPD-3 at E.31st St and S. Peoria Ave- ATTACHED

Group Letter Concerned Neighbors MPD-3.docx

To INCOG and Clty Council Members:

Many of us concerned citizens have questions for INCOG and request at a minimum, a t2O day continuance of any planning

commission hearing on this matter.

Several of us have joined in the letter attached below and there are many more who also want their names added as more

people are learning of th¡s proposed change, so we will be providing more names of those joining this letter, due to the number

of questions and concerns raised in connection with the proposal'

We can provide addresses of all of those named as joining this letter as well

Please let me know if you have any questions whatsoever or would like to discuss further,

Kind regards, Pamela Gotcher
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To: Mayor Bynum, INCOG, Planning Commission Members, City of Tulsa Council Members

From: Concerned Neighbors, Tulsa residents and voters (named at the end of this letter- more

to follow)

RE: Proposed MPD-3 Brookside 31 Re-zoning Plan (the Plan)

We request at least a t2O- day continuance of any hearing on this matter due to the

questions raised in this letter.

QUESTIONS FOR THE CITY AND ALL DECISION.MAKERS:

We are a group of residents and concerned citizens living near the proposed development

and in surrounding areas, choosing to live and remain in this part of Tulsa specifically due to

the unique, historicalcharacterof the neighborhoods and with confidence in City leaders

and planners that these neighborhoods and areas will be preserved and protected in their

historic, stable character as a treasure of the City without risk of inappropriate infill and

development. We understand this area in the proposed re-zoning is not in a specifically

designated historical district, however, the City regularly promotes Tulsa's historical

neighborhoods and their unique characteristics when advocating for the appealing beauty

and benefits of Tulsa. Further, allthe past and current planning documents and City

planning, development and promotion literature and advertisements are peppered

throughout with references to the City's commitment to maintain and preserve its unique,

historical neighborhoods and areas, so this overriding and constant theme must be given a

prominent role in considerations of the plan under consideration for the City to maintain

credibility.

Many of us first learned of the proposed development Plan August 3rd, not from the

newspaper, local news, the plan designer, any council member, the Mayor or city

planners, but from neighborhood social media apps or word-of-mouth. We were all

caught off guard and were not contacted by anyone associated with the Plan for our

views or input by the design planner or anyone from the City. We didn't learn of the

INCOG meeting of August 6th until ONE day prior, August 5th. The TMAPC application

was filed 7 /22/2020. PRC Date 8/6/2020 with the hearing set for 9/2/2020'

euestion: ls this how a major development that involves a major zoning change of a

firmly established residential area located in the heart of historical areas, is intended to

be proposed? ls catching neighbors completely by surprise a good way to start a

process? Where are protections, checks and balances to a process that allows this?

Why doesn't th¡s alone justify extra time to give thoughtful consideration to the major

re-zoning proposal in a historic area with allthe attendant impacts and permanent

consequences?

We are asking you to delay this process for 120 days at a minimum to allow residents

and citizens to consider and comment prior to any TMPAC hearing and meeting. lf not,



why not? Please explain why a postponement of 1-20 days for adequate time is not

justified.

1. ln 2012,the Brookside lnfill plan was developed showing the parcel was squarely within

an area marked as "Preserve ond enhance the residentiol choracter of this Select Areo.

The Ptan specificolty stotes: "This areo is to remain residential in use. New ond

replacement residences are to reflect the unique choracter ond include compotible

desian feotures of this urban residential neiqhborhood'"

Questions: ls the City no longer supportive of ensuring that new and replacement

residences reflect the unique character and include compatible design features of this

urban residential neighborhood? lf not, why not? Who initiated a change to this, what

was the specific rationale and what neighborhood stakeholders were included in

discussions and changes to this plan? What documentation can be provided to the
public and what evidence of public hearings can be provided to support this change? ln

2016, changes to zoning and the Tulsa Comprehensive Master Plan changed this

completely to an "Area of Growth". Was this change made to the master

comprehensive plan because a select group of interested parties had a unilateral plan

for the area, without engaging appropriate input and involvement of the neighborhood

stakeholders? Please explain.

euestions: What local stakeholders, including neighbors and neighborhood associations

in the Brookside area, including Maple Ridge, Museum District residential

neighborhoods were involved in the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan drafted in 2016? How

were they informed of the specific provisions that directly impacted their areas in that
plan, including specifically the designation of the 31't and Peoria property as an "Area of

Growth" as changed from a firmly established, residential area to be preserved and did

they have an opportunity to provide input?

Why were neighbors directly impacted not informed and included in discussions? lf they

were, please specify who and how many?

2. The PlaniTulsa organization conducted hundreds of surveys and found that 2 of the 5 of

the consensuses identified "Majority Priorities" included:

"Preserving historic buildings ond orchitecture" and

"Protecting the choracter of neighborhoods".

Questions: Please explain how this proposal aligns with these clearly identified majority

priorities?
Please explain how the change in this area to an "Area of Growth" aligns with this

majority consensus of Majority Priorities?

3. The Tulsa Zoning Code adopted January L,2O76 was amended, less than a month ago on

July 1, 2O2O.



euestions: What was the motivating force and rationale behind the amendment and

why was this amended so recentlY?

Who was involved in the amendment?
What input from neighborhoods was sought and considered for a zoning change

amendment that affected us? We need to understand this as the optics of this very

recent change that benefits this proposal are very concerning.

4. Any significant change from a residential zoning designation should include thorough

and comprehensive plans, studies and reports before the zoning changes are made.

euestions: Please explain where we can find these studies, reports and data and if they

don't exist, how it makes sense that a zoning change vote could occur prior to the

completion of these studies and reports, including, without limitation:

o Traffic impact studies due to the addition of a high-density development;

o air quality studies due to added traffic congestion;

o environmental impact studies resulting from clear-cutting eight acres of old growth

trees and heirloom plants adjacent to a creek;

o hydrology and water, drainage/flooding impact studies due to construction and

intended property usage;

o parking considerations for any proposed retail businesses and proposals to lessen

neighborhood impact of overflow parking;

o sound and lighting impacts due to retail establishments and restaurants and bars

located in the middle of solid residential areas;

o amorìg many others that should be considered before a massive project is approved

with a change to zoning.

5. Zoning changes and significant changes to an area's usage should not be rushed or

planned by a limited special interest group, but should only be considered with

appropriate citizen, resident and impacted neighbor input and ample time prior to

hearings so that appropriate assessments, due diligence and analysis can occur to

determine if a zoning change is justified or advisable under all relevant facts and

circumstances.

euestion: Do you agree and if not, why not? Please inform who were the stakeholders

involved and their motivation and interests behind these plans and proposals to change

the character of this neighborhood.

Question: Please explain why the zoning code change in this case is combined with the

Master Planned Development District plan so that both are being addressed

simultaneously without sufficient time for public and neighborhood input.



Question: Why isn't the threshold question to ask is what developments could be

considered under the current zoning category? lf not, why not?

6. Section 25.O70, MPD Master Planned Development District is a recent amendment to
the Tulsa Zoning Code.

Questions: Who was involved in the drafting, discussions and decisions as to the final

wording of the Zoning Code for this section? What is the process that was followed?

What public input was sought or provided? What neighborhood and citizen input were

sought with respect to impacted neighbors and citizens? What public hearings were

held? What documentation exists for the public to review?

7. Section 25.070-Aof the Zoning Code states that the MPD-3 is reserved for development

that cannot be accomplished under any other zoning category. MPD-3 is intended for

development difficult or impossible to do under other zoning options.

Questions: Please explain how the development plan for this lot meets the prerequisite

of being'difficult or impossible'to do under other zoning options? Please explain why

the current residential zoning of R3 cannot be used for development, particularly since

there are many small developments in the area that are in character and have a scale

aligned with the neighborhoods, that would be much more appropriate in scale and

character ofthe neighborhood than the proposed plan'

euestion: Please explain how development on this property cannot be accomplished

under any other zoning categorY.

Question: Please explain why this threshold requirement does not justify immediate

rejection of the plan.

8. Section 25.070-8 states that an application to establish an MPD may be initiated only by

the owner.

Questions: Why is such an impactful proposed permanent change to zoning and

neighborhood character something that can be initiated by one individual owner?

Would it make more sense that an owner has prerequisites to meet prior to initiating

such an impactful change? For example, since the impact would be so great, doesn't it
make sense to amend the MPD-3 to first require neighborhood impact studies and

coordinating with neighbors? Since this is a novel zoning category, why isn't more time

built into the process to assess impact and potential consequences?

Questions: Who with the City has known about this prior to the public learning of it?

Who has been involved and when did City leaders, council members and city planners

learn of this plan? Have discussions been had as to propriety of this plan in this

particular area, taking into account the unique historical area in which it is located?



g. Section 25.070-D 1. "Overview of Required Approval Process" is vague and unclear on

the analysis, process, decision-making bodies involved in the request and approval

process.

Question: Since zoning changes are major changes with significant impact, please

explain why this limited, vague, unclear process is fair and equitable for Tulsa citizens

and takes into account interests of relevant stakeholder.

Question: Due to the magnitude and permanent impact of a zoning change on an

established residential neighborhood, please explain how the process engages the

surrounding residents and neighborhoods, providing full disclosure of all relevant

information and allows for adequate time for their input and consideration, all in a

manner commensurate to the impact of the changes?

euestions: Please explain how the proposed plan meets the criteria in subsection d,

particularly since neighborhood input has not been solicited or provided until the plan

had already been prepared and significant time and effort has clearly been devoted to
putting this plan together? "Whether appropriote terms and conditions hove been

imposed on the opproval to protect the interest of surrounding property owners ond

residents...".
What appropriate terms and conditions have been considered to protect the interests of

surrounding property owners that included their input?

10. The MPD-3 refers to "low impact development" which is defined generally as:

,,Low-impact development (LID) is a term used in Canada and the United States to

describe aland planning and engineering design approach to manage stormwater runoff
as part of green infrastructure. LID emphasizes conservation and use of on-site natural

features to protect water quality. The EPA explains that this type of focused

development is intended to work "with nature" and the natural areas that provide

habitat, flood protection, cleaner air and cleaner water. It aims to restore and

preserve natural landscape features."

Question: Please explain how this plan "emphasizes conservation and use of on-site

natural features to protect cleaner air and water quality and preserves natural

landscape features, when the plan contemplates chopping to the ground old growth

trees that took over 100 years to mature'

Questions: Please explain how this development plan works "with nature" and the

natural existing eight acres that currently provides habitat to all manner of living

creatures and contributes to cleaner air of residents and citizens in the area. How

does this plan aim to restore and preserve the existing natural landscape features?



1 1. Note the zoning map amendment criteria of $70.030-H and the following factors:

o. "Whether the proposed master planned development is consistent with the

comprehensive plan and anv other adopted plans.for the sub.iect area;"

Questions: how is the proposed MPD consistent with the Brookside Infill Plan,

specifically as to this parcel of land previously designated in the area clearly marked

as: "Preserve and enhance the residential character ofthis Select Area."

b. "l\/hether the development plan complies with the MPD district provisions of
Section 25.070";

Question: Explain how this plan complies with the above provisions?

b. "Whether the development will result in public benefits that are equal to or greater

than those that would høve resultedfrom development under conventional zoning
(non-MP D) regulations " ; and

Question: Explain the public benefits that are equal to or greater than those that

would have resulted from non-MPD regulations:

c. "Whether appropriate terms and conditions have been imposed on the approval to
protect the interests of surrounding property owners and residents, existing andfuture
residents of the MPD and the general public".

Questions: What terms and conditions have been or will be imposed on the approval

to protect the interests of surrounding property owners and residents and future

residents and the general public? Who is responsible to ensure this happens?

12.Lastweek, Katie O'Meilia with the design firm, admitted that the plan shown to the

public is a "concept" only, and that once zoning changes are accomplished, there is no

guarantee it will resemble the concepl at all; it could be developed as 100% commercial

with no residences. This type of sales pitch that can result in significant changes, which
could be less appealing is commonly referred to as a "bait and switch".

Questions: Please explain why this information has not been shared broadly with the

public and the neighboring areas so that those who may be considering whether or not to

oppose the zoning change will be fully informed?
Is it true that this plan is merely a concept and that when a developer begins to build,
there is significant flexibility and the developer can turn a blind eye to neighborhood

concerns if he/she chooses?
Is it true that adeveloper could make significant changes to this conceptual plan that is

being asked to be voted on once zoning changes are made?

Explain how this flexibility benefits neighbors or other Tulsa citizens who may not be in
favor of development changes made subsequent to zoning changes.



Explain how this flexibility is in the best interest of neighborhoods who might have a

major objection to a commercial-only zoning.

Explain how this type of a flexible plan is appropriate for an established, long-standing

solidly residential historical area where homeowners have trusted City's representations

that residential areas will retain their character.

Explain how citizens can have faith in city government if city government can dictate

significant zoning changes not agreed to originally by citizens'
Please explain what steps will be taken to ensure the public clearly understands the

possible changes that could occur to this conceptual plan PRIOR to any vote by City
Council members.

13. Understandably, this novel "creative, flexible" zoningcategory appeals to those

responsible for urban planning, however, it has not been tested in a stable, historical area

of high value residential homes. The only two test cases were in far east Tulsa on large

100 acre+ tracts, not a7.2-acre tract in a residential neighborhood in the middle of
historical areas of the City.

euestions: Since this is the first MPD-3 planned for an urban, historical area of Tulsa, and we

have no precedent and established standards, is the City looking at this as the test case or

guinea pig and does that make sense to launch a novel planning project in a historical,

established, solid residentially zoned area? Explain how this novel category protects and

preserves investments of those living in the area and is in the best interest of preserving

historical areas and the City of Tulsa?

14. Katie O'Meilia, with the design firm, was asked in the Aug 17th meeting if the parking would be

sufficient to meet all the tenant needs. She said it would depend on the type of tenants they

attracted, i.e., if there were more restaurants, they might need more parking, but they could

just add more parking if that were the case. She said the design would be flexible, depending on

the tenants it attracted.

euestions: How much flexibility would be allowed? What if the parking was completely

inadequate? Could they increase the height to accommodate changing needs or turn much

more of the planned space ¡nto parking lots?

euestions: Regardless of parking spaces, due to the high-density impact of offices, retail

restaurants and housing, significant parking will be needed. There may also be overflow parking

from The Gathering Place, since it does not have adequate parking and will have even less now

that the Children's Museum will exist where most parking previously occurred. Let's face facts:

most people, including Tulsans, don't l¡ke to park and take a trolley. They try to park as close to

their destination as they can. What protections ex¡st to prevent this area and surrounding

neighborhoods to be heavily relied on for parking for this high-density new development? What

is in place or part of the plan to prevent neighborhood overflow parking including possible

Gathering Place overflow parking?

15. Although the developer in the Aug 17th meeting said they "envision" the very same types of

retail as currently existing on Brookside, and that they don't expect or allow big box

stores like Target, since there are no specific standards for tenants, what protect¡ons



exist that undesirable retail tenants that are completely out of character with the

historic neighborhood could become tenants? We have to accept that if economic

conditions decline or don't quickly recover, the result could be a decline in quality

tenants, comparable to the ones existing on Brookside that could transform the

character of the neighborhood. Safeguards to ensure the preservation of the character

of the neighborhood would be eliminated once make a zoning change that allows retail

and commercial.

Questions: Why aren't the neighbors and neighboring businesses provided specific

information as to the types of tenants who would be permitted to take occupancy? Why

haven't we been informed that any retail or commercial business that fits the basic

parameters of the space could rent in this development once the zoning change is

made? This is information is critical to provide stakeholders so they can make informed

decisions whether or not to protest the zoning changes.

Questions: Specifically, the neighborhood should understand what types of retail would

be allowed, although perhaps not "envisioned". A drive-up Kum & Go? A non-

traditional pick-up fast food establishment? Massage parlors? Quickie nail salons? AT &

T store? Fortune tellers? Pawn shops? Payday Loans? Mini Dollar General? Adult

bookstore? Subway? Taco Hut? Pizza Hut? Certainly, these businesses have a rightful

place in the city and serve legitimate purposes, but the question is whether some of

these types of businesses align with the character of this particular neighborhood with

its historic character? With very limited restrictions, any small business, much more

appropriate in character with commercial strip shopping centers, could easily become

tenants, changing the character of the neighborhood. At the least, neighbors and area

residents have a right to know.

euestion: lt's also foreseeable that a number of the "residences" would likely be used

as short-term rentals such as Airbnb, VRBO, etc. due to the proximity to the Gathering

Place and Children's Museum. ls this information the City and design planner should be

sharing with neighborhoods and residents in the area before a vote for a zoning change

is made? lf not, why not?

1"6. The Tulsa Comprehensive Plan, Brookside lnfill Plan, Tulsa Preservation Strategic Action
plan and other Tulsa plans and literature all consistently include several stated goals and

objectives to preserve neighborhood character, ensure Tulsa's rich heritage, to ensure

that historical areas are preserved and maintained and that established neighborhood

character unique to areas, is maintained and preserved.

Questions: Please explain what steps have been taken and what stakeholders have

been included in discussions and meetings to ensure the stated goals and objectives

have been met with this proposal in this particular location which is in the heart of some

of Tulsa's most h¡storical architecture and areas.



Please explain how a novel zoning category untested in established residential

neighborhoods and a proposed plan that is clearly out-of-scale and character for the

historic area and heritage neighborhood makes any sense? Please explain the rationale'

Land Use.

J-7. TheSection of the Comprehensive Plan covering "Land use", section 3.6 provides:"Encourøge

complementary buitding height, scale, design ond charocter."
o Create o sense of ptace by encouroging development of buildings, structures ond londscopes thot

complement the choracter ond scale of their setting.
o Encouroge new development to be oppropriote to the context of its locotion in density, massing,

intensity ond size, particutorly when adjocent to existing residentiol areos ond historic districts.

¡ Design buitdings to be compotibte in height, scale, bulk ond massing to the urbon context and

estobtished chorocter of the surrounding oreo'"

euestions: Please go through each of the above bullets and explain how this section 3.6 is adhered

to by this plan, specifically focusing on the "complementary building height, scale, design and

character of the neighboring historic areas.
please respond to the issue of how this plan is appropriate to the context of its location in density,

massing, intensity and size, particularly when adjacent to existing residential and historic districts'
please explain how the buildings are compatible with the established character of the surrounding

area.

Questions: Although the developer provided artist renderings to show scale, mature trees fully

leafed were included that hid the buildings. lt would be more transparent to see scale drawings for

the 5-6 months of the year when these deciduous trees do not have leaves and there are not as

many mature trees as these pictures depict, so the public can better understand and view the scale

of the building mass without tree coverage. ln fact, ironically once these nearly 8 acres are clear cut,

there will be NO mature trees surrounding the building. Without those 1-00-year-old trees disguising

the building mass, I would imagine the wildly disproportionate scale would be cringe-worthy. ln the

interest of full disclosure and transparency, could you please provide this? Otherwise, the artist

renderings provided are misleading to the public and create distrust in the process and individuals

involved.

i.8. Goal of Land Use 4.2 - adaptive reuse of historic buildings. The historic mansion sitting on the

land itself is historic and should be preserved. One of the Goals of Land Use 4.2 includes the goal

to "enoble historic and older buildings to be odaptively reused."

Questions: Have any attempts or efforts been made to at least reach out to the owner and design

planner to explore options to save the historic mansion as part of any development plan? lf so, have

these efforts been documented? lf not, why not?

19. Goal 9 of Land Use, section 9.2 "Enhonce the quality of the built ond noturol environment

consistent with the meosures outlined in Gool3" which includes 3.6 referenced earlier

encouraging complementary building height, scale, design and character."

euestion: Please explain how this proposal enhances the quality of the natural environment or

cha racter.



Question: Please explain how this proposal is justified since it is unquestionably out-of-scale

with adjacent land use and architecture.

20. Goal13 of Land Use provides the goal is that "Existing neighborhoods are stoble ond infill
development revitolizes, PRESERVES and enhances these urbon areos'"
"Promote the un¡que chorocteristics of existing neighborhoods os key to the city's long-term

heatth and vitality. Mointain the desirobility of existing neighborhoods through public and
privote investment."
"Recognize odopted oreo/neighborhood plans in guiding development and zoning decisions" (see

Brookside infill plan".

Question: Pleose exploin how this proposed infill development preserves stoble neighborhoods.

Question: How is the architecture in the Plan consistent with the quality and character

of the neighboring areas and promotes the unique characteristics of the existing

neighborhoods?

21. Trends in contemporary architecture fade out of style rather quickly. ln 2000, the trendy
contemporary style was Mediterranean, then in 2005-2006, it became mid-century

modern, and now it's something else. Art Deco, on the other hand, is one contemporary

style that is timeless and would blend in more with the historic character of the

neighborhood. Tulsa has recognized this in some of their changes to the bridge

construction on l-44. We lament the city leaders who voted to tear down historic art

deco buildings, destroying significant character of what has made Tulsa Great. Perhaps

encouragement of new build in art deco style could help soften the blow of our

collective losses of history.

Question: Due to the historical character of this area, why aren't considerations made

to ensure the architecture blends, rather than starkly contrasts with the era of the
neighborhood. Has Art Deco been considered and if not, why not?

22. Goal14 of Land l)se: "The city's historic resources ore protected, ond progroms promote the

reuse of this important culturol resource. Policies to support this gool include:

74.7 Support the Tulso Strategic Preservotion Action Plon preservotion obiectives ond octions.

1-4.2 Assure thot Neighborhood Plons & Smoll Areo Plans support preservotion ond revitolizotion

objectives.
74.3 tncorporote omendments thot support the preservation of historic resources into the zoning

ond building code.

74.4 Fotlowing TMAPC's review ond action on the Downtown Areo Moster Plon, implement

recommendotions regording historic resources.

Questions: Please explain how this plan protects the city's historic resources.

Please explain how this plan supports the Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan's

preservation objectives and actions.



Please explain how the Neighborhood Plan for this development is supporting preservation

objectives.
Please explain what steps the City has taken and is taking to support preservation objectives in

this historic area of the city?

Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan

23. Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan. This plan's aim is to safeguard, enhance and preserve

the historic form and character of the community.

Questions: Was the Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan considered in conjunction with this

plan? lf not, why not? Was this plan considered in light of the spirit and aims of what the Tulsa

Strategic Preservation Action Plan seeks to achieve? lf not, why not? lf so, please explain.

24. This parcel of land is situated squarely in the midst of some of the most historic areas of Tulsa-

it's the heart of not only Brookside but Maple Ridge, the Museum District and the Riverpark. The

Strategic Preservation Action Plan includes the statement that " Livability is tied intimotely to the

chorocter of otder neighborhoods, which have o sense of scole ond a pedestrian-friendly

chorocter that mony citizens find oppeoling."

Questions: Please explain how this plan meets the objective to ensure that livability is tied

intimately to the character of the older neighborhoods surrounding the development plan and

please explain how the proposed scale of the project aligns with the character and scale of the

surrounding neighborhoods. Please explain your justification for a magnified scale far in excess

of the character and scale of the surrounding older neighborhoods.

25. The Strategic Preservation plan is replete with rationale why older buildings and homes should

be maintained and preserved for historic value.

Question: Please explain the rationale behind the City failing to act to preserve the historic

mansion on the property by reaching out to the owner and developer to consider alternate

approaches that would save the historic mansion from demolishment.

26. One of the objectives of the Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan is to "Expand the number

of National Register listings and increase the number of historic preservation zoned properties

and districts".

Questions: What has the City done to attempt to expand this neighborhood to a historic

preservation zoning, since it clearly has every single characteristic to qualify under any historic

preservation property? Rather than entertaining the possibility of re-zoning this to multi-use,

what has the City done to protect this area? At the very least, does this call for a study to

consider other alternatives that could be discussed with the owner?

27. The Preservat¡on Commission of the City of Tulsa runs the City of Tulsa's historic preservation

program. They aim to work with residents, building owners, neighborhood organizations and

City of Tulsa Departments and officials to protect and enhance our city's fine cultural and

architectural heritage.



euestions: Please inform whether the City included the Preservation Commission of the City of

Tulsa in the Comprehensive Plan where this area was changed from "Preserve and enhance the

residential character of this area" as stated in the 2002 Brookside lnfill plan, to an Area of

Growth under the Comprehensive Plan? lf not, why not? Please inform who represented the

historic area's preservation and property interests in that decision?

28. Zoning Code relation to the SÍateg¡c Preservation Plan: The section of the Strategic

Preservation plan entitled ,Zoning Code states:

"The City's Zoning Code inftuences the climate for historic preservation in thot it estoblishes bosic

development regulations thot offect the moss and scole ond density of development. ln some

coses, the undertying zoning is in concert with historic development potterns, but in other coses,

permitted development confticts with traditionol building character. Historic district boundories

for residential neighborhoods exclude adjoining commerciol oreos, but often development there

can impinge upon residential chorocter. This issue olso exists where older troditionol

neighborhoods, which ore not formotty tisted os historic districts, abut commerciol corridors'"

euestìon: Exploin ony rotionote thot encouroges development that is outside the scope of the

moss ond scole ond historicol chorocter of the oreo ond how o chonge to the zoning code in this

cqse promotes the goals of the Strotegic Preservotion Plon.

29. The Plan addresses potential erosion of the residential area's character

euestion: What would be the justification to eroding this area's residential character?

30. Although the site is not in a specially designated protected historic area, there are many

references throughout the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan, the Brookside lnfill Plan, the Tulsa

Strategic Historic Preservation plan about the need to preserve historic neighborhoods, preserve

the character of existing neighborhoods and be respectful of this in any infill development

projects or re-zoning.

euestion: Explain how these critical components have been given serious consideration before

considering teardown of a historic mansion, leveling old growth trees and infilling with current-

trend contemporary structures out of scale and character with the historic area in which the site

is located.

euestion: One of the statements quoted in the Strategic Preservation Plan is directly on point:

"Stop the inoppropriote infitt thot is out of scole, charocter ond hormony within and surrounding

historic oreos, both commerciol ond res¡dential'"

euestion: Please explain why the City's Strategic Plan is not being implemented to stop the

inappropriate infill that is out of scale, character and harmony within and surrounding historic

areas?

31. The Comprehensive Plan's heading: "Planning for lnfill" states lhal "...infill proiects present

retativety more risk" and involve substantial planning, coordination and skillto accomplish'



Question: What substantial planning and coordination has been done? The section also

indicates that"odvonced neighborhood planning" is required. What "advanced neighborhood

planning" has been done?

32. The Tulsa Preservation Commission has focused on neighborhood teardowns. See:

https://tu lsa prese rvatio nco m m ission.o rg/neigh borhood-tea rdowns/

"lJnfortunotely, Tulsa is beginning to experience both ends of the teardown spectrum. Most ot
risk ore small bungolows and WWll-era cottoges, torn down for huge new houses. However,

gronder homes on lorge lots ore often demolished ond the lot split to moke woy for severol potio

homes or townhouse developments in single-fomily neighborhoods. Both trends ore disturbing to

long-time residents.
Most teardowns do not bring density to older neighborhoods, which ore olreody the densest in

town. lnsteod, they simply add lorger structures to the same lot, often dworfing neighboring

dwettings. A better solut¡on is to focus on redevelopment of existing structures, including

sensitive reor odditions, ond orchitecturolly compotible infill on vacont lond."

Questions: Please explain why this concern is not being addressed in the development plan

consideration by the City. Please inform if the City has had conversations with the design

planner and property owner to explore alternate options and if so, please provide information

and if not, why not?

33. Air Quality Concerns Basic to any City sanctioned plan is to consider quality of life issues for its

citizens. lf you look at "Additional Monitoring" at page 74 of the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan, it
indicates a more complex monitoring program covering a robust range of conditions affecting

residents' quality of life. This includes air quality and public health. "Such evoluotion would be

highly voluoble".
The 201-6 Comprehensive Plan Monitoring Program stated:"The goalof the Comprehensive Plan

is to decrease the negative impact of emissions and their effect on Tulsa's air quality".

Clear-cutting eight (8) urban acres of old growth trees and heirloom plants directly adjacent to

an already busy intersection will inevitably result in air quality/ozone consequences, which Tulsa

currently struggles with. Tulsa continues to rank among the worst in the nation for air quality.

When traffic backs up at that intersection, the existing trees and plants help offset some of the

air quality issues. lf cement replaces those eight acres with only nominal landscaping, it is
undisputed by sound, credible science that there will unquestionably be detrimental impact on

health of residents. W¡th the added traffic, it's certainly a serious consideration.

Question: Please explain how this proposal aligns with the specific Comprehensive Plan goal to

decrease the negative impact of emissions and their effect on Tulsa's air quality.

Question: What studies will the City require BEFORE a zoning change to address air quality

issues? lf no study prior to a vote on re-zoning is required, please explain why not?

Question: Due to the impact old growth trees has on air quality at a busy intersection, please

provide what steps the City has taken or plans to take to work with the owner and developer to

address these issues and require appropriate studies to be performed?



Question: Please indicate if the City plans to attempt to save as many of the old growth trees in

any conditions for approval or whether that has even been discussed or considered? Has the

design planner at least discussed the economic and air quality value of old growth trees with the

ownerto determine if some of them could be preserved? lf not, why not? Please inform what

landscape requirements in any cond¡tion for approval might be considered to try to mitigate the

decrease in air quality, particularly in a high density/high traffic area, resulting from cutting

down old growth trees and heirloom plants (taking into account the undisputed fact that young,

small trees cannot compare to the air quality benefits of old growth trees.)

34. Habitat/Conservation/Environmental Concerns. Scraping eight acres of old growth trees and

heirloom shrubs and plants near a natural water feature creek will also destroy habitat of all

kinds of wildlife, including songbirds, hawks, lizards, frogs, dragonflies, and all manner of life

(perhaps protected Barred Owls spotted in the area). Due to the heritage natural area, there

may very well be protected species at risk.

ln 2016 Up With Trees in connection with the Tulsa Urban Forest Master Plan launched an

initiative to plant more urban trees and try to protect them.

Question: Has the Tulsa Urban Forest Master Plan been reviewed in connection with this plan?

Has Up with Trees been consulted ¡n connection with this proposal? Were they part of the

planning group in connection with the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan? lf not, why not?

Have any Oklahoma conservation groups been involved in any of the decisions relating to

changes to this area due to the undisputed impacts on air quality and the natural environment?

lf so, please identify who and to what extent they have been included?

Will you please include them at this time before any zoning changes are considered so they can

assess the impact resulting from clear cutting old growth trees?

euestion: Has the Dept. of Wildlife been consulted? Have any localwildlife groups been

provided notice? Who is protect¡ng the ¡nterest of the natural area and the creatures who dwell

there?

Question: Who is responsible to determine if any protected species may be

detrimentally impacted by loss of habitat under federal and state laws? Have they been

consulted? Have any studies been requested? lf not, why not?

35. lt is our understanding that the property is within the Crow Creek watershed. The U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency considers Crow Creek to be an impaired stream.

Hundreds of volunteer hours have been logged over the years to clean up the creek and its

banks. A Monarch Meadow has been created west of Peoria before the creek flows into

the Arkansas River near the Gathering Place'

Question: Will INCOG require an impact study to determine possible impact on Crow

Creek, which the design firm said is not on the property, however, it is adjacent.



36. lt has been reported that Bob Patterson established a wildlife preserve on property he owns

andthenaturalizedareawherehelivesclearlyreflecthisloveofwildlifeandnature. "Hewasa
lover of animals and was devoted to help saving wildlife and the wolves in Yellowstone
National Park. Much to the local hunters' dismay, he turned his ranch into a private
wildlife sanctuary of which he was very proud. "

Question: Understandably, this is private property, however, with the request for re-zoning and

a design firm engaged, it is relevant to ask if any efforts been made by the design planner or city
to reach out to the owner to at least explore alternative approaches that would be more
consistent with the grantor's particular interests in nature and wildlife?

37. This project and plan were prepared when the U.S. economy was booming, pre-COVlD.

All economic and occupancy forecasts were made in an economic environment that has

been completely altered. At this time, it is universally unknown what long-term
economic impacts may occur due to the worldwide pandemic.

Questions: Please explain why this project should proceed as planned without being
postponed for a reasonable period of time in order to better assess if economic

conditions may be sufficiently changed justifying reconsideration of design plans or
what impacts should be considered? Does it make sense to move forward without
pause, with a "going big" plan developed during the booming economy pre-COVlD,

when we are not certain of the post-COVID economic realities?

38. The Comprehensive Plan heading: "Two Scoles of lnfill Development'' pg. 68 states that large

projects are often initiated by the city or agencies, (which apparently we don't have here,

although that is a question) but it cautions about the drawbacks to the "go big" approach that
involve "substontiol risk the public must beor, both financially and politically. A project's foilure
or even o lockluster performonce con be o drog on resources ond sour o community's view of
infill and redevelopment in generol."

Question: Understanding this is not a public project, but the re-zoning is a public issue. Risks of a

project's failure that triggered a re-zoning results in significant consequences on city residents.

Due to the uncertainties of the unprecedented worldwide pandemic economic impact and

aftermath and the risks of a lackluster performance potentialdrag on resources and souring the
community's view of infill and development isn't a hold for a period of time justified prior to a

major re-zoning of an established area when that project was planned while the economy was

booming in a pre- COVID environment? lf not, why not?

Question: Should the City require an interim study to give serious consideration to and better
assess the potential economic challenges facing this City and our nation and how this could

impact this project and its forecasts?

Questions: Explain how it is responsible and sensible of City leaders to move forward without
pause, without studying the potential long-term economic impact of COVID?

Explain how a vote on a major zoning change from a heritage long-standing stable and solid

residential neíghborhood to commercial mixed use, make sense at this particular time under
these circumstances.



39. The Tulsa World on August 1-6 printed a story entitled "As COVID's economic impact continues,

it's 'only a matter of time' for some Tulsa businesses. The story goes on: "Data on business

licenses and sales tax receipts will eventually offer some clear evidence on the shutdown's full

impact, but those numbers aren't available now'"

Question: Explain how it is other than wishful thinking for the City and the design planner to

move forward as planned without taking potential major economic changes into consideration
justifying at the least a pause on any plans until data is gathered'

40. Several Brookside businesses that were thriving pre-COVID have closed their doors- estimates

are that very high percentages of small businesses who were thriving pre-COVID have closed

their doors permanently. ln the Brookside Association meeting of the developer on Aug L7, the

design firm said they walked up and down Brookside to see how many businesses had shuttered

and they determined only 6% had closed. They acknowledged this was not a formal study.

Questions: Why isn't a formal study required to determine if businesses in Brookside are in

jeopardy of closing, thus impacting any future retail plans of this proposal? Many businesses

have relied on initial relief packages, but we have no way of knowing when the relief runs out,

what will happen. What studies are underway to try to better identify the impact on the

economy and business of the pandemic and how these might impact Tulsa and the affected

area?

41. No rational person can forecast a fast recovery to the economy. What we want to avoid is a

massive development that is built and then cannot attract the tenants planned Pre-COVlD. lt
could sit for years, half vacant with less desirable discount retail tenants that negatively drag the

neighborhood down. A massive eyesore could be ourfuture in that pristine, location.

Questions: How are the City leaders realistically assessing the current economic situation and

what studies are being done to forecast whether or not we may be stuck in an economic

stagnation for quite some time. As much as we want to believe otherwise, the harsh reality is

that many economic forecasts for the City may need substantial revision in the aftermath of a

worldwide pandemic. We can't be reckless and put blinders on to the very real possibility of a

changed financial forecast. At the very least, should the City be putting a pause on such a

project?

Question: Please explain how it makes rational sense to approve and allow leveling of eight

acres of old growth trees and construction to begin on a massive new development that will
permanently alter the natural, historic neighborhood and landscape when all the plans were

made prior to the worldwide pandemic hitting the country bringing with it severe economic

distress, in any estimation?

42. Trallic.Traffic issues are undeniable. Much more extensive study needs to be done as the

current intersection is extremely busy. Narrowing to one lane to "calm" traffic is again, magical

thinking. The reality is, there will be greater traffic congestion in a condensed area making it
unwieldy and will lead to unintended, negative consequences. People turning left into the

development will tie up traffic and the increased congestion will negatively impact the area.



Question: Even if the change in traffic lanes is not tied to this proposal, the addition of high-

density residences, retail and office space will have a direct, significant impact on traffic issues in

this area. Please explain why a comprehensive traffic impact study is not required prior to any

zoning change vote by INCOG and then the City Council. (The developer mentioned in the Aug

17th call that no traffic study has been done; that the zoning change is the very first step.)

Shouldn't this be done PRIOR to INCOG's vote? lf not, please explain rationale.

Question: Please explain how there can be a vote on a zoning change until all the requisite

impact studies are completed? Explain how that makes rational sense since it would seem those

responsible for voting on a zoning change would need to know all the relevant impacts of such a

change?

43. Timing on such a Monumental Change to the Character of this City lt's clear that this proposal

is in need of much more extensive analysis and study on a myriad of issues with input from a
number of stakeholders. Many people are just now learning about this proposal. lf this is

rushed, the city leaders will not hear the end of it and history will not look favorably on a rush to

scrape and build. There needs to be much more due diligence before this comes before any kind

of a vote or even public hearings. We need sufficient time, comparable to the massive size and

scope of the proposal and more stakeholders involved who are critical to ensure the best

interests of the citizens of Tulsa and future generations are considered. A Sept 2nd planning

commission dates is premature under all the circumstances.

Question/nequest: Willthe City agree to postpone any Planning Commission meeting and vote

until a more reasonable amount of t¡me, at least 120-L80 days has passed to allow more

thoughtful consideration by necessary stakeholders? lf not, why not?

It makes no sense to consider a change in zoning PRIOR TO conducting requisite studies to determine

consequences. At a minimum, there needs to be significant due diligence to determine if zoning change

is justified: where are the interim studies? scale/size, compatibility studies? traffic studies? air quality

impact studies? quality of life studies? conservation/endangered species/habitat studies? neighborhood

impact studies? lighting plans to prevent "light trespass" and sound studies to do the same? where is

any mention of how this proposed change is aligned with size, scale and comparable usage of the area?

How is this proposed change consistent with all the city's proclamations that historic characters of

neighborhoods are to be maintained and preserved? Why is a "creative" MPD-3 proposed for an

established, residential historic area? Why is such an area of the City widely viewed as a beloved

"treasure of the City" used as an experiment in this novel planning approach?" There are so many

glaring omissions and many more questions than answers. Where is the fire? Why is this being rushed

when the homework has not been done? More time and information are needed, and the public has a

right to know the impact this can have in setting precedent for other similar areas.

Pamela Gotcher

Kathy Elliot

Doug Elliot



Kim Nelson

Randy Nelson

Ted Vestal

Pat Vestal

Rae McSweeney

Janne McSweeney

Linda L. Ringold

Robert Jackson

Susie Jackson

Jason McMahon

Sara McMahon

Steve Gaede

Carol Gaede

Rick Holder

Mark Lauinger

Allison Lauinger

Amy Emerson

Clint Emerson

Ronnie Thomas

Lana Thomas

Mark Gotcher

Susan Pagel



Warren Pagel

Greg Weaver

Susan Byers

Charles Byers

Bette Graves

Michael Graves

George Demier

Sherry Demier

Ron Testa

Dawn Testa

Myrna Seale

Larry Seale

DeeAnn Paisley

Timotþ A. Morgan

Lynse H. Morgan

Please note more concerned Tulsans have informed that they are interested in joining this letter,
so we will update it in the coming days and weeks. 'We wanted to make you aware of this as

further justification for a continuance of at least 120 days.



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gabrille Jones <gabrille.wjones@gmail.com>
Monday, August 31, 2020 3:15 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 MPD-3 Ë¡LE ttPy

As a life long resident of Brookside, I am opposed to any commercial area dumped into a residential area. The traditional line
between residential and commercial in Brookside has been Crow Creek. The Brookside lnfill Task Force recognized this as the
line. That document also recognized the commercial area as being east and west of Peoria Avenue from Crow Creek to 51,sT/144

and perhaps no more than 100'-1.50' from Peoria.

The impact of any size commercial project at intersection of 3Lst and Peoria would forever adversely change the
surrounding area around it; the lives and property of hundreds of Tulsans in alldirections of that intersection. There are many
people in Tulsa who see nothing wrong in having commerce on every corner in town. Very sad.

The environmental effect of removing hundreds of trees would be huge. The Gathering Place removed thousands of trees which
probably haven't been replaced to any extent.

I don't believe any project should receive approval without more specific plans having been drawn and presented. Just giving an
idea the green light is not acceptable. Brooksiders don't want buildings eight stories tall. We didn't want Enclave apts for many
reasons including its height and parking garage. Brookside 3L is an unneeded project.

Gabrille W. Jones



Saw¡ler, Kim

PD-3

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

P!ÂNNING OFFICE
TULSA

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Thursday, August 27,2020 11:24 AM

Sawyer, Kim

Mit san FrL t c$pY
Continuance Request to October 7,2020)

Good morning Kim,

please send th.e following staff continuance to the Planning Commission for consideration. We will not include the current

applicant information in the packet.

Staff has received over 200 emails and many phone calls from the neighborhood property owners and interested organizations

near MPD-3. Some of the email has opposed the project completely, some have supported the project as submitted but many

of the emails are concerned about the details of the MPD and have requested further opportunity for review and input. Many

of the continuance request are for L20 days, 180 days and specifically to the January 6th meeting.

Additionally we have received open ended request to delay the Planning Commission meeting until after the new City Council

has been established and after they are in a position to vote on this zoning request.

The applicant has also organized and attended several meetings. We have received valuable input from the applicant and the

surrounding property owners. With respect to all of the information we have received staff believes a single continuance is

appropriate and at least 30 days is necessary.

Staff request a continuance to the October 7th Planning Commission.

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PLA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Oflice
2tN.2ndst.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.9475

Our Fulure
RÏ HERE

1



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Amanda Blair <ablair29@icloud.com>

Friday, August 28,2020 B:47 AM

esubmit
MPD 3 Brookside 31 DeveloPment

MPD 3 Brookside 31 Development Support Letter - Amanda Blair.pdf

Dear lncog Representatives,

please find the attached letter to illustrate support for the MPD 3 Brookside 3L Development

Thank you for your t¡me and have a great day.

Sincerely,

Amanda Blair

Fl!.f g#Py

1



Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission & Tulsa City Council

175 East 2nd Street, 2nd level, One Technology Center
Tulsa City Council Chambers

Ftt t 8ñ/, yRE: MPD 3 Brookside 31 Development

Dear Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission & City Council,

As an engaged and informed citizen of Tulsa, I fully endorse the MPD3 Brookside 31

Rezoning Application for the property located on the southeast corner of East 31't Street
and South Peoria Avenue intersection. I believe the project contributes to both the

Brookside District and the City of Tulsa's long term goals of creating a vibrant and

dynamic economy. This project aligns with these goals by attracting and retaining

young professionals, capitalizing on the investment in the Aero Bus Rapid Transit Line,

and providing a range of housing options that are currently lacking in the midtown area.

The rezoning proposal will provide economic benefits to the Brookside area, and I

strongly believe the proposal will benefit the larger community as a whole. Additional

benefits of this positive change and project include: enhanced streetscaping;

opportunities for outdoor dining and rooftop restaurants; more parks, plazas, and

community open spaces; diverse housing options; direct access to the Aero Bus Rapid

Transit, supporting the City of Tulsa's investment; and pedestrian access via biking and

walking to some of the City's most cherished parks and open space, including the River

Parks and Trails, The Gathering Place, and Zink Park.

Thank you for the opportunity to illustrate my support to approve the Brookside 31

Rezoning Proposal. I have no hesitation and strongly endorse this project, as it
enhances our community for the future, and better prepares the City of Tulsa for

economic growth, success and sustainability.

Sincerely,

Amanda Blair



Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning commission & Tulsa city council

175 East 2nd Street, 2nd level, One Technology Center

Tulsa City Council Chambers

F¡¡.8 TûPï
RE: MPD 3: Brookside 31 DeveloPment

Dear Planning Commission and City Council:

As an engaged and informed citizen of Tulsa, I fully endorse the MPD3 Brookside 31 Rezoning Application

for the property located on the southeast corner of E. 31"t St. and S. Peoria Ave intersection. I believe the

project contributes to both the Brookside District and the City of Tulsa's long term goals of creating a vibrant

and dynamic economy, attracting and retaining young professionals, capitalizing on the City's investment

in the Aero Bus Rapid Transit line, and providing a range of housing choices that are currently lacking in

the midtown area.

While it is clear the rezoning proposalwill provide economic benefits to the Brookside area, I believe the

proposalwill also benefit the larger community as well. Among the many communi$ benefits, the project

includes: enhanced streetscaping; opportunities for outdoor dining and rooftop restaurants; more parks,

plazas, and community open space; a diversity of housing options for both the young, as well as aging

residents that want to downsize but stay within their mid-town community; direct access to the Aero Bus

Rapid Transit that the City of Tulsa has greatly invested; and lastly pedestrian access via biking and walking

to some of the City's most cherished parks and open space that include the River Parks and Trails, The

Gathering Place, and Zink Park.

I believe approval of the Brookside 31 rezoning proposal will enhance the community, will strengthen the

economic success of Tulsa, and will move The city of Tulsa forward.

Sincerely

Kent Van Valkenburgh
3421E.62nd ST

Tulsa, OK74136
9184944775



August 17,2020

Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Gommission

175 East 2n4 Street, 2nd level, One Technology Center

Tulsa City Council Ghambers

RE: MPD 3: Brookside 31 DeveloPment

F ILI COPT

Dear Planning Commission and Gity Council:

After careful review and conducting an informational meeting with the development representatives held on August 13,

2020, the Brookside Business Association (BBA) unanimously voted to fully endorse the MPD3 Brookside 31 Rezoning

Application for the property located on the southeast corner of E. 31d st. and s. Peoria Ave intersection' we believe the

project contributes to both the Brookside District and the city of rulsa's long term goals of creating a vibrant and dynamic

economy, attracting and retaining young professionals, capitalizing on the Gity's investment in the Aero Bus Rapid rransit

line,andprovidingarangeofhousingchoicesthatarecurrentlylackinginthemidtownarea.

Brookside has always been a district where people love to gather to shop, dine and play. our vision for a healthy city and

for the Brookside district is one in which all of these things can take place safely, thoughtfully and be integrated well into the

district and neighborhood as a whole. The Brookside 31 development increases our district's ability to draw in new

businesses and residents while simultaneously providing for the needs of this new capacity. with integrated parking' well

planned green spaces, and housing that will meet the needs of our growing district, Brookside 31 will change our city for

the better.

The BBA believes that the creation of a high quality, mixed-use, walkable development will bring vitali$ to our district through

its purposeful design with our neighbors in mind. The considerations made while planning this development were intentional

in how the designers wanted to both continue to draw the feel of Brookside further north while also providing a gorgeous

well-planned community that Brookside neighbors would be proud of. we believe the Brookside 31 project's addition of

newly constructed retail and office space that is served by the project's addition of adequate parking will boost the economic

prosperity and livability of this area.

It is clear that this proposal will provide benefits for all rulsa residents and especially for those who call Brookside home'

Among the many community benefits, the project includes enhanced streetscaping; opportunities for outdoor dining and

rooftop restaurants; parks, plazas, and community open space; and diverse housing options for people in all stages of life'

The Brookside 31 development will be exponentially more productive and beneficial for Tulsa than populating that property

with the traditionally zoned residences and McMansions that Brookside is seeing more of. The developers' choice to pursue

a Master planned Development zoning instead of the easily attainable Mixed use category shows their deep concern for

our community and neighbors and shows their commitment to the perpetual right use for this space. we are excited that

the Brookside 31 project will be a tegacy project for future Tulsa residents to enjoy and that it was specifically chosen to be

put right here in Brookside.

ln closing, we believe approval of the Brookside 31 rezoning proposalwill enhance the Brookside community, will strengthen

the economic success of Tulsa, and will move The city of Tulsa forward'

Sincerely,

k
Rev

u
Matt

Brookside Business Association, President



Sawyet Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Historic Neighborhoods <cohnot@yahoo.com>

Thursday, August 27,2020 3:52 PM

esubmit
MPD-3

F#t- Ë ff&Îp H
Good Afternoon,

On behalf of our members, we agree and advocate for a postponement till . Projects of this magnitude,

often blindside the neighbors, many of whom, reached out to me, to request support. We are grateful for the Design team's efforts

to host public meetings, however, everyone prefers additional time for follow-up questions, and the ability to explore options that

may mitigate area concerns.

Thank you.

Cherie Cook
COHN, Founding Member

List of Neighborhoods under COHN-Coalition of Historic Neighborhoods:

Brady Heights
Gillette
Lewiston Gardens
Mayo Meadow
Maple Ridge
Owen Park
Ranch Acres
Riverview
Renaissance
Swan Lake
Yorktown
Terrace Drive
Tracy Park
White City

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

kk <ksksf@aol.com>

Thursday, August 27,20207:47 PM

esubmit
MPD.3 r tLt c0PTSubject:

hello!

l'^ ) in support of your project. Seeing these staunch Tulsan's throw out opposition haven't traveled much to know how real

cities react to changes. I hope you are successful!

My 91year old Mother read an article in the Tulsa World about the project and is curious. Do you have a PDF of your

PowerPoint deck where I could print some pages for her to see? Also, if you have any historical info about the property, she'd

like to read about it.

Thank you,

Kyle Kirk

415.505.4100

via iPad



Sawyer, Kim

Subject:

This gentleman sent this directly to Dwayne and me but wanted to make sure it got to the general email as well. Thanksl

Best regards,

Katy OoMeilia, PLA' LEED AP
Planning Director/Proj ect Manager

From:
Sent:
To:

5314 S. Yale Aveo Suite 510

Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www.Dlannin gdesiengrouo.com

Katy O'Meilia < komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>
Friday, August 28,2020 9:28 AM

esubmit
FW: Brookside 31

Ff¿{
8wy

E F¡nd urfli
Facebook

From: rustypatton @cox. net < rustypatto n @cox. net>

Sent: Wednesday, August 26,2O2O 2:40 PM

To: dwilkerson @incog.org
Cc: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>

Subject: Brookside 3L

Hi Dwayne,

I write to express my support for the Brookside 31 project.

I live just east of peoria on 35th Street, next to the Center I parking lot. Ten years ago, an appraiser placed a very low value on my

then iacant lot. He justified the low value with this comment: "subject is adjacent to commercial property."

Times have changed. Now, we see strong demand for living quarters in Brookside, especially those closest to "commercial

property".

Brookside's retail and restaurant district, and the mostly RS-3 neighborhoods surrounding it, create an urban vibrancy unique to

Oklahoma. The design and location of Brookside 3l mirrors that successful formula I expect the project to increase the property

values of surrounding homes.

Times have also changed with respect to parking. From my vantage point, the use of ride sharing services into Brookside is

increasing exponentially. Since Brookside 3l has sufficient internal parking, I don't expect much net parking pressure.

The project complements the existing commercial mix, and will expand the portion of the market that counts Brookside as a

favoiite destinati,on. Brookside 3l will also encourage other investment in Brookside.

In sum, Brookside 31 will benefit both the residential and commercial sides of Brookside.

1



Thanks. Rusty

Frank R. Patton, Jr.

Patton General Counsel
1332East35th Street
Tulsa, OK 74105

rustvpatton@cox.net
Voice: 918-361-6233
Fax: 800-310-8692
OBA#: 6961

x Virus-free. www.avq.com
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Friday, August 28,2020 10:05 AM

k dodd
Sawyer, Kim

Re: Reference the project at 31st and Peoria
FqI-Ë ffiffiP u

Thank you so much for your thoughts. Many times we only hear from the not in my neighborhood crowd

Dwayne Wilkerson

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 28,2020, at 9:014M, k dodd <doddkl@gmail.com> wrote:

Mr. Wilkerson

I am writing you just to stress that many of us in the Brookside area love the ideal of this new development.

We feel as if Tulsa is dying and our roads, police departments, fire departments and EMSA are all struggle with

funding because we continue to runoff good opportun¡ties like this development.

The recent Tulsa World article had a person claiming to be speaking on behalf of some Brooksiders. Most of my

neighbors seem to love the idea of this project.So we are surprised by this news article.

Thank you for your time and please let me know if there's anything you would like from us.

Kurt Dodd

L403 E.35th pl

Kurt Dodd
Stone Creek Custom Homes, lnc

918-813-7748 Cell

doddkl@smail.com
www.StonecreekConstruction.co

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Friday, August 28,2020 11:17 AM
randall lawrence

Sawyer, Kim

Re:31st and Peoria project3l
FILT TSPY

Thank you mr Lawrence. We will forward your support to the Planning Commission.

Dwayne Wilkerson

Sent from my iPhone

> On Aug 28,2020, at 9:52 AM, randall lawrence <randylaw1O8@gmail.com> wrote:

>Mr. Wilkerson, lwouldliketolodgemysupportforthe3lstandPeoriaprojectthatwasannounced. lliveatL407E.35th
Place and would like to see this project succeed. I believe it will be a great compliment to the Brookside community. Respectfully

Randall Lawrence.

> Randall E Lawrence

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Creda Moran < creda2000@cox.net>

Sunday, August 30,2020 4:38 PM

esubmit
Proposed MPD-3 Patterson Property/Brookside 31 re-zoning plan

To: Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission

City of Tulsa

l,m writing as a longtime area resident to to oppose re-zoning the SE corner of 31st and Peoria from RS-3 to MPD-3 for the

future development of what has been labeled Brookside 3l-. There are well-established neighborhoods that surround that area

Homes were purchased in those neighborhoods for reasons that include location, stability of the area and the character of the

neighborhoods we call home. No one would have ever expected a developer to appear with the idea of placing a large multi-

story complex in the middle. Take a look at the building just north of Cascia Hall and that type is exactly what this would

resemble except for one major factor-that is between Utica Square and a school grassed area yet Brookside 31 would be

negat¡vely affecting the l¡festyle of those in several nearby neighborhoods.

1. Nootherstructureforquiteadistancearoundismulti-storyandmulti-usesowouldaffectthe look,characterofthearea

and lifestyle of neighbors.

2. Trafficwould increase not only on Peoria but also on streets that intersect Peoria.

3. parking is a problem for small businesses located south on Peoria. lncreased use would cause more problems not only for

thebusinesses butalsofornearbyneighborhoodareas.Neighbors,evennow,stayupsetovertheparkingthattakesplacein
front of their houses on side streets.

4. The fabric of life for so many people living in single family homes would change and negate their reason for wanting to be in

the area. No one would want to purchase a home with a multi-story complex next to them.

5. Property values would be affected with the zoning change.

6. Eliot schoolwould be impacted and maybe others as well.

7. The 3Lst and peoria location is not walking distance to The Gathering Place so that is not a factor.

7. There is a ,,look,,, a character and a unique atmosphere to Brookside-what attracts people to want to live close or frequent

thesmalluniquebusinessesthere. The Brookside3lprojectlocated inthemiddleofwonderful neighborhoods filledwith

single-family homes would destroy it all.

Creda Moran
3607 South Yorktown Place

Tulsa, OK 74105-3451
email: creda2000@cox.net

Although I do not live near the corner of 31st and Peoria, it would change Brookside and that would ¡mpact all.

1



FBLE USPYSawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shortridge, Kent <kent.shortridge@onegas.com>

Sunday, August 30,2020 12:38 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria

Good afternoon,

We live in the neighborhood nearthe proposed development ¡n Tula at 3l"st and Peoria and support the project.

Kent and Valerie Shortridge
3302 S Troost Ave

Tulsa, OK 74105

Thank you, Kent

1



Kay & Dave Hoover

onAugust28,2o2oat3:0]-PMkaydavehooverkaydavehooVer<@>
wrote

Mr. Wilkerson

[ftE Ëü-"/\i

We support the proposed 31st and Peoria project

We have lived in Brookside for a long time. The proposed project, which offers shopping, dining

and living, would be a great addition to the Brookside area. We would be able to walk there to

enjoy the new development.

This proposed project will increase the value of the area's homes and businesses. The city's tax

base will benefit.

This project would also be a natural t¡e-¡n to the new Gathering Place. There is a side walk and

bike lane that would allow people to go from the Gathering Place to the new project and vice

versa. The Aero Bus has a stop immediately across Peoria from the proposed project and would

make the project very accessible for bus riders. Additionally, the parking planned in the new

project would provide ample parking for those who decide to drive there.

We believe the proposed project would greatly add to the ambience of living and working in

Brookside and be an asset to the City in general.

Kay and Dave Hoover

351-1 S. Trenton Avenue

2



Sawyer, Kim

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Katy O'Meilia < komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>

Sunday, August 30,2020 8:07 PM

esubmit
Wilkerson, Dwayne

FW: Support for the proposed 31st and Peoria project

This was sent to me directly and I wanted to be sure it made it to the official packet' Thanks!

Best regards,

Katy OoMeiliao PLA, LEED AP
Planning Director/Project Manager

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www.planningdesisn group.com

r\r-Ë $&wY

Subject:

E F¡nd urön
Farehook

From: kay Hoover <kaydavehoover@cox.net>

Sent: Friday, August 28,2O2O2:27 PM

To: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>

Subject: Fwd: Support for the proposed 3Lst and Peoria project

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: kaydavehoover kaydavehoover <kavdavehoover@cox.net>

Date: August28,2O2O aT2:.L7:t9 PM CDT

To: komeilla @pdstulsa.com
Subject: Re: Support for the proposed 31st and Peoria proiect

Reply-To: kaydavehooverkaydavehoover<kavdavehoover@co >

Katy

1

We sent this e-mail to support your project.



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

M Blevins <mmblevins@hotmail.com>
Friday, August 28, 2020 7 :52 PM

esubmit
Project planned at 31 and Peoria Case number MPD-3

FILE. OOPÏ

My husband and I live just north of 3l- and Peoria and are concerned that sufficient stud¡es have not been conducted

as to the effect on the neighborhood in relation to traffic concerns (there is now only one lane traveling west on 31

street from peoria), electricity concerns-as to more power being used, water runoff, sewer usage (only 4 bathrooms

now, what will be the effect of a project of th¡s magnitude on the current sewer and water system. We are also

concerned about the wildlife currently residing in green space.

As neighbors and residents in the City of Tulsa, we respectfully request the Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning

Commission submit studies for the neighborhood to review before the re-zoning request approved. We request a

continuance on this agenda item - MPD-3 on the September 2 Tulsa Planning Commission agenda and move the

discussion to the meeting on January 6,2021. We feel this agenda item is trying to pass through the system too

quickly to catch the neighborhood off guard without sufficient studies being conducted and neighborhood feedback

being taken in to consideration.

Martha and Dan Blevins

Sent from Outlook

I
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gretchen Heinberg <gheinberg@aol.com>

Sunday, August 30,2020 1 1:06 AM
esubmit
Proposed MPD-3 Patterson Property/Brookside 31 re-zoning plan

Hello, I have reviewed the information I was able to find on this proposal. I am disturbed that the statements from the

developer include things like (paraphrase) " this is a proposal, it could change". To me, that means once they get the zoning

change they will do whatever they want. Mid town needs more homes not more reta¡|. There are so many empty or

abandoned spaces in the Brookside area. I certainly would not want a home that backed up to a parking lots, restaurants or

unsightly back doors of businesses. property values will go down - typically the largest investment an individual has. Trying to

sell a home that backs up to this will be difficult.

ln midtown there are numerous single large properties on the corners of main ¡ntersect¡ons. lf this goes through there is nothing

to stop other resident¡al areas from being turned in this way. The precedent will be set.

I am confidante that the land could be sold for single residential lots or small, maximum of 2 story, apartment/condominium

development and this family make a tidy sum. Please do not allow this change.

Thank you for your consideration,

Gretchen Heinberg
Gheinberg@aol.com

Sent from my iPad

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Pamela Gotcher < pamelagotcher@gmail.com >

Monday, August 31,2020 6:05 AM

esubmit;Wilkerson, Dwayne; Hoyt, Jay; (DlST4) McKee, Kara Joy; Porter, Jed

Request for Continuance and Questions for ConsiderationSubject:

We need a 120 day continuance on any TMAPC recommendation or vote due to the complexities, surrounding

historical area impact and permanent significant consequences of any such development in the heart of Tulsa's

treasured historic areas. This is not a run-oÊthe-mill standard zoningchange request whatsoever. The extra time is

more than justified. Tulsa is in the midst of COVID spread. People cannot show up and plead their case in person

safely. We just had an election. Outgoing councilors should not be the ones addressing this impactful issue. We don't

need a vote rushed through before the end of quarter and holidays when people are otherwise engaged and distracted.

Tulsans deserve more thán a token continuance of 30 days for these reasons alone. The design planner and owners have

had ample time, so shouldn't Tulsans be given a fair amount of time to consider the impacts and speak out?

Those of us opposed to this aren't against development or growth at all. We are advocating for transparency in the

process and responsible development that is compatible in scope, size, scale and character to a space sitting in the heart

òf ,o-" of the most appealing historic areas of Tulsa that makes Tulsa stand out from other cities. This is a

development that is hàâvily weighted toward maximum profitability while sacrificing the character of historic areas and

established neighborhoods.

Isn't it in every Tulsans best interest to retain the great characteristics of Tulsathat sets Tulsa apart? Do we want a

homogenous, cookie cutter city where all areas look alike and that does not distinguish one area from another? When

yor, * drawn to Brookside, Pearl, Cherry Street do those areas appeal to you because of their unique attributes? Many

of us want to retain that uniqueness that makes these areas destinations and tourist attractions, and allow responsible

development and growth. Both interests can co-exist at the same time.

The public has a right to know that this particular plan is a novel zoning category that is untested in an urban area with

all rypes of built in flexibility for the developer. It's completely out of scope, will tie up traffic, add to congestion and

permanently alter the personality and character of this area, which will not be appealing in the end to visitors or

neighboring u..ur. A zoning change at an aheady busy intersection before a traffic study makes no sense' It makes no

,".rre to consider a change in zoning PRIOR TO conducting requisite studies to determine consequences. The design

planner's presentation to-Brookside residents and the photograph of the planned design misleads the public as to what

àptions rnay exist once a zoningchange is made. The public does not yet grasp the fact that if the zoning changes, they

may not g.i th" "bright and shiny" promising plan (to some) they see on paper and that there are limited controls on the

types of ðommerciafthat can move into it. It allows for significant flexibility by the developer, contrary to what the

màjority of Tulsan's would want. 
'Why 

doesn't the public have a right to know this before city planners vote on this?

V/ð are-advocating for a fully transparent process and for reasonable protections for the area. We love Tulsa and don't

want city govemment and developers to take away its unique benefits because they have decided what's best for us.

At a minimum, we should see significant due diligence performed to determine if a zoning change is justified: where

are the interim studies? Scale/sizi, compatibility and comparable usage alignment studies? Trafhc studies? Air quality

impact studies? euality of life studies? Conservation/endangered species lhabitat studies? Neighborhood impact

studies? Lighting and sound studies? How is this proposed change consistent with all the city's proclamations that

historic characters of neighborhoods are to be maintained and preserved? How can a rational decision on a zoning

change be made without þrerequisite studies? Why is a "creative" MPD-3 proposed for an established, historic area?

Whyls such an area of the City widely viewed as a beloved "treasure of the City" used as an experiment in this novel

planning approach?" There are so many glaring omissions! 'Where is the fire? Why is this being rushed when the

1



homework has not been done? More time is needed, more answers are needed, and the public has a right to know the

impact this can have in setting precedent for other similar developments.

Please provide the 120 continuance so that this feels less like an ambush on Tulsa citizens.

Kind regards,
Pamela Gotcher
Tulsa resident and voter

2



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Terri Thames <territhames22@gmail.com>

Thursday, August 27 ,2020 B:43 AM
esubmit
MPD-3 seeking delay ilLt c0PrSubject:

To Whom it may concern:
Requesting a minimum of L20 day delay of any decision regarding MPD-3 in midtown.

This is too important to so many to rush it through for the benefit of a few.

Sincerely
TerriThames
Midtown

Sent from my iPhone

I



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Mr. Wilkerson,

katiesattre@ g mail.com
Tuesday, August 25,2020 2:39 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 Application for Re-Zoning - Museum Neighborhood Association Request for
Continuance of Sept. 2, 2020 TMAPC Hearing

FILE. COPT
My husband and I live at 1305 East 26th Street in beautiful Tulsa, Oklahoma. We have called this oil boom era estate our home

since January 2OL1. We have lived in midtown since May 2006 and we own 7 additional midtown properties. We cannot imagine

living anywhere else in the city. lt is where we chose to raise our two very young sons. The rich historic area is a true Tulsa

treasure. lt is unlike any area in most states especially in Oklahoma. Residents have worked hard for over 100 years to preserve

and build this part of the city.

The proposed development at 3Lst and Peoria threatens this idyllic neighborhood. The area is so well known that it is even

featured in one of John Walton's books on the historic homes of Tulsa. The decision to re-zone the area needs to be postponed

for at least 120 days for the following reasons.

(1) The developer has not taken the adequate steps to fully flesh out a plan. No studies of any kind have been conducted nor

could they be done during these unprecedented times in our city.

(2) The pandemic doesn't allow for the proper discussions to be made between the residents and the potential developer.

(3) The pandemic prevents residents of Tulsa from adequate representation at the meetings with the developer and the city. To

change the entire footprint of the area requires careful planning and input. This cannot be achieved with a hasty decision during

a pandemic. Even during non-pandemic times, many proposed developments in the area have failed.

( ) Safety and traffic are of utmost concern to residents. These two concerns remain unaddressed by the developer and cannot

be fully fleshed out in less than a month. Dangerous intersections such as this one, cost people their lives.

(5) Finally, today is Election Day. The mayoral seat is up for grabs as are several city counselor seats, including districts that are

highly impacted by a decision to re-zone the area.

For all of the reasons above, I respectfully request a continuance of the decision to re-zone the southeast corner of 31st and

Peoria for at least 120 days.

Thank you for your time!

Sincerely,

Katie A. Sattre, Esq

91_8-760-4086

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

rodneydavid@cox.net
Tuesday, August 25,2020 2:10 PM

esubmit
120 day continuance

Follow up
Flagged

F¡LT TSPT

Mr. Wilkerson,

please allow a 120 day continuance of the September 2020 TMAPC meeting as additional time is needed during this pandemic

we are all dealing with. We are 23 year homeowners on the SE corner of 25th & Peoria (1306 E 25th ST)

Thank you in advance for your consideration'

Respectfully,
Rodney and Kristina David

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Emily Carter < emilyk.carter@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 25,2020 4:01 PM

esubmit
Attn: Dwayne Wilkerson re: 31st and Peoria e' ËË- fl ff{¡tr ySubject:

Hello, Mr. Wilkerson,

My name is Emily Carter and my family lives in Maple Ridge at 26th and Peoria. We would like to request a 120 day continuance

to allow for more time for residents of the area to gather information. I have significant concerns about the increase in traffic.

Sincerely,

Emily K. Garter
DDS, MSD

x

(918) 986-9986

emilvk.carter@email.com

ca rte ra nd h iqginso rtho,co m

32328.31st St. Tulsa, OK 74105

11916 S. Oxford Ave., Suite 203 Tulsa, OK 74137

communication and any attachments.

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Wilborn, Troy
Tuesday, August 25,2020 6:19 PM

Sawyer, Kim

Fwd: 31st and peoria proposed development by Patterson Trust

Get Outlook for Android

From: Judy Jarvis <jdjarvis@cox.net>

Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 4:28:05 PM

To: Wilborn, Troy <TWilborn@incog.org>

Subject: 31st and peoria proposed development by Patterson Trust

Patterson Trust Development. Not So Fast.

I join in the request for a continuance of the September 2 Tulsa Planning Commission Hearing to approve rezoning the site from

residential to mixed use.

This is asked in order to give more time for input by citizens and neighbors.

Judy Jarvis

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

steve aberson < saberson@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 25,2020 7:59 PM

esubmit; ddrusher@att.net
31st and peoria continuance

FtL t tffflj Y

Hello my name is steve aberson I live at 3021- south Peoria very close to the proposed mix use development. This is a huge

change for this area and i feel like the neighborhood needs more time to investigate the 40 page plan. please grant a

continuance on the mpd-3 at least until next year. thanks so much. steve aberson

Steve Aberson
3509 S Peoria Ave
Tulsa, Ok 74105
918-520-2468

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Miller, Susan

Tuesday, August 25,2020 11:47 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: MPD3/Patterson Trust Rezoning @ 31st and Peoria 120-Day Continuance Request

From: Sara McMahon <saraja nemcma hon @yahoo'com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 11:43 AM

To: Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>

Subject: MPD3/Patterson Trust Rezoning @ 31st and Peoria 120-Day Continuance Request

Dear Susan,

We've just been made aware of the proposed rezoning of the 7 .2 acre Patterson property at 31st and Peoria. We live very close to

this próperty (our address is 2955 South Rockford Road, just north and east of the proposed development). We are very

interested iñ understanding this project and the potential impact it will have on our home and neighborhood. We respectfully

request that a 120-day conlinuañce be issued for the scheduled September 2nd meeting so that we have an appropriate amount

of time to assess the äevelopment and its impact. The meeting on September 2nd would not give us the time to do so, especially

in light of the pandemic and current election period.

Regards,
Sara McMahon

Sara J. McMahon, CFA
214-755-6761
saraianemcmahon(@vahoo. com

Fil.E g&Py
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Miller, Susan

Tuesday, August 25,2020 11:47 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: MPD3/Patterson Trust Rezoning @ 31st and Peoria 120-Day Continuance Request

From: Sa ra McMa hon <sa raja nemcmahon@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 11-:43 AM

To: Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>

Subject: MPD3/Patterson Trust Rezoning @ 31st and Peoria 1-20-Day Continuance Request

Dear Susan,

We've just been made aware of the proposed rezoning of the 7 .2 acre Patterson property at 31st and Peoria. We live very close to

this próperty (our address is 2955 South Rockford Road, just north and east of the proposed development). We are very

inteiested iñ understanding this project and the potential impact it will have on our home and neighborhood. We respectfully

request that a 120-day coñtinuance be issued for the scheduled September 2nd meeting so that we have an appropriate amount

of time to assess the äevelopment and its impact. The meeting on September 2nd would not give us the time to do so, especially

in light of the pandemic and current election period.

Regards,
Sara McMahon

Sara J. McMahon, CFA
214-755-6761
sa raia nemcma ho n (@va hoo. com

F¡¡.8 
8üPY
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Tuesday, August 25,2020 12:24 PM

Teresa Knox

Sawyer, Kim

RE: 31st and Peoria Development (MPD-)

Good afternoon Teresa,

Its good to hear from you and look forward to meeting sometime soon.

I will forward your opposition to the proposed development to the Planning Commission.

PleasekeepinmindthattheSeptember2ndmeetingwillonlybeforadiscussionoftheappropriatecontinuancerequest. We

have received a lot of interest with some very good ideas and the applicant is working on some changes now. As you know the
final decision will be at the City Council meeting.

Respectfully,

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[A, PIA
Principol Plonner I Currenl Plonning
Tulso Ptonning Office
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 24103

18.579.9475

Our Fulute
TIERE

Ff¿t 
8&Py

TULSA
PLANN¡NO OFFIGE

From: Teresa Knox <teresaknox9L8@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 11:17 AM
To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>
Subject: 31-st and Peoria Development

Hello Dwayne,
I hope you are doing well!
Harwelden has turned out beautifully. Would love to g¡ve you a tour one of these days. I
apprec¡ate your help with it early on during the renovat¡on. The Church Studio should be
finished by the end of the year and we are pleased with that progress despite the nat¡onal
historic hurdles we experienced early on.

My husband, Ivan Acosta, and I purchased .75 acre at 3168 South Rockford Drive; adjacentto
the proposed Patterson development on the south. We are 4 months away from completing
construction on our new home. When we purchased, we assumed we were safe from

1



commercial considering the 100 years of residential zoning in the area. This will be my third
time living in Brookside. Because this new development is literally in our backyard, I wanted
to share with you our opposition to the rezoning along with the other reasons our neighbors
have expressed to you.

Finally, this was native land--like all of Tulsa, but this Perryman land, in particular, is critical
because there is native burial ground on the Patterson property.

Please let me know if I can do anything or if you have any questions! Appreciate your
continued support.

Yours truly,
Teresa Knox
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Miller, Susan

Tuesday, August 25, 2020 1 1:45 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: MPD3/Patterson Trust Rezoning @ 31st and Peoria (120-Day Continuance Request)

From: Liesl Glass <lieslglass@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O 6:43 PM

To: Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.orS>

Subject: MPD3/Patterson Trust Rezoning @ 31st and Peoria (120-Day Continuance Request)

Good Morning-
My husband and I live on the north east corner of 31-st and Peoria and feel we will be significantly impacted by the subject

rezoningofthepropertyjusttooursouth. Wedonotfeelwehavebeenprovidedsufficientinformationregardingthe
development plan, nor sufficient time to gather needed information to determine the impact to our property, neighborhood and

the overall integrity of the Brookside/Crow Creek area. (be it positive or negative)

We feel a delay of the Sept 2, 2O2O TMPAC meeting is justified to allow time for our commun¡ty to properly research this

proposed rezoning of such a large piece of land, in the middle of our neighborhood. As we were not provided sufficient

notification, we feel a 120-day continuance of this meeting is appropriate. Your consideration is greatly appreciated'

Thank you,

Jeff and Liesl Glass

3047 S Peoria Ave

(918)7O6-s441

Ft¿[ 
cs\r
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Jean Fausser <jfiberart@msn.com>

Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 9:28 AM

To: Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>

Subject: Zoning change at 3Lst and Peoria

please extend the consideration period for the zoning change at 31't and Peoria for t2O days. An 8 story building there is out of

line and the issue deserves more attent¡on.

Jean Ann Fausser

JFiberart.com

Miller, Susan

Tuesday, August 25,2020 11:46 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW:Zoning change at 31st and Peoria

1



Saw!¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Tuesday, August 25,2020 1 1:01 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: MPD-3 Zoning Change Request 31st and Peoria

fllf MPY

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA. PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2tN.2ndSl.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.s79.9475

Our fulure
$T fIERE

PLAI{NING OTFlcE

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne

Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 10:57 AM

To: Larry Harral <larryharral@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: MPD-3 Zoning Change Request 3Lst and Peoria

Thanks Mr. Harral,

We will forward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[4, PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2tN.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.s79.9475

TULSA

TULSA
5üsPa Ou:
STANT H

Fulu¡c
ERE

PLANNINC OFFIGE

From: Larry Harra I <larrvharral@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O 6:25 PM

To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incos >

1
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Cc: lha rral@mcgrawok.com
Subject: Fwd: MPD-3 Zoning Change Request 31st and Peoria

Good afternoon Dwayñê,

I am writing in opposition to the proposed MPD-3 application. I also support

the request for a LzO day cont¡nuance that I would like for you to convey to

TMAPC.

I am most concerned about the density of the proposed development as well

as the obvious consequences to traffic in the immediate area. I live less than

one half block from the proposed zoning change. W¡th the recent addition to

the bus traffic on Peoria, to an already congested street, it is hard to conceive

what problems this would bring to the neighborhood near the development.

I have resided in this area for 26 years and have watched the volume of traffic

increase tremendously. By building this project as proposed, particularly

reducing the street size with smaller street lanes and bicycle lanes, it is

obvious the traffic flow will be greatly hindered.

I am not anti-development but feel this project as proposed is far too
aggressive for this location. The infrastructure to support it with that density

simply does not exist. A project of this magnitude should be scaled back to fit
in with the surrounding neighborhoods.

I greatly urge you to request a LZO day extension so that the interested parties

have an opportunity to meet and try to find some common ground and a

more reasonable proposal for this project.

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration for our concerns

regarding this proposal.
2



Sincerely,

Larry Harral
3t27 South Rockford Drive
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Tuesday, August 25,2020 1 1:01 AM
Sawyer, Kim

FW: Continuance for 31lPeoria

l\tt ü8Pï

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PIA
Principol Plonner I Currenl Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2tN.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103
918.579.9475

Our tufu¡e
RT TIERE

TULSÄ

TULSA

PTANNING OFFICE

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne

Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O 10:59 AM

To: Clinton Emerson <armixthus@yahoo.com>

Subject: RE: Continuance for 31./Peoria

Thanks Mr. Emerson,

We will forward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulsq Plonning Office
2W.2ndst.,8lh Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.947 5

Ow fufurç
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DTANNING OFFIGS

From: Clinton Emerson <armixthus@vahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O 8:03 PM

To: Wil kerso n, Dwayne <DWi lkerson @ incog.ors>

Subject: Continuance for 3l/Peoria

1



Dwayne, I apologize for this late email. I was in OKC today having knee surgery and just got back

to Tulsa. I live on South Quaker Ave, specifically, Clinton Emerson 2908 S. Quaker Ave., Tulsa,

OK,741-L4. I strongly believe the MPD-3 request untenable. The density of development

proposed is unreasonable, and we're not even assured that we'd get project anything like what

the planner has shown. lt could be apartment complex, pot shop, a mixed use building over 8

stories tall. lt could be a college, day care, dog services, elderly assisted living,

fraternity/sorority. lt could have a QuikTrip, hotel, and bed and breakfast, which is nothing even

remotely similar to what is shown. We need time to better define the uses that are acceptable

within a residential area. Please consider my request to support the L20 Day continuance'

Sincerely, Clint Emerson

Sent from my Commodore 64
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Tuesday, August 25, 2020 1 1:03 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: Patterson property / 31st Peoria rezoning

íñ
1fj

$,m,q.$

Thanks Mr. Safranek,

We will forward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[4, PIA
Principol Plonner I Cunent Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2Y't.2ndSt.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

918.579.9475

Ou¡ Fulurq

TULSA
RT fIERE

PTANNINC OFF¡GE

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne

Sent: Tuesday, August 25,2O2O LL:00 AM

To: Dan Safranek <dansafranek@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: Patterson property / 3Lst Peoria rezoning

Thanks Mr. Safranek,

We will forward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwoyne Wllkerson, ASLA, PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Offlce
2W.2nd St.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.9475

Oul fulure
TT TIEFE

TULSA
Pt^ltlüHo oFFlcE

From: Dan Safranek <dansafranek@sma¡l.com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O LL:46 PM

1



To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>

Subject: Patterson property / 31st Peoria rezoning

Hi Dwayne, dwilkerson@incog.org

My name is Dan Safranek and I live a13240 S. Owasso Ave., Tulsa, OK,74105. According to the County

Aésessor's office our subdivision is called BROOKSIDE ADDN AMD. We do not have a home owners association

to represent us. My house is less than a hundred yards west of the Patterson property.

The MPD-3 request is crazy. The thought of having a 8-story multi use building similar to
the 8-story Utica Park Building is outrageous to plop into a res¡dential neighborhood like

ours! lt will reduce our property values as well as the aesthetics of the area.

The density of development proposed is ludicrous, being inserted into an exclusively single-
family residential area. That's the reason it zoned RS-3. lmagine the impact of an 8 story
building on our neighborhood. There are no buildings this height anywhere along Peoria. We
need time to figure out a better idea.

I hate the MPD-3 request! The MPD-3 request is untenable and unproven under this situation. Based on the

absurdity of the density and scale of the proposal it's incompatible with the existing neighborhood. As we

understánd it there is no developer for this project, so the MPD3 is not about a real project. The density of
development proposed is unreasonable, and we're not even assured that we'd get a project anything like what the
planner has shown. Also, if approved this will reduce the value of our residence.

There has been very little advance notice, less than 45 days, to fully understand all of the impacts to our

neighborhood of this application. Given the size and scope of this application/project, more time and meetings are

needed.

At the level of understanding I have now of this application, I would like to see this application for rezoning denied

at the Sept. 2 meeting. lf that is not possible, I would support a 120 Day continuance for the application.

Sincerely,

Dan Safranek
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Vicky Adams < adamsvicky@cox.net>
Tuesday, August 25,2020 B:41 AM

esubmit
Request for Continuance Ffl.f ggPr

Good Morning,

My name is Vicky Adams and I live in the 31st and Peoria neighborhood. I am writing to request a continuance of the public

hearing on MpD-3 to the first TMpAC meeting set afterJanuary 1, 2O2L.lt's important there be an opportunity to not only

review but to understand the proposal for the area.

Thank you for your consideration.

Vicky Adams

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

wbwill@cox.net
Monday, August 24,2020 7:36 PM

esubmit
Wilkerson, Dwayne

Regarding MDP-3; Brookside 31--Patterson Property

Bland and Dana Williamson
3138 S. Rockford Drive
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74LO5
Record Title:

DFW Revocoble Trust

My name is Bland Williamson. My wife, Dana, and I live within a couple hundred feet of the subject property. Our home is one

of 8 homes in a gated community known as Villarese. All of the owners in Villarese made a large initial investment in the purchase

of their homes and have been conscientious in the continuing upkeep. Villarese has a statutory homeowners association and its
residents have approved and enacted substantial dues to provide for necessary maintenance and on-going improvements to the
property. We want our homes to blend with and be consistent with the quiet ambience and beauty of the surrounding
neighborhoods.

My wife and I strongly support a 120-day continuance of the September 2 meeting of the TMAPC to vote on rezoning the subject
property for the reasons set out herein. We also believe that any commercial or retail development on the subject property is
totally inappropriate to the surrounding residential neighborhoods. We wish to keep the current residential zoning.

Lack of Adequate Notice. First, neither my wife nor I or the Villarese Homeowners Association have received any formal notice
of the proposed rezoning other than hearing from our neighbors, primarily online. The proponents obviously did not feel the need

to notify our Homeowners Association even though its homes are located mere feet from the project. Because the proposed

rezoning would cause a significant change in the current aesthetic and livability of our neighborhood and also because there are

a myriad of stakeholders that would be impacted, it is very important that we have sufficient time to become informed about the
project, the rezoning and all of its potential ramifications. The proponents have obviously worked silently on the proposal and

lined up their alliances and support for many months, if not years. Yet the affected homeowners have been given little or no t¡me

or notice to study the project and its potential for permanent injury to our neighborhoods.

PriorMPDzoningnotanalogous. WeunderstandthatMPDzoningisanewtypeofzoningandthat¡fthesubjectpropertywere
rezoned to MPD it would be only the third time this new category has been used in Tulsa. However, we are told the other two
areas previously rezoned to MPD were of a totally different character and not at all analogous to the subject property. Both of
the other MPD sites are in far east Tulsa, contain 11-0 (+) acre tracts and are far away from any residences. That turns this proposed

rezoning, at best, into a very experimental project in which established neighborhoods would effectively be guinea pigs. We find

this very objectionable.

lf rezoned there is currently no protection as to what will ultimately be built. We understand that Brookside 31 is intended as a

concept only. There is no specific site plan, building plans, internal lot lines, building elevations or development data with which

to rigorously evaluate the project. Apparently, this is intentional because the submitted conceptual development was included

only to help promote the rezoning. lf zoning is changed to MPD-3, a future developer may or may not use th¡s concept. ln fact,
we have been told that it is unlikely that the final development will follow the concept, which at this time, is all we have to evaluate

the requested rezoning. So, if the property were to be rezoned MPD-3 with only the current supporting documentation, we would
not know how the property will be ultimately developed or be given the opportunity to review or challenge the final use. lt could

be all commercial. ln any event, there is no assurance that the property will be developed in a manner that at least attempts to

1



maintain the culture and integrity of the surrounding neighborhoods. How can the Commission in good conscience designate a

blackhole of MpD in the middle of established residential neighborhoods with no protections to the surrounding properties?

Traffic at 31st and peoria already congested with future demands already approved. The proposed development raises the

specter of even more traffic at 31st and Peoria at a time when the traffic demands of current approved development is

unknown. Because of COVID, traffic generated by the Gathering Place has been limited this summer and the requirements that

will be spawned by the Children's Museum are unknown. No action should be taken which may substantially increase the traffic

load on an already over-taxed and congested intersection, particularly when greaterfuture demands have already been approved.

The proposal appears to be overwhelmingly opposed by surrounding neighborhoods. As earlier stated, most of the information

my wife and I have learned about the proposed rezoning and development project has come from online sources. There are many

neighborhood sites with comments that now number in the high hundreds which are overwhelmingly opposed to any retail or

commercial development at 31st and Peoria. The proposed development is not the right fit for our neighborhood. We are

concerned that it would result in the removal of mature trees, destruction of the wildlife habitat, too much hard space without

open land, air quality/ozone issues, extra water runoff causing floods, noise pollution, crime, terrible traffic congest¡on and

significant devaluation of our neighborhood'

The requested zon¡ng ignores prior development and natural geological features. Crow Creek has h¡storically provided a natural

break between commercial and residential zoning. Good zoning practice should look to and build on these natural barriers. The

Brookside commercial district stops at the Creek. North of Crow Creek is a veritable sea of residential and compatible uses with

no interrupting commercial. The introduction of retail and commercial uses of the scale and density of the proposed concept is

abhorrent to the culture and tradition of these historic and established neighborhoods.

COVID prevents full consideration by affected homeowners. lf the September 2 meeting on the proposal is postponed until

January 2O2t,ftis possible that by then, coVlD may be calmed enough to have a community meeting. Virtual meetings are not

ideal and inhibit meaningful progress or discussion. I know that at least for my wife and me, an in-person meeting ¡s

best. However, my age and health prevent my ability to attend in-person meetings while COVID is so rampant ¡n Tulsa. The

rezoning request to MpD is unprecedented and must be fully aired, discussed, analyzed, and considered by all stakeholders. This

is not possible in the midst of a pandemic'

Residential midtown Tulsa is one of the city's jewels. The introduction of MPD zoning into this large and established residential

area must be carefully and thoroughly reviewed by all affected stakeholders. For all the reasons stated above, we respectfully

request a 120-day continuance on the MPD-3 rezoning so that this may be accomplished'
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:

lwata, Kate H. < Kate.lwata@oneok.com >

Tuesday, August 25,20209:47 AM

esubmit FIL T TOP Y
Subject: Proposed MPD-3 Zoning Change for the Patterson Property 31st

To \A/hom lt May Concern,

My name is Kate lwata and I live at 3107 S. Madison Avenue. Recently I learned about the proposed MPD-3 zoning
change for the Patterson property. The MPD-3 density of development proposed does not fit with the current
neighborhood, being inserted into an exclusively single-family residential area. lt is difficult to imagine the impact of an

8 story building, paid parking, and narrowing of Peoria on our neighborhoods. There is no building of this height
anywhere along Peoria for miles in either direction. We need time to figure out a better idea.

ln addition to this, based on the density and scale of the proposal it's apparent it is only an effort to increase the sale
value of the land for the Patterson Trust. lt appears to be Mike Nunley's only goal with the MPD-3 application. As we
understand it there is no developer for this project, so the MPD-3 is not about a real project. Because of this we're not

even assured that we'd get a project anything like what the planner has shown. We need time to better define the
uses that are acceptable within a residential area. Please consider my request to support the 120 Day continuance.

Thanks!

*== OuEon

Køtetlwatw
GIS Analyst
100 W Fifth Street
Tulsa, Okla. 74103
www.oneok.com

Phone. 91 8-588-7697
E-mail: kate. iwata@oneok. com

THtS MAP/DATA HAS BEEN COMptLED By ONEOK FROM AVATLABLE pUBLtC TNFORMATTON AND WAS PRTNTED BY ONEOK SOLELY FOR USE ON A SPECIFIC PROJECT DURING A

spEctFtc TtME pERtoD. THts MAP/DATA tS NOT TNTENDED FOR USE FOR ANy OTHER PURPOSE. ONEOK DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY OF THIS MAP/DATA OR THE

INFORMATION DELINEATED THEREON, NOR DOES ONEOK ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY RELIANCE THEREON. THIS MAP/DATA MAY NOT BE COPIED, DIGITIZED, OR

DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT EXPRESS CONSENT FROM ONEOK OR ITS AFFILIATES, BEFORE DIGGING, ALWAYS CONTACT 811 OR YOUR LOCAL STATE ONE CALL SERVICE.
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

a

a

Christen Webb < christenmeyer8T@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 25,2020 9:59 AM

esubmit
Proposed MPD at 31st and Peoria ü,.fi1 fl ffi&P r

Good morning,

My name is Christen Webb and I am a homeowner near 3L't and Peoria. I have learned of the upcoming meeting regarding

rezoning the property at the Southeast corner.

I would like to express my concern and discord of the current proposal provided by the owners of the property. From a personal

perspective, the amount of noise, traffic, and air pollution caused by a development of this scale brings a great deal of stress and

anxiety to the neighbors in close proximity. The amount of mature trees which grow on that property bring a great deal of
water, wind, and pollution control to the area. From a community and development perspective, it is not in line with the Tulsa

Comprehensive Plan (Aug. 2016) and Tulsa Urban Forest Master Plan.

Per the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan, my husband and I are the exact demographic which Tulsa is trying to attract and retain. We

are educated, young professionals looking for a city to raise a family. However, this sort of development makes me think of the
uninviting excess of cities such as Dallas, where everything looks the same and aesthetics appear to have been an afterthought
in design. We and our friends find ourselves drawn to greener areas - literally and figuratively. We want to live in a place which

has been thoughtfully and sustainably designed. Taking a segment of land as beautiful as the parcel in question and turning it
into a sterile development with the façade of being, per the proposal, "appropriately scaled and located in order to minimize

impacts on the existing residential areas" is disconcerting. We chose Tulsa over cities such as Oklahoma City and Dallas

specifically because it has more mature trees, green space, and larger city amenities without the noise and traffic.

I am not delusional to believe that this property may not be developed. I know the Trust wants to develop this land and will
develop to the capacity granted. However, I do think this parcel can be responsibly developed to benefit all stakeholders. For the
proposal to say that it is appropriately scaled is simply without reason. There is no such building in the vicinity as tall as the
proposed 8 stories. A residential area should not have a building more than 3 stories, as it impedes on the privacy and light on

surrounding homes. A multi-story development does not belong in an area surrounded by single-family residences.

Below are the reasons I believe the approval meeting should be postponed and an environmental impact study conducted

lncreased Traffic - 31't street is a narrow street, which turns into one lane on each side at the West part of the

intersection. There is not enough infrastructure to support the influx of vehicles which would be drawn by a

development of this scale. The Gathering Place and Children's museum have and will continue to increase the

traffic in this residential area. The Comprehensive Plan promotes pedestrian accessibility, but this development

would only increase the number of vehicles at the intersection.

Noise pollution - Being a residential area, homeowners are entitled to a certain degree of quiet. By having a

mixed use development, the noise of both private and emergency vehicles will increase substantially. The

existing trees on the property decrease the existing noise from the number of vehicles already driving through

the Brookside area.

Air pollution - The additional vehicles driving through and idling at the busy intersection of 3l't and Peoria have

created a large amount of air pollution, which will drastically increase upon construction. Cutting down the

1
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amount of mature trees which take in carbon dioxide from existing pollutants will cause an imbalance and

decrease Tulsa's air quality.

Lieht pollution - The amount of lights required at a development of this size will dramatically alter the night sky

and add to light pollution for surrounding neighborhoods.

Environmental lmpact Report - Being near a creek and the river, a large amount of wildlife, including Federally

protected birds such as the Red-cockaded Woodpecker, will be impacted by disturbing the amount of green

space.

Tulsa Urban Forest Master Plan - Under the "Resilient" keystone of the TUFMP, the plan calls for the alignment

of "policies with the community vision of canopy establishment." Under this goal, the City's current 26% canopy

coverage would be increased to3}o/o.lf Tulsa continues to lose significant areas of mature trees to this type of

development, we will be far from the current 26% canopy coverage.

Tulsa Comprehensive Plan - Page 8 of the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan states the Parks Master Plan will also

incorporate open spaces, including waterways, floodplains and open space, into the city fabric. Page 9 states

that the planning process will be transparent and inclusive. By voting on September 2nd, inclusivity is limited due

to the short window between announcement and voting. The same page also states "Future development

protects h¡stor¡c buildings, neighborhoods and resources while enhancing urban areas." The home on this parcel

of land is historic to the area and the flora is a valuable resource to the neighborhood. The irony of the following

bullet point stat¡ng Tulsa should have "livable, pedestrian friendly and cost efficient community" is not lost on

me. Having upscale shopping and living is not inclusive to an already expensive area of town. Additionally, the

traffic accompanying this development will cause danger to pedestrians. The most contradictory part of this Plan

is how page 17 states "Character preservation, reinvestment and limited growth are the primary concerns for

stable residential areas." The neighborhoods near the 31't and Peoria intersection are deemed Areas of Stability,

and this development is ostentatious for such an area.

Thank you for considering my notes of opposition and I request the City postpone voting until proper impact

studies can be conducted.

a

a

Thank you,

Christen Webb
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Eakin <eakinm2@gmail.com>

Tuesday, August 25,2020 10:05 AM
esubmit
Patterson ffu 88Pr

I live at Trenton and 3Lst and am opposed to such a large development in an upscale single family home neighborhood. The

traffic will be a nightmare with the AERO on Peoria and the Gathering Place traffic on 3l-st. and Riverside.

A gated residential is the best solutionl
Thanks, David Eakin

David Eakin

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 24,2020 4:17 PM

HI

Jim Walker; Sawyer, Kim

RE: Proposed zoning change,3lst and Peoria, Tulsa OK (MPD-3)

Mr. and Ms. Walker,

Thanks for your interest and thoughtful email regarding this zoning application. We will forward your request to the Planning

Commission.

Please keep in mind that the Planning Commission is a recommending body to the City Council. Ultimately the City Council will
make the decision on any re-zoning application.

Respectfully,

Dwoyne Wilkerson. AS[4, PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.947 5
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From: H I <janisupdikewalker@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O 3:34 PM

To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>

Cc: Jim Walker <jim.wa lker.tulsa @gmail.com>
Subject: Proposed zoning change, 3lst and Peoria, Tulsa OK

Dear Dwayne,

Please consider this communicat¡on as a
TMACP meetinq reqardinq the proposed MPD-3 at 3lst and Peoria. Tulsa. OK.

As Trustees of the James M. and Janis Updike Walker Revocable Trust, we own the home directly adjacent
to and less than 10 feet from the Patterson property. Our research pr¡or to purchasing this home in 2007
was with the intentional and conscious knowledge that the adjoining property at 31st and Peoria was and
continues to be zoned as residential (RS-3.) Over the past 13 years, we have significantly improved our
home and surrounding landscape as one of our primary financial investments. While our property abuts the
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east side of the Patterson acreage, it extends across the narrow, private street, Quaker Rd. We own and

maintain the street in front of our home. Our neighbors to the north and south own and maintain the other
part of Quaker Road.

We request a continuance of this zoninq application until at Ieast Januarv 6. 2021 for the following
reasons.

. The Planners not met with all the surround residents concernino the oossible imoact of the

application. We learned, via social media, the Patterson Trustees requested a zoning change to
MPD-3, a mixed use of commercial and residential construction. After reading the 4O-page

application, it is apparent this plan has been under consideration for many months. Yet at no time
prior to applying for zoning change did the representatives attempt to contact us.

. Time is needed to coordinate with neiqhbors and submit a comprehensive response to the
proposal. Clearly, this zoning change is a significant departure from the established urban character
of the neighborhood and it is being rushed without full input from those who will be impacted.

. Until the Patterson Trustees disclose their developer, the current plan is speculative. There is no

guarantee this will be built as shown.

Delay is absolutely necessary, allowing us to understand the plan and meet with newly elected city
officials. Thank you for recording our concerns.

Janis Updike Walker and James M. Walker

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carolyn Gartside < carolyn@terrygartside.com >

Monday, August 24,2020 2:46 PM

esubmit
Request for continuance MPD3

To: lncog and TMAPC

We would like for you to grant a request for a continuance of the public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC meeting set after

January L,zO2L.This will ensure that there is adequate time to prepare a response to the 40 page proposal.

Thank you.
Terry and Carolyn Gartside

1245 East 30th Place

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74LL4

Sent from my iPad

%
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, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Keel ing, Zachary S <ZSKeel ing @saintf rancis.com >

Monday, August 24,2020 3:18 PM

esubmit

f #Wfr
Subject: Continuance Request of Public Hearing on MPD-3 to the 1st TMAPC Meeting

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to ask that TMAPC grant a request for a continuance of the public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC meeting set
after January I,2O2L, ensuring that there is adequate time to prepare a response to the 40 page proposal.

Thank you,

Zack Keeling
Director of Business Operations
Surgery Services

Saint Francis Hospital
6161 S Yale Ave, Tulsa, OK74136
Phone:91"8-494-1938 I Fax:9L8-494-9933 | ASCOM:20735û

Saint Francis Health System intends this email only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is
privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. lf you have received this email in error, you are hereby notified
that we do not consent to any reading, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email and request you notify the sender immediately
and destroy this transmission. Violators may be prosecuted under Federal law.
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Sawyet Kim

From: Rick Walker <arwalk5l @cox.net>
Monday, August 24,2020 2:55 PM

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Miller, Susan

MPD-3, Brookside 31

Fd'¿f ggPfl
To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subiect:

I am writing to you today to ask for a 120-day continuance of the September 2nd TMAPC meeting. I know the application was

entered on July 22nd but the area residents have only known about it for a short time. More time is needed to find out about

the plan.

I live in the neighborhood and this proposed plan change would be a life changing event to so many of us who have lived

here for so many years.

When it does come up for review, please consider the loss of trees and grass to be replaced with concrete. The plan, as

submitted, is too large of a project to be built within single story, single family homes. Please do not force us to live next to
something that we would not have chosen to move to. Once the zoning is changed from single family to commercial, where does

it end? Will you be forcing other neighbors out of their homes?

Thank you for your consideration for the 1-20-day continuance and for how your decision will impact 100's of your Brookside

neighbors.
Ann Walker t334E 32nd Place Tulsa, Ok 74105

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beth Goddard < bethgoddard@yahoo.com>
Monday, August 24,2020 3:17 PM

Miller, Susan

Regarding September 2,2020 Meeting of TMAPC frfåtr ##Py
Ms. Susan Miller
Director, Tulsa Planning Office, INCOG

Dear Ms. Miller,

I am writing in regard to the September 2nd meeting of TMAPC to consider a rezoning request for property
located at the southeast corner of 31st and Peoria Avenue (the "Patterson property"). I'm sure you are
receiving correspondence from numerous parties regarding this meeting, and I add my voice to those urging
a postponement of the hearing for 120 days.

I am a 24-year resident of the Museum Neighborhood (1395 E. 27th Place) and have not yet made a
decision on whether I support the proposed mixed-use development on the Patterson property. I support
innovative urban planning that increases property values, encourages diverse housing options, and offers
local entrepreneurs space and support for new business, all of which the proposed project seems to include.
However, my family has lived through the construction of the Gathering Place and multiple disruptive road
projects along Peoria Avenue, all of which caused an alarming increase in cut-through neighborhood traffic.
Those projects were temporary; a multi-use, high-density residential community and additional
retail/restaurant development will cause a permanent increase in area traffic. This is just one of many issues
that would benefit from additional study and discussion by those directly affected.

As this proposal has just recently been publicized to the extent that area residents have become aware of it,
it would be prudent to allow extra time for all stakeholders to come up to speed on issues related to the
project. I urge you to postpone the TMAPC hearing to allow the process to be transparent and inclusive, and
reduce the chances that a potentially well-planned and "Tulsa proud" project draws opposition because it felt
hurried to important stakeholders.

I appreciate your consideration and the work you do on behalf of all Tulsans.

Regards,

Beth Goddard
918-810-0416

1



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Julie O'Brien <rovenvife@gmail.com>

Monday, August 24,2020 3:17 PM

esubmit; ddrusher@att.net
Continuance - Case No. MPD-3 F dd. Ë' å, ud' p,

As a neighbor of the proposed project at 3Lst and Peoria, I am asking for a continuance of the hearing scheduled for Wednesday,

September 2 at 1:00 p.m. I believe it should be held and heard after January 2,2021, so that all parties can fully study the 40

page application.

Julie S. O'Brien
L257 E 30th Pl, Tulsa, OK74LL4
(er.8)640-3882

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 24,2020 12:16 PM

Jane Mysock
Sawyer, Kim

RE: MPD-3 Zoning Request
q(t88py

Ms. Mysock,

Thanks for your interest in this rezoning request.

We will forward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[A. PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning OfÍice
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74.l03

18.579.9475

Fulure
ERE >

TULSÀ
PLÂI{XINO OFFIçE

From: Jane Mysock <jsock50@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O L1:00 AM
To: Wi I ke rson, Dwayne <DWi I ke rso n @ i ncog.o rg>

Subject: MPD-3 Zoning Request

Deqr Dwoyne,
f live ot 3164 5. Rockford Dr. which obuts the Potterson proPerly in

guestion. I support the request for alz}-doy continuonce ond hope

thot you recomm end it to TMAPC.

This requesÌ represents egregiously inoppropriote ussge of lond ín

on historícolly residentiol neighborhood. The density of proposed

development is unreosonoble ond far too vogue. Pleose support our

request for continu ance.
1



Sincer ely ,

A. Jone Mysock

2



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Dwayne Wilkerson
Principal Planner'
INCOG

Craig Legener <Craig@stanfieldodell.com>

Monday, August 24,2020 9:38 AM
esubmit
tahallco@outlook.com
Request for continuance of September 2 meeting on 31st & Peoria Development Plan

F !8- E ffi ili,, y

We are writing to you to request a 120 day continuance of the September 2 meeting to consider the 3l't & Peoria Development
PlanApplication. Weliveat2TthstreetandPeoria. Wejustrecentlybecameawareoftheplanandhavebegundiscussingit
with our neighbors. We need more time to research the possible ramifications of such a project in our neíghborhood.

We believe the length of the requested extension is appropriate as there are many holidays in the next four months and the

COVID-19 virus will limit the number of people that will be able to participate in small group discussions.

Lindy & Craig D. Legener, CPA
crais@stanfieldodell. com

The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. lf the reader of this message is not the ¡ntended recip¡ent or an

employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the ¡ntended reclpient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distr¡but¡on or copying of th¡s

communicat¡on ¡s strlctly prohibited. lf you have received this communicat¡on in error, please notify me immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your

computer. Thank you.



Sawyer, Kim

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 24,2020 9:59 AM

Tracey Hall; Miller, Susan; Sawyer, Kim

bobbrejcha@aol.com
RE: MPD3 120-Day Continuance Request

Good morning Ms. Hall,

Thanks for your interest and input on this conversation. We will forward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PIA
Principol Plonner I Cunent Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2ndst., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 24103

18.579.9475

Subject:

Shope Our Fulure
START HERE >ffiTULSA

PTAHNING OFFICE

From: Tracey Hall <tahallco@outlook.com>

Sent: Saturday, August 22,2O2O L1:25 AM

To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>; Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>

Cc: Tracey Ha ll <tahallco @outlook.com>; bobbrejcha@aol'com

Subject: MPD3 120-Day Continuance Request

r Ë &- Ê. H.i[iË, w

Dwa5me and Susan,

This is a formal request by my husband and I for a l2o-day continuance of the September z TMAPC meeting regarding

the proposed MPD3 at 3t't and Peoria.

We have lived in the Museum Neighborhood for z4 years.

Much of our careers have been in commercial real estate. Primarily in retail.

I've worked throughout the U.S., Europe, Turkey, Israel on major retail developments. I've served as a Trustee for the

International Council of Shopping Centers for six years.

My husband was a real estate manager for Target stores_and managed site selection/,entitlement process throughout
th; U.S. as well as shopping center development in southern California, Italy and Poland.

The approach to this MpD project isn't in keeping with anything we've-been involved in. It is clearþ being 
.

rusheàl The project *uttugi"r has not allowed foiwhatis typical nei-ghbor input. This is strange and what gives

developers u Lud ttu-e. Wã are not opposed with development on the Patterson property. W_e ryould simply like to see

that it is the right development. \,Vhatèver that may be. And, a July z_z appligltion for so much density and

complexities iñ the middle of a residential area foilowed by a September 2 TMAPC hearing is just too fast.
1



Franpy, we are not sure rzo days is suffïcient. Among other challenges, trying to-navigate the communication with

r"ri¿"tür, city officials, etc. duríng a pandemic and eËction has been extremeþ challenging. But, at least rzo days

wouldbe a good start.

Thank you for your consideration.

Tracey Hall and Darrell Creamer
2710 S. Rockford Road
Tulsa, OKZ4tt4
gr8.8Sg.o6S+

2



r, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 24,2020 10:07 AM
ED Seiders
esubmit
FW: MPD-3, Rezoning, Request for Continuance from Rockford Meighborhood Association

Continuance, MPD-3, TMAPC, 20-08-22.pdf

Mr. Seiders,

Thanks for your thoughtful email and letter that you have attached.

We will send this request to the Planning Commission for their consideration on September 2nd

Respectfully,

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[A, PLA
Principol Plonner I Cunent Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 24103

18.579.9475

Our Fulure
HERE >

TULSA
PI I{NING OFFICE

From: ED Seiders <ejseid@swbell.net>
Sent: Saturday, August 22,2O2O 4:42 PM

To: Wi I kerso n, Dwayne <DWil ke rson @ incog.org>

Subject: MPD-3, Rezoning, Request for Continuance from Rockford Meighborhood Association

Mr. Wilkerson,

Attached is a request on behalf of the Rockford Drive and Quaker Avenue Neighbors to the TMAPC for a continuance of
consideration of the MDP-3 Rezoning Application for the property located on the South East corner of 31't Street and Peoria

Avenues (Patterson Estate).

After reviewing this, please let me know if you require anything in addition for this request. Also, let me know if the attachment

to this email is sufficient, or if a wet signature on a hard copy original needs to be sent.

Ed Seiders
Phone: 918-7 43-7 L48 ( home)
Cell: 918-606-8858
email: seiderse@asme.org

1
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August 22,2O2O
t':lt ß:r
|' ¡t fl ú5.

H ¿¡I.H trtrtry Edmund J. Seiders

Chair, Rockford Drive Neighborhood Association
3152 S. Rockford Drive
Tulsa, OK 74LO5
Phone: 918-606-8858 (cell)

E-mail: seiderse@asme.org

Michael Covey, TMAPC Chairperson
c/o Dwayne Wilkerson, INCOG Principal Planner dwilkerson@incoo.ora
2 West Second Street
Suite 800
Tulsa, OK 74LO3

Subject: MPD-3, Rezoning of the E. 3lst Street and Peoria Avenue South East Corner Property

(Patterson Estate); Request for Continuance

Dear Mr. Covey

I am the current Chair of the Rockford Drive Neighborhood Associat¡on. Our association includes 25

homes located on Rockford Drive and Quaker Avenue, on the south side of E. 3ls Street, immediately east

of the property which is the subject of the recent rezoning application. The homes of some of our
members directly abut the property, and a total of 19 are withín a 300 foot distance from the property.

The members of our association respectfully request a continuance of the public hearing on the MPD-3

application for rezoning to the firstTMAPC meet¡ng scheduled afterJanuary 1',2OZt, which appears to be

January 6,2027-

We understand this may represent a longer continuance than is typ¡cally requested, but we have the

following reasons for requesting this amount of tíme:

1. PDG made the application for a significant zoning change on July 2Oh without advance

consultation or notice to the affected neighborhood residents until early August. The residents

received no official notification other than a notice that was sent to those who reside within 3OO

feet of the property on August 14th. We had no idea this was coming. We need time to
understand the proposal and requested zoning change. lt would appear that PDG has been

working on this project for several months and so while they may be prepared to proceed, the

people who are impacted by the requested change are not.

Z. The MPD-3 is a dense and complicated zonirtg document requiring a thorough understanding prior

to commenting. We need to investigate similar developments. The most s¡m¡lar development to

what is proposed in Tulsa appears to be the Utica Plaza office/condos. That development abuts

a well-established commercial area, a synagogue, and a school. The MPD-3 request is surrounded

completely by single family homes and no commercial development.

3. This zoning change request affects other neighborhoods in the area, and we need time to meet

to understand each property owne/s concerns prior to meaningful communication with PDG.

Establishing an effective communications network to be inclusive for those want¡ng to participate

is an undertaking in itself. Communicating with neighbors and three or more neighborhood

assoc¡at¡ons takes time and our efforts to do that are hindered by the COVID situation. Our ability

to meet in person is severety curta¡led today, and the pandemic may persist for several more



MPD-3. Reouest for Continuance
t

months, at a minimum. Since we can only meet in small, physically distanced groupt those

meetings take lo,ngerto schedule and complete-

4. We need time for neighbors to meet and evaluate which port¡ons of the MPD zoning opt¡ons can

be agreed to by those affected. That will allow time to determine/understand the visual and other

¡mpacts of this proposed zoning change for all those surrounding the project area.

We can meet ¡n only limited numbers during the pandemic and we need t¡me to understand all

the items being proposed in the MPD-3 document. Follow up meet¡ngs will be necessary to craft

revisions to the MPD-3 that neighbors can support.

5. The neighborhood associations that represent the areas that would be impacted by this change

are diverse and rely on votunteers. All of us who wish to understand the project and offer input

have jobs, businesses to run and many other commitments. Unlike PDG, we have to handle our

other responsibilities and do this work in our non-working hours.

6. The ability for us to meet and to appear in person at the TMAPC and City Council meetings is

limited by COVID. Gatherings are being discouraged by our public health professionals. We want

to be present to part¡cipate in the necessary discussions. Appearing and accepting public

comments via Zoom calls or other such protocols can happen, but it is far more cumbersome and

limits the ability for elderl¡ disabled, or less technically sawy neighbors to part¡c¡pate remotely.

7. The CiÇ Council and mayoral election is August 25rh, and may require a run-off. The new elected

officials will not be sworn in and working until mid-December. Many people travel and public

officesarenotopenduringtheholidays. Forthosereasons,weaskthatanymeetingsthatinclude
this application on the agenda be set after January 1,2021'

We have invited Katy O'Meilia, PDG's Project Manager, to meet w¡th our association, but as of the date

of this letter we have not had a response. The ultimate success of this project will require the support of

all impacted citizens. Our goat is to bring TMAPC a meaningful, thoughtful consensus of the surrounding

neighbors to define needed zoning considerationt to ultimately have an amazing, successful project for

us all. The requested continuance is necessary for the level of effort required to have this happen.

We look foruvard to your response.

Yours truly,

Ëdm rs, Chair
Rockford Drive Neighborhood Association

Page2of 2



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Attachments:
Subject:

David Poarch < dpoarch@pinnacleholdings.net>
Monday, August 24,2020 10:21 AM
esubmit; Distl @tulsacouncil.org; dist2@tulsacouncil.org; dist3@tulsacouncil.org; dist4

@tulsacouncil.org; Dist5@tulsacouncil.org; dist6@tulsacouncil.org; DistT@tulsacouncil.org; Dist8

@tulsacouncil.org; Dist9@tulsacouncil.org; reedsdesign@gmail.com; kmcartorlaw@att.net;

delia@impacttulsa.com; Doctor, Nick; Bynum, GT

MPD-3
Continuance Rockford NA B.21.20.docx

TMAPC Members,

Please find attached our request for a L2O day continuance for MPD-3

Thank you for your consideration

David Poarch - Managing Partner

Native American Fund Advisors
dpoarch@indianfundadvisors.com

Pinnacle lnvestment Advisors
dpoarch@pinnacleholdings.net

233 South Detroit, Suite 100
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120
Pinnacle: I 1 8.582.6864
NAFA: 918.582.9823
Fax: 918.587.6502
Toll Free: 800.582.9823

Click here to upload files.
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Michael Covey, TMAPC Chairperson

c/oDwayneWilkerson,lNcoGPrincipalPlannerW
2 West Second Street
Suite 800

Tulsa, OK 74103

FÊ!. { ffüir i
Dear Mr. Covey

The Rockford Drive Neighborhood Association respectfully requests a continuance of the public hearing

on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC meet¡ng scheduled afterJanuary 7,2O2L, which appears to be January 6,

2021.

We understand this may represent a longer continuance than is typically requested, but we have the

following reasons for requesting this amount of time:
L. PDG made the application for a significant zoning change on July 20th without advance

consultation or notice to the affected neighborhood residents until early August. The residents

received no official notification other than a notice that was sent to those who reside within 300

feet of the property on August 14th. We had no idea this was coming. We need t¡me to
understand the proposal and requested zoning change. lt would appear that PDG has been

working on this project for several months and so while they may be prepared to proceed, the
people who are impacted by the requested change are not. Our property abuts the south side of
the subject property; however, we have not been contacted by a representative from PDG.

2. The MPD-3 is a dense and complicated zoning document requiring a thorough understanding
prior to commenting. We need to ¡nvestigate similar developments. The most similar

development to what is proposed in Tulsa appears to be the Utica Plaza office/condos. That

development abuts a well-established commercial area, a synagogue, and a school. The MPD-3

request is surrounded completely by single family homes and no commercial development.

3. This zoning change request affects many residents in the area, and we need time to meet to
understand each property owne/s concerns prior to communicating with PDG. Establishing an

effective communications network to be inclusive for those wanting to part¡c¡pate is an

undertaking in itself. Communicating with neighbors and three or more neighborhood

associations takes time and our efforts to do that are hindered by the COVID situation. Our

ability to meet in person is severely curtailed today, and the pandemic may persist for several

more months, at a minimum. Since we can only meet in small, physically distanced groups,

those meetings take longer to schedule and complete.
4. We need time for neighbors to meet and evaluate which portions of the MPD zoning options

can be agreed to by those affected. That will allow time to determine/understand the visual and

other impacts of th¡s proposed zoning change for all those surrounding the project area.

We can meet in only limited numbers during the pandemic and we need time to understand all

the items being proposed in the MPD-3 document. Follow up meetings will be necessary to

craft revisions into the MPD-3 that neighbors can support.
5. The neighborhood associations that represent the areas that would be impacted by this change

are diverse and rely on volunteers. All of us who wish to understand the project and offer input
have jobs, businesses to run and many other commitments. Unlike PDG, we have to handle our

other responsibilities and do this work in our non-working hours.



6. The ability for us to meet and to appear in person at the TMAPC and City Council meetings is

limited by COVID-19. Gatherings have been discouraged by our public health professionals. We

want to be present to participate in the necessary discussions. Appearing and accepting public

comments via Zoom calls can happen, but it is far more cumbersome and limits the ability for

elderly, disabled, or less technically savvy neighbors to partic¡pate remotely.

7. The City Council and mayoral election is August 25th and may require a run-off. The newly

elected officials will not be sworn in and working until mid-December. Many people travel and

public offices are not open during the holidays. For those reasons, we ask that our discussion of

this project with TMAPC be scheduled for the January 6,2O2t meeting.

Our goal is to bring TMAPC thoughtful consensus of the surrounding neighbors to define needed zoning

considerations to ultimately have an amazing project for us all. The requested continuance is necessary

to for the level of effort required.

Respectfu I ly Su bm itted,

David M. Poarch, Treasurer
Rockford Drive Neighborhood Association

3L77 South Rockford Drive



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Millet Susan

Monday, August 24,2020 11:30 AM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: MPD3/Patterson Trust proposed development at 31st and Peoria

From: HARRY J POTTER <fraudnot@cs.com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O 8:40 AM
To: Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>
Subject: MPD3/Patterson Trust proposed development at 3lst and Peoria

ff¿{ 
8&Py

Dear Ms. Miller,

l'm a long time mid-town resident of Tulsa having resided at my 95 year home in Terwilliger Heights for more than 30 years-and
previously resided at a home in Maple Ridge.

I respectfully request a 120 day continuance of the rezoning application hearing of MPD3/Patterson Trust with regard to
development and 3l st and Peoria. ln order to allow sufficient time for meaningful review and comment on the proposed
development, a three month delay of the hearing is imperative.

A hearing as early as September 2nd does not provide sufficient time for residents to study and examine the proposed project and
pass on our conclusions to TMPAC, neighbors, and city officials. ln my opinion, the presently scheduled hearing does not provide

adequate notice and opportunity to comment, particularly in light of the pandemic.

Very truly yours,

Harry Potter
1336 East 25th Street
Tulsa, OK74114

1



Sawyer, Kim

To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subiect:

From:

Mr. Hill,

Thanks for your interest in this rezoning request.

We will forward your request to the Planning Commission.

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[A, PLA
Principol Plonner I Cunent Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103
918.579.9475

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 24,2020 12:03 PM

Hill, Frank D.

'Bob';Sawyer, Kim

RE: Patterson Property Rezoning Application (MPD=3)

Êff
'f ñ^r&,ff

PTAIININC trFIGE

From: Hill, Fra nk D. <Frank.Hill@mcafeetaft .com>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O L1:28 AM

To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>

Cc:'Bob' <blhill2@gmail.com>
Su bject: Patterson Prope rty Rezo ning Applicatio n

See my response below...thank you.

WTULSÀ

l\,&:r\rrr*ï{il

Our Fulure
HERE >

Frank D. Hill
Attorney
(405l. 552-2259 direct
(405) 228-7459 lax
(405) 235-9621 main
10th Floor, Two Leadership Square

211 N. Robinson

Oklahoma Clty, OK 73102-7703
f rank.hill@mcafeetaft .com
VCard I BIO I www.mcafeetaft.com

For informøtion ond assistonce navígoting the COVID-L9 crisis, please vìsìt our COVID-79 Resource Center at:

https:/ ',',w.mcofeetaft.com "id-79-resource'center

1



This email is sent by McAfee & Taft, a law firm, and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. lf you received this email in error, please notify the

sender by reply email and delete the email and any attachments. lf you are a client of McAfee & Taft, you should not share this email with others' sharing this

email may result in a loss of the attorney-client privilege.

)
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TO

RE

FROhf

DATE

ïIA ELECTRO}T C CT}I}II.}TCATIOIù
Drvayne Willierton
cln'ilkerçon.'{, iucog.org

Frauh Ð. Hill

Augrust li[. ]û30

Fatter son Properl5n Rezoling

Dear Drvayre:

Our faruily conrpany. Blackha$k Asstciatet LLC. s$rlt the dtrpleË ât.31lJ-l? South {

Road. aäd ruy l¡rsther Br¡b Hill. cuüîentb'reçid* is the roÍå. trr¡it. Oru fanúly has lived

propeity çince 1967.

I just leamed about dre propoçed !r'IPD-J zoning ¿fu¡rrge thst rrould gorem ñltme develc

of the PatterEon poperry.

The lr,fPD-3 zoning change request ir problematic" The poteutial density of the pr'

uncontrolled rui'ced-r¡çe derelopnrent is rhockiug and could ler-erely dirrrrpt arrd forreçer t

one of Tulsa's ¡uort beautifrrl and hiEtoric rcsidential neighborhoods. The trafñc at 3
Peoria is already at near uraxiruuur capacity aud that faetor alone n-ould be a sulficient re¿

ask Mr. Nrurley to retum to the dran-ing board to fcnutrlal€ ân acceptable developurürt I
cnmrot irnngi*e the inrpact of an 8-rtory building tû (rul" nei-ehborhood. Tlrere are no btr

This heigilrt antrnvheie along Peoria. 'l,lÃe need tlne To t-ork rrith Ì*{r. }{uoley {and. hopeå:

experienced and reputable der-eloperi to detenniue ,n-lrether a nrutually acceptable develc

plan can be fonuulated.

I strongly strpport the tequert for a l3t-day conti¡ruance aud hope you t'ill reÈoruttËll
3



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 24,2020 12:05 PM

Diane Austin
Sawyer, Kim

RE: MPD-3 Zoning change Patterson Estate

Mr. and Ms. Austin,

Thanks for your interest in this rezoning request.

We willforward your request to the Planning Commission

Dwayne Wilkerson, ASLA, PLA

Principal Planner I Current Planning

Tulsa Planning Office
2 W.2nd St.,8th Floor I Tulsa, OK741O3

9L8.579.9475
dwilkerson@incog.org

----Origina I Message-----

From: Diane Austin <dianeaustin@cox.net>

Sent: Monday, August 24,2O2O LL:24 AM

To: Wi lkerson, Dwayne < DWi lkerson @ i ncog.org>

Subject: MPD-3 Zoning change Patterson Estate

Dwayne,

We have lived at 3161 S. Rockford Drive for 20 years. We expected the above property to be developed, but noth¡ng like what is

proposed. lt is ludicrous to ¡nsert an 8 story multi-use building into an exclusively single-family residential area. lt's obvious that

the only goal is to increase the sale value of the land for the Patterson Estate. We need time to better define what would work

best for this area. Please consider my request to support the 120 day continuance.

Sincerely,

Steve and Diane Austin

1

Sent from my iPad



August 22,2020

Copy to: esubmit@incog.org; dwilkerson@incog.org

FIL T T&PY
Michael Covey, TMAPC Chairperson
c/o Dwayne Wilkerson, INCOG Principal Planner dwilkerson@incog.org
2 West Second Street
Suite 800
Tulsa, OK74l03

Re: MPD-3 Zoning Application - Request for Continuance9.2.20 TMAPC Hearing

Dear Mr. Covey:

The Museum Neighborhood Association (MNA) is comprised of homeowners who reside within
the following area of the City of Tulsa: Southern boundary along 30st St. from Utica to Peoria; a
Western boundary along Peoria from 31't St. to 25th Street; a Northern Boundary along 25th Street
to Terwilleger and along Terwilleger to Utica; and, an Eastern boundary along Utica from
Terwilleger to 3lst St. Residents of the MNA will be highly impacted by the proposed re-zoning
of the 7.2 aqes MPD-3 site located at 31s and Peoria from residential to a commercial, retail
residential use

Since being notified of the MPD-3 application, the MNA has communicated with its residents, the
applicant and attempted to communicate with representatives of INCOG (which we continue to
pursue).

The MuseumNeighborhood Association is requesting and would gratefully accept your agreement
to a continuance of the September 21 2020, public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC
meeting set after January lr202l, which we believe to be scheduled for January 612021.

While this may represent a continuance that is longer than those you may typically receive, we
have unique reasons during the current pandemic for requesting this amount of time:

1" The MPD-3 proposedplanis acomplicateddocumentforanewtype ofzoningthatrequires
a thorough review prior to commenting. V/e understand that prior MPD developments are
not located in areas sr¡rrounded completely by single family homes and no commercial
development. This proposal is a major departure from other zoning changes that arise in
our city and we need time to study this one that is so impactful to our neighborhood.

2. The MPD-3 proposed re-zoning affects residents not only in the area served by our
Museum Neighborhood Association, but also in Maple Ridge, Brookside, Quaker Rd., and
Rockford Drive. V/e need time to discuss the different property owners' concems in our
communications with PDG. Communicating with neighbors in multiple neighborhood
associations takes time. The COVID pandemic makes it especially difficult to meet with
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our neighbors. No one kno\¡/s when the pandemic may be resolved, but certainly not in the

immediate future. The Tulsa Health Department recommends that people meet only in

small, physically distanced groups. Thus, we anticipate that it will take us some time to

scheduie and complete all the meetings we anticipate that we will need to coordinate our

responses in this process.

3. Meeting oppornrnities are limited. Since the pandemic will force us to reduce the number

of people *ho car participate in each neighborhood meeting, we will need additional time

to ãiscuss all the items being proposed in the MPD-3 materials. As of August 21, we have

yet to be able to schedule a meeting with INCOG representatives about the application.

Fo[ow up meetings will be necessary to develop a list of optional limitations with respect

to the development that our neighbors can support. All of us who wish to understand the

project and olfer input have other responsibilities and we are working on this effort during

our time away from our typical daily responsibilities.

4. Members of our association wish to participate in the scheduled TMAPC and City Council

meetings, but that desire is limited by COVID. Many would like to be present to participate

in the discussions. Meetings viaZoom or Go to Meeting are possible, of course, but it is
awkward as a number of our residents are not immersed in digital communications and

virtual meeting tech. This concern again extends to neighborhood meetings as these

alternative meeting processes may limit the ability for elderly neighbors or those without

strong computer skills to participate remotely.

5. The City Council and mayoral election is to be held August2sthand may require a run-off
vote, as well. The new Mayor and City Council will not be sworn in until December.

Scheduling /attending meetings during the holidays is difficult.

Our goal is to bring TMAPC thoughtful consensus by the neighborhoods affected by the MPD-3

application to define needed zonrngconsiderations. The requested continuance is necessary to for

thé level of effort required. For these reasons, we ask that any meetings of TMAPC to consider

the MPD-3 zoning change be set after JanuarY 1, 2021-

very

Robert Brejcha,
Museum N Association, Inc.
2909 S. Quaker Ave.
Tulsa, OK74ll4

Mayor Bynum
Councilor McKee
MNA Board
MNA Working Group

CC
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Don Wellendorf < don.wellendorf@icloud'com >

Monday, August 24,2020 9:09 AM

esubmit
Wellendorf Susie

Request For ContinuanceSubject:

TMAPC,

My name is Don Wellendorf. I live at 2929 South Rockford Road. Given the significance of the proposed rezoning at 3l"st and

peoria, I believe it would be appropriate and I therefore request that the scheduled September 2 meeting of the TMAPC be

delayed for L2o days. The delay will allow all interested parties to properly analyze and respond to the proposed rezoning.

Thank you.
Don Wellendorf

Sent from my iPad

F IL E $TPY
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Sawyer, Kim

Subject:

From:
Sent:
To:

Thank you !

c

Sent from my iPhone

Ff f. { gñfr y

Cyndee Maxwell <cyndee.maxwell@gmail.com>

Monday, August 24,2020 9:13 AM
Sawyer, Kim

Re: Patterson property rezoning

On Aug 24,2O2O, at 8:40 AM, Sawyer, Kim <ksawyer@incog.org> wrote:

Thank you for your comments, we will forward your email to the Planning Commission for their consideration.

From: Maxwell Cyndee <cyndee.maxwell@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 23,2O2O2:57 PM

To: esubmit <esubm it@incog.org>
Subject: Patterson property rezoning

Hi Dwayne,

We're writing to encourage you to give serious consideration to the request by several neighborhood groups to
delay any decision on rezoning the property at 3Lst and Peoria to allow mixed use development.

We live at 1360 E 25th St and Peoria is our portal to most everywhere we go. We have concerns about the
traffic flow and safety through a street which at best is already at capacity and at worst will overload to gridlock

the intersection of 31st and Peoria which has recently been made more pedestrian friendly.

The publication of the application and short time frame allowed for public consideration are somewhat
suspicious. Once this genie is out of the bottle we will be powerless to control the full impact of the
development. We don't see that the proposed continuance will make a significant difference to the developer
but will allow for a thorough evaluation of impact to the surrounding neighborhoods before any decision is

made.

We hope you will allow the proposed 120 day continuance in order to provide complete information to the
neighborhood stakeholders.

Best Regards,

Cyndee and Mike Maxwell
1360 E 25th St

Tulsa, OK 74tL4
cvndee. m axwe I I (o gm a i l.co m

918.688.216s
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teri Johnson <terijhnsn@yahoo.com >

Sunday, August 23,2020 B:54 PM

esubmit
STOP the MADNESS FIL T OOPY

Please allow an additional 120 day delay on approval of rezoning corner of 3Lst/Peoria from residential to commercial. Are you

insane or have you just lost your minds?l?!
Total bullshit.

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

shellybagby@att.net
Thursday, August 20,2020 5:32 PM

esubmit
MPD-3

I am opposed to rezoning the patterson estate for the proposed development. I am sure others have listed all the pertinent

reasons (traffic, aesthetics, trees/wildlife), so I will only say this: This needs to stop being about money and be about the

sanct¡ty of our neighborhood. Our uniqueness is already being destroyed by shoddily built and ugly McMansions.

Thank you

Shelly Bagby FILT CTPY
Sent from my iPad
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subiect:

Dan G. Mailath <dgm@urcinc.com>

Monday, August 24,2020 7:41 AM

esubmit
Sharon Mailath;Tracey Hall;Tyler Mailath; morgan mailath; jandnmoore@cox.net; Dan S. Mailath

Patterson Trust Rezoning

rTLE. T[}E3Y

Dwayne,

I live at 2784 South Rockford Road and request a t2O day continuance of the September 2 TMAPC meeting. This

application needs more time to evaluate especially since some aspects of the proposed development need to be

modified.

. Dan Mailath

. Utility Rebate Consultants, lnc.

. 2526 East TLst Street-Suite E

. Atlanta South Office Park

. Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136

. Office 9L8-492-t224,ext. 304

. Cell:918-510-6480

. Fax:918-496-0005

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Shirley <mcbarb85@gmail.com>

Sunday, August 23,2020 8:34 PM

esubmit
Proposed zoning change for 31st and Peoria

To TMAPC members:

As an interested citizen, I request a 120-day postponement of the proposed zoning change referenced above. This a huge

project, which it would appear is being rushed through to avoid dealing with community opposition.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter

Sincerely,
Barbara Shirley

il o¡L&,
&., &i ð" l¡'
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Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kimberley Steele-Phillips < kimsteelephillips@icloud.com >

Sunday, August 23,2020 5:54 PM

esubmit
MPD-3

Hello,
I live at 3oth pl & Woodward and my property will be affected by the rezoning of 3Lst & Peoria Ave. l'm one of many on this area

that are asking that the public hearing set for September 2nd be postponed until after January Lst,2O2L' Adequate time is

needed to study and understand the 40 page proposal. September 2nd does not lend a fair amount of t¡me.

Kim Phillips
r2LOE 30th Pl

Sent from my iPhone

FtL t st\y
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Pamela Gotcher <pamelagotcher@gmail.com>

Sunday, August 23,2020 4:41 PM

esubmit;Wilkerson, Dwayne; Hoyt, Jay; (D|ST4) McKee, Kara Joy; Porter, Jed

Sept 2 Brookside 31

lam aware of several individuals and groups who are request¡ng a postponement of the Sept 2nd hearing, including me. lthink it
deserves a postponement of 1-20-1-80 days due to the major, permanent impact such a zoning change would have.

Several of us are understandably anxious, aware we need to provide comments by end of day aug 26th to be included in the
packet if the meeting is not postponed. Will you please provide some assurance that the City is willing to grant this very
reasonable request?

Several of my neighbors are just now learning of this and the layers of issues and concerns involved is magnified by the fact this
proposalsitssquarelyintheheartofoneofTulsa'smostcher¡shed,historicalareas. lcanseenoreasonwhya120-1-80day
postponement is not justified under these circumstances. Thank you for your consideration.

Kind regards,,

Pamela Gotcher

$"$[ Ë tr{}$, y
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Savw¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

alice rodgers < cainsgal@aol.com >

Sunday, August 23,2020 3:22 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria

Mr. Wilkerson,

As a resident of the Museum Neighborhood Association I am reaching out you you about the implications of the texting and

construct¡on at 3lst and Peoria.

The Neighborhood Association only be came of this after work was already be¡ng started with no transparency'

l, as well as residents of other neighborhood associations ask for a continuance of the hearing scheduled for September 2.

Sincerely,

Alice Rodgers
1-519 East 26th Place

Tulsa, Oklahoma74114

Sent from my iPhone

Fit I ggryy
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Sawyer, Kim

Hi Dwayne,

We're writing to encourage you to give serious consideration to the request by several neighborhood groups to delay any

decision on rezoning the property at 3Lst and Peoria to allow mixed use development.

We live at j.360 E 25th St and Peoria is our portal to most everywhere we go. We have concerns about the traffic flow and

safety through a street which at best is already at capacity and at worst will overload to gridlock the intersection of 3Lst and

Peoria which has recently been made more pedestrian friendly.

The publication of the application and short time frame allowed for public consideration are somewhat suspicious. Once this

genie is out of the bottle we will be powerless to control the full impact of the development. We don't see that the proposed

continuance will make a significant difference to the developer but will allow for a thorough evaluation of impact to the

surrounding neighborhoods before any decision is made.

We hope you will allow the proposed 120 day continuance in order to provide complete information to the neighborhood

stakeholders.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Best Regards,

Cyndee and Mike Maxwell
1_360 E 25th St

Tulsa, OK 74LL4
cvndee.maxwell@smail.com
918.688.2165

Maxwell Cyndee <cyndee.maxwell@gmail.com>

Sunday, August 23,2020 2:57 PM

esubmit
Patterson property rezoning

F"${- Ë ff{ff-¡ y
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Sawyer, Kim

From: Craig Legener < Craig@stanfieldodell.com >

Sunday, August 23,2020 1:04 PM

esubmit
museumneighborhood@gamail.com
31st 8¿ Peoria Development Application FIL T OSPY

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am writing in opposition to the zoning change application for the 3L't and Peoria Development. The reasons for my opposition

are as follows:
1) The subject tract is in the middle of a residential area. This area has a height restriction of 35 feet. The proposed change

would allow for a j.00 foot (8 story building) to overlook the backyards and pools of the neighboring home. This is

unacceptable.
2l Extending the existing commercial activity from Brookside (i.e. south of Crow Creek) into a prime residential area will

degrade the desirability of the residential area for families.

3) A further degrading will occur if bars are allowed to operate in this development'

4l Bringing commercial activ¡ty into residential areas can increase crime in the area. Tulsa's Gathering Place closes at 8

pm. Having entertainment facilities near the park will attract many individuals which can cause crime to increase. Even

more worrisome is the thought that gangs, the homeless and others with nothing to do would just hang out in the

development.
5) My final concern is with parking. Traffic on 3L't Street and on Peoria Ave require multiple lanes for the smooth flow,

therefore these streets should not be converted to parking. While the plan does provide for some onsite parking, over

flow as well as other who do not choose or can not find on premise parking will park on the city streets lN THE

RESIDENTIAL AREAS. Someone may suggest limiting parking in these areas which will only hurt the residents even more

as their guests will have nowhere to park.

ln summary, the height of th¡s plan along with its location in a residentialarea makes it unsuitable forTulsa.

Craig D. Legener, CPA
craig(Ostanfieldodell. com

The information contained ¡n this message may be priv¡leged and confidential and protected from disclosure. lf the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an

employee or agent respons¡ble for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copyinB of th¡s

communicat¡onisstrictlyprohibited. lfyouhavereceivedthiscommunicationinerror,pleasenotifymeimmediatelybyreplyingtothemessageanddeletingitfromyour
computer. Thank you.

1



Saw!¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teri Tingler <teritingler@icloud.com>

Sunday, August 23,2020 12:34 PM

esubmit
31st & Peoria Project

Dear sir,

lliveat26th&peoriaandhavejustrecentlybeenapprisedoftheprojectedbuildingatthecornerof3lst&Peoria. Duetothe

the short time line for the neighborhood, I would like to request a 120 day continuous of the September 2 review and voting

date.

Thank you for you consideration,

TeriTingler

F ËË- [ ü,g['Y
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Bryn Stratton < strattonbryn@gmail.com >

Sunday, August 23,2020 1 1:19 AM
esubmit
request for a continuance of public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC meeting please

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to ask that TMAPC grant a request for a continuance of the public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC meeting set

after January L,2O2!, ensuring that there is adequate time to prepare a response to the 40 page proposal.

Thank you,

Bryn Stratton

Ff{.f tr#Py
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subiect:

Rodney and Denise Adams

Residents and Homeowners
125L East 30th Place Tulsa OK 74IL4
adamsonline2020@gmail.com
918-906-1148

Denise Adams <adamsonline2020@gmail.com >

Sunday, August 23,2020 10:37 AM

esubmit
Rodney Adams; Denise Adams

Request for Grant of Continuance of MPD-3 Public Hearing

Dear Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission (TMAPC),

As homeowners of a primary residence located aT L25L East 30th Place (30th & Peoria) we respectfully request the TMAPC grant

a continuance of the public hearing on MPD-3 as currently scheduled for September 2,2O2O until the first TMAPC meeting after

January 7,2O2L.

We have lived in and owned our home at this address for the past thirteen years and find two weeks' notice on such a significant

request to be insufficient. As homeowners of a property that will be substantially impacted, we need a continuance of the public

hearing as herein requested to allow sufficient time necessary to review the 4O-page proposal and develop our response'

Our home and neighborhood will be directly impacted by this proposed zoning change and we believe it is wholly reasonable for

TMAPC to make grant of the requested continuance until the first TMAPC meeting after January t,2O2t'

Sincerely,

F ËtH iläJË- u
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

tom carson <agentT 347 @msn.com >

Sunday, August 23,202010:25 AM

esubmit
Brookside 31Subject:

I support the request for a L2O continuance of discussion regarding the Brookside 31 project. Residents should be afforded time

to understand the project and process and organize community interests. No action other than extending the discussion should

take place at the Sept 2 planning meeting. Transparency and inclusion are paramount to success in this project.

Thomas Carson

3408 S. Gary Ave
Tulsa

F${.I fftrr H
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Sawyer, Kim

Subiect:

From:
Sent:
To:

Sincerely,
Marcia McGinnis

Cell2SL-684-974L
Home 539-664-4246

Marcia < marciamcginnis@comcast'net>
Sunday, August 23,2020 10:24 AM

esubmit
Case No. MPD-3

Re: Master Planned Development of SW corner of 2Lst & South Peoria Avenue

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I live at Lzo3 E.30th place, a block west of the subject development. We did not receive notice of the last meeting, but

understand another public meeting is to be held september L, 2020.

I respectfully request that this meet¡ng be postponed until after Januarv 1, 2021, so that the residents who will be impacted

may be better informed concerning the 4O-page proposal and prepare an appropriate response.

I sincerely appreciate your consideration of this request.

Ë.åå å ut,¡:, !
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r, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Dianne Rusher < ddrusher@att.net>

Saturday, August 22,2020 7:36 PM

esubmit
Zoning Change Requested for Patterson Estate, MPD-3Subject:

I would. request that TMAPC grant a continuance of the public
hearing on MPD-3 from September 2,2020 to the first TMAPC
meeting set after January I, 2O2L,
ensr-rring that there is adequate time to prepare a response to the
40 page proposal.

Sincerely,
Dianne Rusher
1242 East 30th Place
Tulsa, OK 74II4 t.T 
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:
Attachments:

Randy Francis < randy60@me.com>

Saturday, August 22,2020 5:26 PM

esubmit
Re: Objection to zoning change Case # Z-7571

zoning letter to city.doc

Additionally, the average price of a home in the 74105 area is 52L3,646 per Zillow. My house abutting this requested new

zoning has a value of over 5500,000. Therefore if the zoning is approved I would at lease request that you increase the "green

area" set back from my property line, from the required L0 foot to at least 25 feet.

Thank you,

rf

> On Aug 22,2O2O, aT.2:45 PM, Randy Francis <randy60@me.com> wrote: ff¿ Ë ##fny,
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4733 South Harvard Ave
Tulsa, OK 74135

TMAPC, c/o INCOG
2 West 2nd Street, Suite 800
Tulsa, OK 74103

Randy Francis
Attorney at Law

August 22,2020

918-260-9882

F##_ fr ffiffP W
Re: Case Number Z-7571

Dear Representatives,

Soon you will receive a Petition resisting the proposed zoning change described above.
All persons who signed the Petition moved into this part of Tulsa relied upon the ability
to live in a neighborhood with the existing zoning. Within the last few months there has
been a proposed change for the land use of the approximately 7 acres at 31s and Peoria
allowing for a retail/commercial usage. Additionally, there is a land use change for the
Church on the SE corner of 36th and Peoria allowing retail business on the l't floor, and
now a builder wants to change the land use for the above concerned real estate from
Residential Single Family to Mixed Use Urban, building with a 40 foot tall building limit.
WE ARE TIRED OF THIS ENCROCHMENT AND WANT OUR SINGLE FAMILY
NEIGHBORHOOD TO REMAIN AS IT IS, OR WHAT IS LEFT OF IT.

Personally, I own the home directly to the East of this proposed zoning change. My
address is 1335 East 36th St., Tulsa. It is a 4 bedroom 5 car garage home with a detached
garage (a2 car attached to the home and a 3 car plus garage free standing). I BOUGHT
THIS HOME EXPECTING ONLY SINGLE FAMILY HOMES TO SURROUND MY
PROPERTY AND EXPECT ZONING REMAIN AS IT IS. It is totally unreasonable for
the City to allow a "Multi lJse" zoned property, allowing a commercialhetail use to be
built abutting this $500,000 plus valued property. ZONING RESTRICTIONS ARE IN
PLACE FOR THE EXACT REASON, TO PREVENT THIS TYPE OF BUILDING TO
OCCUR ABUTTING RELATIVELY EXPENSIVE SINGLE FAMILY HOMES!

Sincerely,

Randy Francis



Sawyer, Kim

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From:

Attachments:

Robert Brejcha < bobbrejcha@aol.com>
Saturday, August 22,2020 12:21 PM

esubmit; Wilkerson, Dwayne

Debbie Favell; Greg Dukes; Mike Keys; Rshewey@swbell.net; Martha Blevins;Jacqueline Bowman;

'Tracey Hall'; katiesattre@gmail.com;Teresa Meinders Burkett; dist4@tulsacouncil.org

MPD-3 Application for Re-Zoning - Museum Neighborhood Association Request for
Continuance of Sept. 2,2020 TMAPC Hearing

Request for Continuance - MPD-3 2020-08-22.pdf

Subiect:

I have attached a PDF of the mailed request for continuance of the Sept. 2,2020, hearing for the MPD-3 Application

and set forth the letter mailed today below:

August 22,2020

Copy to: esubmit@incog.org; dwilkerson@incog.org r#il F #ffip y

Michael Covey, TMAPC Chairperson
c/o Dwayne Wilkerson, INCOG Principal Planner dwilkerson@incog.org
2 West Second Street
Suite 800
Tulsa, OK74l03

Re: MPD-3 ZoningApplication - Request for Continuance9.2.20 TMAPC Hearing

Dear Mr. Covey:

The Museum Neighborhood Association (lvINA) is comprised of homeowners who reside within the following area of
the City of Tulsa: Southern boundary along 30st St. from Utica to Peoria; a Western boundary along Peoria from 3l't
St. to 25ft Street; a Northern Boundary along 25th Street to Terwilleger and along Terwilleger to Utica; and, an Eastern

boundary along Utica from Terwilleger to 3l't St. Residents of the MNA will be highly impacted by the proposed re-

zoningof the 7 .2 aqes MPD-3 site located at 31s and Peoria from residential to a commercial, retail residential use

Since being notified of the MPD-3 application, the MNA has communicated with its residents, the applicant and

attempted to communicate with representatives of INCOG (which we continue to pursue).

The Museum Neighborhood Association is requesting and would gratefully accept your agreement to a continuance of

the September2,2020,public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC meeting set after January l'z02l,which we

believe to be scheduled for January 6r202L.

While this may represent a continuance that is longer than those you may typically receive, we have unique reasons

during the current pandemic for requesting this amount of time:

1



1. The MPD-3 proposed plan is a complicated document for a new type of zoning that requires a thorough review
prior to commenting. Vy'e understand that prior MPD developments are not located in areas surrounded

completely by single family homes and no commercial development. This proposal is a major departure from

other zoning changes that arise in our city and we need time to study this one that is so impactful to our

neighborhood.

2. The MPD-3 proposed re-zoning affects residents not only in the area served by our Museum Neighborhood

Association, but also in Maple Ridge, Brookside, Quaker Rd., and Rockford Drive. We need time to discuss the

different property owners' concerns in our communications with PDG. Communicating with neighbors in
multiple neighborhood associations takes time. The COVID pandemic makes it especially difficult to meet with
our neighbors. No one knows when the pandemic may be resolved, but certainly not in the immediate future. The

Tulsa Health Department recommends that people meet only in small, physically distanced groups. Thus, we

anticipate that it will take us some time to schedule and complete all the meetings we anticipate that we will need

to coordinate our responses in this process.

3. Meeting opportunities are limited. Since the pandemic will force us to reduce the number of people who can

participate in each neighborhood meeting, we will need additional time to discuss all the items being proposed in

the MPD-3 materials. As of August 21, we have yet to be able to schedule a meeting with INCOG representatives

about the application. Follow up meetings will be necessary to develop a list of optional limitations with respect

to the development that our neighbors can support. All of us who wish to understand the project and offer input

have other responsibilities and we are working on this effort during our time away from our typical daily

responsibilities.

4. Members of our association wish to participate in the scheduled TMAPC and City Council meetings, but that

desire is limited by COVID. Many would like to be present to participate in the discussions. Meetings viaZoom
or Go to Meeting are possible, of course, but it is awkward as a number of our residents are not immersed in
digital communications and virtual meeting tech. This concern again extends to neighborhood meetings as these

alternative meeting processes may limit the ability for elderly neighbors or those without strong computer skills
to participate remotely.

5. The City Council and mayoral election is to be held August2sthand may require arun-off vote, as well. The new

Mayor and City Council will not be sworn in until December. Scheduling /attending meetings during the holidays

is difficult.

Our goal is to bring TMAPC thoughtful consensus by the neighborhoods affected by the MPD-3 application to define

needed zoning considerations. The requested continuance is necessary to for the level of effort required. For these

reasons, we ask that any meetings of TMAPC to consider the MPD-3 zoning change be set after Janu^rY lr202l.

Very truly yours,

Robert Brej cha, President
Museum Neighborhood Association, Inc
2909 S. Quaker Ave.
Tulsa, OK74ll4

CC: Mayor Bynum
Councilor McKee
MNA Board

2



MNA ÌTorking Group

Robert Brejcha
918-605-8272

This e-mail, including attachments, if any, may include confidential information and may be used only by the person or
entity to which it is addressed. lf the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient or his or her authorized agent,
the reader is hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail is prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by replying to this message and delete this e-mail immediately.
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,A.ugust 22,202û

Copy to : esubmit@incag.org; dwilkerson@inco g. org

Michael Covey, TMAPC Chairperson
c/o Dwayne Vfilkerson, INCOG Principal Plarurer dwilkerson@incog.org
2 West Second Street

suite 800
Tulsa, OK 74103
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Re: MPD-3 ZoningApplication -Request for Continuanee 9.2.20 TMAPC Hearing

Dear Mr. Coveyl

The Museum Neighborhood Association (MNA) ís comprised of homeowners Pho reside within
the following area of the City of Tulsa: Soufhern boundary along 30st St. from Uticato Peoria; a
Iüestem boundary along peória from 3ltt St. to 25th Street; aNorthem Boundary along 25ft Street

to Terwilleger and along Terwilleger to Utica; an{ an Eastern boundary along Utica from
Terwilleger to 3ls St. Residents of the MNA will be highly impacted by the proposed re-zoning

of the 7.2 acres MPD-3 site located at 31't and Peoria from residential to a commercial, retail

residential usE

Since being notified of the MPD-3 application, the MNA has communicated with its residents, the

applicant and attempted to communicate with representatives of INCOG (which we continue to

pursue).

The MuseumNeighborhood Association is requesting and would $atefully acceptyour agreement

to a continuânce of the September 2,2AZA, public hearing on MPD-3 to the first TMAPC
meeting sat after.fanuary L,zûzl,which we believe to be scheduled for January 6,202L.

While this may tepresent a continuance that is longer than those you may typically receive, we

have unique reasons during the curent pandemic for requesting this arnount of time:

1 . The MPD-3 proposed plan is a complicated document for a ne w type of zoning that requires

a thorough review prior to commenting. 
'We 

understand that prior MPD developments are

not located in areas surrounded compietely by single family homes and no commercial

development. This proposal is a major departure from other zoning changes that arise in
our cþ and we need time to study this one that is so impactful to ow neighborhood.

2. The MPD-3 proposed re.zoning affects residents not only in the area served by our

Muse¿m Neighborhood Associatioü, but also in Maple Ridge, Brookside, Quaker Rd., and

Rockford Drive. We need time to discuss the different property owners' concerns in our

commgnications with PDG. Communicating with neighbors in multiple neighborhood

associations takes time. The COVID pandemic makes it especially difñcult to meet with
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our neighbors. No one knows when the pandemic may be resolved, but certainly not in the

immediate fuhne. The Tulsa Health Department recommends that people meet only in

small, physically distanced grolrps. Thus, we anticþate that it will take us some time to

schedie and complete all the meetings we anticipate that we will need to coordinate our

responses in this Process.

3. Meeting opportunities are limited. Sincc the pandemic will force us to reduce the number

of peofre wfro can patticipate in each neighborhood meetingu we will need additional time

to discuss all the items baing proposed in the MPD-3 materials. As of August 21, we have

yer to be able to schedule ã *rãting with INCOG representatives about the application.

Ëo[ow up meetings will be necessary to develop a list of optional limitations with respect

to the development that our neighbors can support. All of us who wish to understand the

project and oÎfer input have other responsibilities and we are working on this effort during

our time away from our typical daily responsibilities'

4. Members of our assoc.iation wish to participate in the scheduled TMAPC and City Council

meetings, but that desire is limited by COVID. Many would like to be present to participate

in thc discussions. Meetings via Zoom or Go to Meeting are possible, of course, but it is

awkward as a number of our residents are not immersed in digit¿l communications and

virhral meeting tech. This conçcrn âgain extends to neighborhood meetings as these

altemative meeting processes may limit the ability for elderþ neighbors or those without

strong computer skills to participate remotely'

5. The City Council and mayoral election is to be held August 25th and may require a run-ofï

vote, as well, The o"* il4uyor and City Council witl not be sworn in until December.

Scheduling /attending meetings during the holidays is difficult.

Our goal is to bring TMAPC thoughtful coûsensus by the neighborhoods affected by the MPD-3

applËation to defüe needed zst1inã considerations. The requested confinuanee is necessary to for

urå level of effort required. For these reâsons, we ask that any meetings of TMAPC to consider

the MPD-3 zoning change be set after Janutry Lr2l02L'

very

Robert Brojcþ Presi
Museum
2909 S. Quaker Ave
Tuls4 OK74l14

CC: Mayor Byoum
Councilor McKee
MNA Board
MNA Working GrouP

Association, Inc.
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Fraser < khfraser@cox.net>
Saturday, August 22,2020 11:42 AM

esubmit
Brookside 31 project

f,Ëd.ff ff&ry

I would like to protest the planned development at 31st & Peoria, known as Brookside 3L for several reasons:

1. This sets a precedent for rezoning in other residential neighborhoods, changing the ¡mage of Tulsa's beautiful neighborhoods.

2. Once this zoning change is made, there ¡s nothing that can stop the owners from stopping this project and selling it to another

developer or having an out of state owner manage the property with no regard to Tulsa's planning.

3. The impact on the already endangered Crow Creek is a major reason to reconsider this particular plan. The impact on the

watershed, the trees and animals needs to be considered.

I am sure this property will be developed in some way, but this particular plan is not good for the city or the neighborhood.

Please reject this plan.

Thank you !

Karen Fraser
91 8-645-1301

1



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

David Williams <david joe.williams@gmail.com >

Friday, August 21,2020 4:19 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 (Brookside 31)

F#t g trffF,irSubject:

Good afternoon. We reside at L235 E. 30th Pl., and respectfully request a 120-day continuance prior to any action taken about

the proposed change in zoning for the property located at 3106 S. Peoria Ave. (Patterson Trust / Brookside 31).

Thank you

David and Lauren Williams

Get Outlook for Android
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Sawyer, Kim

Dear Sir/s

I am requesting a continuance of the September 2 Tulsa Planning Commission Hearing to approve rezoning the
site from residentialto mixed use at 31st & Peoria.

Thank you

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Katherine Frame
2280 East 39th St.
Tulsa, OK 74105

918.749.2305

Katherine Frame < klhf@me.com>
Monday, August 24,2020 8:19 AM
esubmit
museumneighborhood@gmail.com
MPD-3 Requesting a continuance

¡" ¡:d" É- # u, r y,
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Katy O'Meilia < komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>

Monday, August 24,2020 8:23 AM

ED Seiders; Wilkerson, DwaYne

Sawyer, Kim;Jim Crosby

RE: MPD-3: Brookside 31 Development, Request for Continuance

Mr. Seiders,

My apologies for just getting back with you on this. I was out of the office most of last week moving. Unfortunately, the 26th is

my son,s iO,n U¡rt¡O.y and we are having a family dinner that evening, therefore I won't be able to attend the meeting' Perhaps

we could move it to Thursday evening instead? The same time and place is fine with me.

Best regards,

Kafy O'Meilia, PLA, LEED AP
Planning DirectoriProj ect Manager

fr$d_tr ##try

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www'plann ingdesign group.com

Find u3il
Facehook

From: ED Seiders <ejseid@swbell.net>

Sent: Friday, August 2I,2O2O 1-2:57 PM

To:'Wilkerson, Dwayne' <DWilkerson@incog.org>

Cc: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>; 'Sawyer, Kim'<ksawyer@incog.org>

subject: RE: MPD-3: Brookside 31 Development, Request for continuance

Dwayne,

We are scheduling a Rockford and Quaker Neighbors meeting next Wednesday evenin8, AuB 26, at the Zink Park shelter' Ms.

O'Mellia will be receiving an invitation.

Ed Seiders
Phone: 9L8-7 43-7 L48 (home)

Cell: 918-606-8858
email: seiderse@asme.org

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne [mailto:DWilkerson @incoe.org]

Sent: Friday, August 2L,2O2O 8:39 AM

To: ED Seiders <eiseid@swbell.net>

Cc: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdetulsa.com>; Sawyer, Kim <ksglryJgl@|ncg..9lg>

subject: RE: MPD-3: Brookside 3L Development, Request for continuance
1



Good morning Mr. Seiders and thank you for your time and input on this project,

Please contact the applicant Ms. Omeilia directly regarding a potential meeting date and additional information. I know she has

had at least three meetings with surrounding property owners. We have received several continuance request and it is unlikely
that the planning commission will support a continuance request to January 6th.

Please be prepared to discuss the continuance request at the September 2nd meeting

Respectfully,

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PLA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd Sl., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.s79.9475

,-!,-."

¡: ¡É fr"' r i."- å- trffFy

TULSA
PIANNINO OFFICS

From: ED Seiders <eiseid@swbell.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 20,2020 6:00 PM

To: Wi I kerson, Dwayne <DWi I kerso n @incog.o rg>

Subject: MPD-3: Brookside 3L Development, Request for Continuance

Dwayne,

Very recently l've been made aware that an application has been submitted to TMAPC to rezone the south-east corner property
(Patterson Estate) at 31't and Peoria avenues from RS-3 (Residential) to MPD-3 (Mixed use). I also note that there is a TMAPC

meeting scheduled for September 2 at which this will be on the agenda. Our home is approximately 3 lots away from the south-
east corner of the proposed development.

l've read thru the 40 page rezoning application and had some discussions with my neighbors on Rockford Drive and Quaker
Avenue, south of 3Lst Street. l've lived on South Rockford Drive for almost 40 years. We originally moved here for the quiet, and

relaxed neighborly atmosphere while being almost in the center of our city. Our neighborhood will be significantly impacted by

thisproposal,ifapproved. l'vealsobrieflylookedatthecity'sBrooksidelnfillDevelopmentPlan,datedMay2002,andseenthat
this proposal apparently conflicts with some of the recommendations in that plan. We have had preliminary contacts with
adjoining neighborhood associations in Maple Ridge, the Museum District and Brookside North, but there has been insufficient
time to analyze the potential impact of the rezoning on the surrounding community.

I am requestine a continuance of the consideration of this rezonine application until TMAPC's Januarv 6. 202L meetins for the
following reasons:

1. The developer has not yet met with all of the surrounding land owners concerning the application and possible impacts

of the rezoning. We need time to review the plan and develop requests.

2



2. Time is needed to coordinate with surrounding neighborhood associations and to submit a uniform, comprehensive

response to the proposal
3. Time is needed to consult with all stakeholders to compile recommendations.

4. We need to meet with the District 4 and 9 incoming City Counselors after the upcoming August 25 election, and

preferably after the new Council is sworn in December

5. COVID-L9 social distancing measures make it difficult to coordinate and schedule meet¡ngs with neighbors, the

developer, INCOG, and the City Councilors.

I look forward to your response.

Ed Seiders
Pho ne: 9L8-7 43-7 I48 ( home)

Cell: 918-606-8858
email: seiderse@asme.org

3



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Tracey Hall <tahallco@outlook.com >

Saturday, August 22,2020 11:25 AM
Wilkerson, Dwayne; Miller, Susan

Tracey Hall; bobbrejcha@aol.com
MPD3 120-Day Continuance Request FfÅ{

##ñ y
Dwayne and Susan,

This is a formal request by my husband and I for a rzo-day continuance of the September z TMAPC meeting regarding
the proposed MPD3 at 31st and Peoria.

We have lived in the Museum Neighborhood for z4years.

Much of our careers have been in commercial real estate. Primarily in retail.

I've worked throughout the U.S., Europe, Turkey, Israel on major retail developments. I've served as a Trustee for the
International Council of Shopping Centers for six years.

My husband was a real estate manager for Target stores and managed site selection/entitlement process throughout
the U.S. as well as shopping center development in southern California, Italy and Poland.

The approach to this MPD project isn't in keeping with anything weTe been involved in. It is clearþ being
rushed. The project manager has not allowed for what is typical neighbor input. This is strange and what gives
developers a bad name. We are not opposed with development on the Patterson property. We would simply like to see
that it is the right development. Whatever that maybe. And, a July zz application for so much density and
complexities in the middle of a residential area followed by a September 2 TMAPC hearing is just too fast.

Frankly, we are not sure 12o days is sufficient. Among other challenges, tryrng to navigate the communication with
residents, city officials, etc. during a pandemic and election has been extremely challenging. But, at least rzo days
would be a good start.

Thankyou for your consideration.

Tracey Hall and Darrell Creamer
zTro S. RocKord Road
Tulsa, OK74tt4
gr8.8Sg.o6S+
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, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Larry Lee < larrylee@ramenergy.net>

Sunday, August 23,2020 1:28 PM

Miller, Susan

MPD/Patterson Trust

I respectfully request of a i.20 day extension before the Planning Commission considers any action on MPD/Patterson Trust

proposal for rezoning.

our home is located at 1357 827 place & our family also owns a home on Quaker one house north of 3Lst street. we will be

directly impacted by the decision of the Planning Commission'

we & many of our neighbors only recently became aware of the zoning request of MPD/Patterson Trust & feel we need more

t¡me the understand the impact this project will have on our neighborhood.

Sincerely: Larry Lee

i tl IÁ r,' t, id*d_ Irt,,,,,.
a u [.,, Ii
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

T.S. <tamras@cox.net>

Sunday, August 23,2020 4:28 PM

Miller, Susan

Patterson Trusat

Susan,

I would like to request a L20 day extension on the proposed rezoning of 31st and Peoria. I live on 27th Place and need more

time to hear what the plans for the property arena how it will affect the neighborhood. I am not for or against it , would just like

to hear more about it.
Sincerely
Tamra Sheehan

f,$d.g tr#Fy
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Savryer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Miller, Susan

Monday, August 24,2020 8:26 AM
Sawyer, Kim

continuance requests

MPD3 120-Day Continuance Request; Patterson Property Development; MPD/Patterson Trust;

Untitled; Patterson Trusat; Patterson rezoning; request for continuance of consideration of
zoning change for 31st and Peoria; Brookside 31st and Peoria development; MPD3/Patterson
Trust Rezoning

Ë¡d" Ë ##py
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Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:
Attachments:

Miller, Susan

Monday, August 24,2020 8:26 AM

Sawyer, Kim

continuance requests
MpD3 120-Day Continuance Request; Patterson Property Development; MPD/Patterson Trust;

Untitled; patterson Trusat; Patterson rezoning; request for continuance of consideration of

zoning change for 31st and Peoria; Brookside 31st and Peoria development; MPD3/Patterson

Trust Rezoning

l- r' i'' É' lFl. rL { {r,#py
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Sent:

Kim

From: ssavageS2@aol.com rÌ F
Sunday, Ausust 23,2020 4:43 PM F f fi Ë Í"', ffi n,l Ef
Wilkerson, Dwayne t lr þ*- ir... fii tij,'å Ë
distl @tulsacouncil.org; dist2@tulsacouncil.org; dist3@tulsacouncil.org; dist4@tulsaðouncil.org;
dist5@tulsacouncil.org; dist6@tulsacouncil.org; distT@tulsacouncil.org; dist8@tulsacouncil.org;
dist9@tulsacouncil.org; gtbynum@cityoftulsa.org; Miller, Susan

Patterson rezoningSubject:

Dear Members of the Tulsa Area Planning Commission (in care of Mr. Dwayne Wilkerson for distribution)

This letter is written as an individual, but I am part of a broad coalition of neighborhoods. I wish to add my
unequivocal support for a 120-day continuance to understand this proposal beyond one Zoom meeting and
an official 20 day comment period.

My home on Quaker Road shares its property line with Mr. Patterson's on the east side of his eight acres. I

have resided at that location for six years. Frequently, I had the chance to visit with Mr. Patterson over my
back wall about his trees, the birds, wildlife, mutual Tulsa acquaintances, and most especially, his very old
German Shepherd. I considered him a neighbor and friend and was saddened by his death nearly two years
ago.

That context is offered to impart that Mr. Patterson and his home are part of our neighborhood. Mr.
Patterson's property is zoned residential with residential uses on every side of it. This is not a s¡mple case
of rezoning for redevelopment. lt is infill development proposed for an established residential area--not a
greenfield site-and commercial uses as proposed are inconsistent with the decades of citizen planning that
created a vision for this area.

I became aware of the proposed zoning change for Mr. Patterson's property on August 5th from a friend in
Maple Ridge who sent me a link to the application that was filed with TMAPC on July 23rd. You will hear that
as a recurring theme because to my knowledge, there was no effort by anyone involved with this proposal to
engage residents at the front end. Since that time, hours and hours have been spent by residents seeking
information, reviewing planning documents, and attempting to understand how this proposal fits or does not
fit with current neighborhood uses. Dozens of us are working on this constantly-and we are volunteers-
trying to coordinate information and gather facts.

I had the privilege of serving as Tulsa's mayor from 1992 to 2002 which many of you will know. That is
relevant to this discussion only because serving nearly ten years as mayor and four years prior to that in city
government enabled me to gain direct experience with development principles, comprehensive plan
amendments, and the value of neighborhood participation to the livability of Tulsa. I worked with INCOG
planners, the TMAPC, neighborhoods, home builders, developers, land use attorneys, architects, and
city/county officials weekly on planning processes, land use changes, and citizen engagement in the
planning process. Together, we launched Smart Growth Summits and infill development task forces,
including Brookside. The lack of any citizen involvement in this proposal is certainly disappointing, and the
question of why so little regard has been extended to the vision citizens incorporated into our City's planning
policies hasn't been answered.

The area residents requesting this 120 day continuance are informed, thoughtful, and innovative thinkers
who are problem solvers. Each of us has worked in professional, volunteer, and public service capacities to

To:
Cc:
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add value to Tulsa. There is a balance that must be achieved in zoning decisions, especially with
infill development that occurs among established neighborhoods throughout our community. ln addition to
land use, zoning is an essential policy statement about community livability.

Let me offer several reasons for this request to approve a 120-day continuance

*Speculative zoning describes the Patterson rezoning request and is inconsistent with how zoning decisions
historically have been made in Tulsa. Even among the most controversial projects I can recall from The
Yorktown, to Utica Park, to Albertson's in Brookside, etc., there were specifics presented when the zoning
request was made. They were evaluated, discussed, analyzed, and revised...then the zoning change was
acted upon. The rezoning request for the Patterson property has not evolved in this way, and if rezoned as
requested, leaves the property uses undefined and wide open.

*There is no risk to a developer or the proposal with a continuance of 120 days. There is no
developer. There is not a defined project. There are no tenants. There is no certainty about what the
project really is. How do residents and interested parties respond to this proposal, develop a consensus and
seek to offer revisions in a 20 day period? Our neighborhood has yet to meet with the proposal
representatives, and while that meeting is tentatively scheduled within the next few days, it has yet to be
confirmed.

*There has been no explanation by anyone involved with this proposal for how it complies with the
Comprehensive Plan. Those questions must be explored, discussed, and understood by all
involved. Ultimately, a zoning decision will be recommended by appointed officials--the TMAPC--Io elected
officials, the City Council. The credibility of the zoning process relies on transparency and balance in its
evaluation. Citizen involvement is integral to the process.

*And to state the obvious, the COVID pandemic which continues to rage in Tulsa County, is a real barrier to
citizen engagement and interaction. Schools cannot reopen; many people continue to work remotely; City
government furloughs continue; public meetings are greatly restricted.

Currently, I serve as the Chair of the AnimalWelfare Commission. ln February, the Commission discussed
proposed ordinance revisions with the City Council for subsequent action. Then COVID changed the way
the public's business was conducted. Several Councilors stated they preferred to wait untilface to face
meetings for citizens were more feasible before acting upon animal ordinance changes. That decision was
approximately 180 days ago and remains in effect. By comparison, granting a 120 day continuance for a
proposed rezoning that will significantly alter the character of established neighborhoods seems more than
reasonable.

Thank you for your consideration

M. Susan Savage
3110 S. Quaker Road
Tulsa, OK 74105
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Sawver, Kim

Sent:
lo:
Cc:

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne

Friday, August 21,2020 8:39 AM
ED Seiders

Katy O'Meilia; Sawyer, Kim

RE: MPD-3: Brookside 31 Development, Request for Continuance

Good morning Mr. Seiders and thank you for your time and input on this project,

please contact the applicant Ms. Omeilia directly regarding a potential meeting date and additional information. I know she has

had at least three meetings with surrounding property owners. We have received several continuance request and it is unlikely

that the planning commission will support a continuance request to January 6th.

please be prepared to d¡scuss the continuance request at the September 2nd meeting.

Respectfully,

Subject:

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA. PLA

Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Iulso Plonning Offlce
2tN.2ndst.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.9475

FIL T COPï

Our Fulure

START HERE >WTULSA
FLA¡{N¡NO OFFIçE

From: ED Seiders <ejseid@swbell.net>

Sent: Thursday, August 20,2O2O 6:00 PM

To: Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>

Subject: MPD-3: Brookside 31 Development, Request for Continuance

Dwayne,

Very recently l,ve been made aware that an application has been submitted to TMAPC to rezone the south-east corner property

(patterson Estate) at 31't and peoria avenues from RS-3 (Residential) to MPD-3 (Mixed use). I also note that there is a TMAPC

meeting scheduled for Septemb er 2 atwhich this will be on the agenda. Our home is approximately 3 lots away from the south-

east corner of the proposed development.

l,ve read thru the 40 page rezoning application and had some discussions with my neighbors on Rockford Drive and Quaker

Avenue, south of 31't Street. l've lived on South Rockford Drive for almost 40 years. We originally moved here for the quiet, and

relaxed neighborly atmosphere while being almost in the center of our city. Our neighborhood will be significantly impacted by

thisproposal,ifapproved. l'vealsobrieflylookedatthecity'sBrooksidelnfillDevelopmentPlan,datedMay2OO2,andseenthat

1



this proposal apparently conflicts with some of the recommendations in that plan. We have had preliminary contacts with

adjoining neighborhood associations in Maple Ridge, the Museum District and Brookside North, but there has been insufficient

time to analyze the potential impact of the rezoning on the surrounding community.

I am requestine a continuance of the consideration of this rezonins application until TMAPC's Januarv 6. 2021 meetins for the

following reasons:

i.. The developer has not yet met with all of the surrounding land owners concerning the application and possible impacts

of the rezoning. We need time to review the plan and develop requests.

2. Time is needed to coordinate with surrounding neighborhood associations and to submit a uniform, comprehensive

response to the proposal

3. Time is needed to consult with all stakeholders to compile recommendations.

4. We need to meet with the District 4 and 9 incoming City Counselors after the upcoming August 25 election, and

preferably after the new Council is sworn in December

5. COVID-L9 social distancing measures make it difficult to coordinate and schedule meetings with neighbors, the

developer, INCOG, and the City Councilors.

I look forward to your response

Ed Seiders
Phone: 9L8-7 43-7 L48 (home)

Cell: 918-606-8858
email: seiderse@asme.org
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Lissa Hair < lissa.hair@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 20,2020 4:10 PM

esubmit
Tulsa Planning Commission Sept 2 Meeting

Hello,

I am asking that the Tulsa Metropolitan Planning Commission delay any discussion or decisions on the property at 3Lst Street

and Peoria until neighbors can safely attend this meeting. lt is truly not a democratic process if people feel like they cannot

attend this meeting for fear of risking their health.

I am surprised that this property is being considered for a commercial development. I live in the area and in talking to neighbors

I have not met a single person who thinks this is a good idea. Please let our city listen to allof our residents and not just a select

few. I am often the one who is for change but this change makes no sense.

Thank you,

Lissa Hair
2143 South Owasso Ave
Tulsa, OK74LL4

*r*,
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

terryaxtmann <terryaxtmann@aol.com >

Thursday, August 20,2020 8:46 PM

esubmit
museumneighborhood@gmail.com
31st & Peoria Development

To the Tulsa Planning Office,

I live less than% mile from the corner of 3l-'t and Peoria and want to express my negative opinion about the
proposed development there.

Look around our city and you will find many vacant commercial/retail stores, including the Brookside area. This

was true before COVID, but has been exasperated by the pandemic. Tulsa does not need further
commercial/retail development, especially not in areas currently zoned for single family homes. Redevelop

those retail areas before even considering intruding into peaceful neighborhoods that do not want nor need

such development. Adding traffic congestion is unwanted and adding retail that could go out of business just

adds to the visual blight of our city. Subdividing the Patterson Estate into small single family home makes much

more sense than adding a mixed use development.

lf this development were to be approved, what is to stop further encroachment on single-family neighborhoods

along Peoria or cross-streets.

Regards,

TyrrellAxtmann

L618 E 30th Place

Tulsa, OK74Lt4

h üfl- Ë üü,fi{, y
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I understand that a hearing on the proposed zoning change for this project is scheduled for September 2. Ê the Commission
recommends approval, I propose that it be with the condition that the property include a Bus Rapid Transit stop
(northbound). lt is not clear from the sketch in the Tulsa World (Tuesday, Augusts 28, page A9) whether a bus stop is planned

It is ridiculous that there is currently no northbound stop between 36th Street and 21st Street.

Mary Haddican

3234 S Zunis Place

FIL E TüPY

oshaddican@cox.net oshaddican@cox.net < oshaddican@cox.net>
Thursday, August 20,2020 1:46 PM

esubmit
Planning Design Group proposal for property at 31st Street &. Peoria Avenue

1



Kim F.f

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susie Wallace <susiewallacel @mac.com>
Thursday, August 20,2020 1:22 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 MPD-3 Please delay decision

I am writing to express my concern for the speed in which decisions are to be made concerning the proposed development at

31st Street and Peoria. With upcoming elections and holidays ahead, a L20 day delay seems to be in the best interest of all

concerned. This proposal of development came up recently and it takes time for those potentially impacted to research and

prepare for discussions. lf this is approved there is then, the possibility of other developments happening at other residential

locations, once the precedent is set. Please delay this hearing until January, at the earliest. This allows everyone to be informed

of details and not be disappointed by unintended consequences. Thank you for for your consideration.

Susie Wallace
susiewa llaceL@mac.com
91_8-630-2663

I
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Sawyer, Kim INPDð
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Wednesday, August 19,2020 8:36 AM
Sawyer, Kim

FW: Patterson Estate (MPD-3)

FfA_g il,:,Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103
918.579.9475

Shope Our Fulure
ART HERE >

TULSA
PLAHHING OFFICE

From: ssavage52 @aol.com <ssavage52 @aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 19,2O2O 8:25 AM
To: komeilia @ pdgtulsa.com
Cc: distg@tulsacouncil.org; dist4@tulpacouncil.org; Doctor, Nick <ndoctor@cityoftulsa.org>; Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>;

Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog.org>; jcrosby@pdgtulsa.com; dpoarch@pinnacleholdings.net; k.franklin@lpci.com;
jim.walker.tulsa@gmail.com; janisupdikewalker@gmail.com; tahallco@cox.net; ejseid@swbell.net

Subject: Patterson Estate

Good morning Katy,

Sleep is rather illusive these days so during the early morning hours, I work to put pieces of this project into

some semblance of order that makes sense. I understand you are inundated with questions so this email
will be limited by my standards, because I am truly seeking answers:

*From PlaniTulsa to the Brookside lnfill Study to the Comprehensive Plan, the residential nature of the
Patterson estate is consistently identified. Please spec¡fy the planning documents and citations which have
guided your clients' to the proposed changes in use that have been presented. Below are several
documents I have obtained that call into question the consistency of PDG's proposalwith existing uses:

1
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1. Stability/Growth Map - The Stability/Growth map shows the lot as an area of
Growth.

"Growth should be directed to places that will benefit from an infusion of population,
activity and investment (Areas of Growth)".

This is a seven acre lot right next to Brookside and, at some point, redevelopment
seemed likely. But, areas of growth should not be inconsistent with existing
neighborhoods when it comes to new development.

Direct Link:
http://www.tmapc.org/DocumentsÆulsa%20Comprehensive%20Plan.pdf#paqe=17

2. The Land Use Map shows the "Existing Neighborhoods" designation

Regarding Existing Neighborhoods, the Comprehensive Plan recommends:
"The Existing Residential Neighborhood category is intended to preserve and enhance
Tulsa's existing single family neighborhoods. Development activities in these areas
should be limited to the rehabilitation, improvement or replacement of existing homes,
and small-scale infill projects, as permitted through clear and objective setback, height,
and other development standards of the zoning code."

Direct Link
http://www.tmapc.org/Documents/Tulsa%20Comprehensive%20Plan.pdf#paoe=84

Also see Land Use Priority 4 - pg 84 / Goal 13-13.1

Also see pages, 14, 17,23

r. .)

liirri
. I r'.

r--1

EXISTING RESIDEñ¡TIAL
NEIGI{BORHOODS 3. The Planned Density for the area is 4 units per acre.

Contrast this with the pink (Main Street) areas in Brookside. Those are planned for I
units per acre

Direct Link to Page LU 37
http://www.tmapc.oro/Documents/Tulsa%20Comprehensive%20Plan. pdf#page=88

Average houleholds / ¿cre 4 The plan clearly anticipated the concerns about relative height and density at this
location. (low density)Averagejobs I acre

The Comprehensive Plan is on INCOG's website and apparently these
recommendations are in effect.

*Please expla¡n why you described the following areas as analogous to 31st and Peoria : Downtown is the
central business district; Ascension/St. John has commercial uses on all four corners of the intersection; the
Gathering Place is open space and a park. Pursuant to existing zoning and land use, how is the Patterson
proposal analogous?

*Who is the developer on this project please?

2



*Will you consider a 180 day deferral for official consideration of this project to be consistent with other
actions by the City Council? I am Chairman of the Animal Welfare Commission. ln February, several
Commissioners and I presented proposed ordinance revisions for the Council's consideration. In March, the
world changed with COVID, and the City Council continues to defer any action on those
recommendations....six months later....stating that they wish for in-person hearings with citizens.

The Patterson proposal requires a change in zoning to allow for infill development that results in the
introduction of commercial and retail uses into a residential neighborhood that are inconsistent with the
documents above. ln-person hearings with citizens to meet with the developer, the TMAPC, and the City
Council must enable there to be a more balanced discussion. Mr. Patterson's land is well maintained even
given his passing nearly three years ago. You have stated the project will not be implemented until 2025
which supports such a request.

The ability for residents to have time to work with the property owners to "preserve and enhance Tulsa's
existing single family neighborhoods" is a reasonable request.

I look fonryard to your response
Susan

3



rnpb bSawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Rick Walker <arwalk51 @cox.net>
Wednesday, August 19, 2020 2:24 PM

esubmit
Case Number MPD-3, Brookside 31 Plan

F E!- [ tû,
Subject:

The Brookside 31 proposed plan looks very nice on paper and I am sure PDG would build a nice looking area. However, real-

estate rule #L: don't overbuild within the neighborhood and this plan would do that to an extreme. This plan would be better

suited for a downtown mixed usage area that is already established.

This plan would be putting a small city within the confines of an 80 year old neighborhood full of single story, single family

homes w¡th no businesses around. I don't care how far the street setbacks would be, it is still an 8 story commercial building and

multi-family living units right in the middle of single family homes. This would be an inappropriate infill development due to the

scale, height, setback, massing and rhythm of this plan to the neighborhood in which it would surround.

The addition of possibly l-00's of vehicles and pedestrians coming to that location is a great safety concern. The immediate

neighbors would also have to deal with additional noise and light pollution.

My major concern is the environmental impact on the land. Currently it is roughly 7-1./2 acreage of trees and grass lo L/2

acreage of house, tennis court and road. This plan would reverse the ratio Io 7-1./2 acreage of concrete to 1/2 acreage of grass.

Less trees and wildlife area means the loss of song birds, owls, red-tailed hawks, rabbits, red foxes and even coyotes.

The increase of concrete would increase the amount of water coming down the hill into the stormwater drains and into Crow

Creek. I live in the neighborhood at the bottom of the hill, next to the creek. As recent as July 27th, we had 3-!/2" of rain over

several hours and the water was up to the top of the creek bank. The current Peoria bridge opening is not large enough to

handle the current heavy rainfall. lt would only back up higher into the neighbor's yards with any increase of water from the hill.

I understand there is to be an underground water retention area, but what happens if this is not enough??? Through the years,

the homeowners which back up to Crow Creek have had a repetitive loss of several feet of land due to water erosion. A home

located at 1439 E 32nd Place has been condemned because of the great loss of land, which came up to their deck, causing it to

fall into the creek.
A very detailed flood impact analysis must be done to show how any new construction would increase the flood damage to

neighboring properties. Having lived through the 1-984 flood, I don't want my Brookside neighbors to constantly worry of being

flooded after every heavy rainfall. lt would be nice to be able to talk with someone from Stormwater Management and show

them the creek and how the sides of it have collapsed.

The Brookside neighbors have chosen to live in this area for over 80 years because of the natural surroundings and lovely

homes.....NOT to live next to massive commercial buildings that have been forced on us. Please do not force us to live next door

to something that we would never have chosen to move to.
Once you open the zoning from a single family neighborhood to commercial mixed use buildings, where does it end???

Perhaps the Patterson Family would consider changing their property to a multi-family neighborhood. Putting 8-L0 new homes

would be a better fit.
Thank you for listening to my concerns as how the rezoning change would effect the surrounding neighborhoods and not just

this one piece of property.

Ann and Rickey Walker
1334 East 32nd Place

Tulsa, OK 74105

My East 32nd Place Neighbors who agree with the above concerns:

Jody Rogers 13L8 E 32nd Place Tulsa 74LO5

Thomas Mazal L326 E 32nd Place Tulsa 74LO5

Jody Rogers 1330 E 32nd Place Tulsa 741Os

Karyn Dutton 1335 E 32nd Place Tulsa 74LO5

Erin Christy 1336 E 32nd Place Tulsa 74LOs

1



Tom Upshaw
Rick Stiller

L337 E 32nd Place

1.4L2 E 32nd Place

Tulsa

Tulsa

74LO5

74LO5
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richelle Voth < richelle.christine@icloud.com >

Wednesday, August 19,2020 9:24 PM

esubmit
Brookside 3l Zoning IILE. üwwY

Hi,

lam the homeowner of t437 E.35th Street located in Brookside, Tulsa and lam writing to voice concerns overthe proposed

zoning changes for 31st/Peoria.

Brookside, Tulsa - specifically 41-st to 31st from Peoria to Utica - is a historic, residential neighborhood comprised of single family

homes. Adding townhomes, offices and retail stores alters the foot traffic pattern and the caliber of the neighborhood. I

attended the developer's BNA meeting this past Monday. lt concerned me when the developers "could not" of the anticipated

number of persons to occupy the multi-purpose building and townhomes. lt seems me, that a developer would have to have

projections of such numbers or else, how would they know their proposed plans' profitable value? I believe they are withholding

information about the degree to which their plans would increase Brookside's foot traffic.

Why is increased foot traffic concerning to me? Because, those who live closer to the commercial portion of Brookside will tell
you that car break-ins and package stealing is quite a normal behavior. Extending commercial retail traffic further East into the

neighborhood as such, would amplify this behavior. I also fear that allowing retail & restaurants along the 31st corner would set

a presence for future developers to try and extend retail/offices etc into the neighborhood. lt is a slippery slope.

Furthermore, the developer also "could not" provide the projected real-estate value of the townhomes. This raises the question,

"What is the caliber of the proposed tenants then, that they seek to house?". I could easily see these townhomes encouraging a

transitional community of tenants or even AiTBNB/rentals, which deviates from the established, family-encouraging residency

that Tulsans know and love about living within Brookside proper.

I do not agree with giving the developer a permit that "plans for three stories" but can adjust for "up to eight stories". When

asked about the aforementioned estimates of persons/townhome values, their answer was, "We can build another parking

garage level if we need more space". Their plans are either not finalized thus, or, they are not being forthcoming with us all.

Overall, I believe we are downgrading Brookside's appeal to its current and future families for long-term occupancy by allowing

this Brookside 31 project. For, Brookside Tulsa is not akin to "Uptown, Dallas", whose transitional community mixes city living

with residential burrows. Rather, the composition and community of Brookside Tulsa prides itself on being established, safe and

and a legacy-lasting community. I hope we do not deviate from this historical and present-day purpose.

Thank you for hearing my thoughts. I would appreciate being informed of any opportunity to further become involved in this

zoning process request.

Warmly,
Richelle Voth

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Creda Moran <creda2000@cox.net>

Wednesday, August 19,2020 7:11 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 FIL T COPY

It appears that developers with deep pockets want to take advantage of what they see as an opportunity to add to their pockets

without considering what or how this impacts an area when they leave. People live in this part of town for a variety of
reasons....none of which include having a large multi-story complex sitting in their face. Take a look at the building just north of
Cascia Hall and that type is exactly what this would resemble except for one major factor-that ¡s between Utica Square and a

school ground yet Brookside 3L would be negatively affecting the lifestyle of those in several nearby neighborhoods.

L. No other structure for quite a distance around is multi-story and multi-use so would affect the look and lifestyle of
neighbors.

2. Traffic would increase

3. Even now parking is a problem with small businesses south on Peoria. lncreased use would cause more problems not only for
the businesses but also for nearby neighborhood areas.

4. The fabric of life for so many people living in single family homes would change and negate their reason for wanting to be in

the area.

5. Eliot schoolwould be impacted and maybe others as well.

6. The 31st and Peoria location is not walking distance to The Gathering Place so that is not a factor

7. There is a "look" and a unique atmosphere to Brookside-what attracts people to want to live close or frequent the small

unique businesses there. Brookside 31 located in the middle of wonderful neighborhoods would destroy ¡t all.

Creda Moran
3607 South Yorktown Place

Although I do not líve near the corner of 31st and Peoria, it would change Brookside and that would impact all

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JoBeth Harris < mytimejbB3@gmail.com >

Thursday, August 20,2020 9:53 AM

esubmit
pmd-3, 31st and Peoria

esubmit@incog.org
F IL E TOPY

PMD-3 Brookside 31 - 31* antl Peoria

I am opposed to a vari¿rnce to rezone from residential to commerci¿rl. tlntil now, you have heard primarily from

those who wouftl benefit fìnancially from this project. Please also consider the viewpoint of those who will be

living rvith your decision.

My protests are based on the Tulsa ZoningCodes and'fhe Tulsa Comprehensive Plan.

PRESERVE NIiIGHBORHOODS: "'fhe City must prioritize preserving'fulsa's historic homes and

neighborhoods according to the comprehensive plan." This develotrlment would untlermine what the plan was

designed to protect.

SCALIì: 'fhe proposed development would be far out of scale with other structures in the area. "The Existing

Neighborhood Residential Area calls for limiting development to sm¿rll scale infill projects as permitted through

clear ¿ur{ objective setbacks, heig}rt and other developmental standards of the zoning code." 1-he height is

particularly obìectionable.

-¡REE CANOPY: 'fhe proposal would not preserve the tree cano¡ly as outlined in the Master Pl¿ur. Instead, it
would add huge amounts of impervious surfaces in an area dangerously close to a floodplain.

PRESERVE,l-HE CHARAC'fER; It would alter the essential character of the neighborhoocls and be injurious

to them. l-he densiq' of housing proposed does not ht the single-family residences :ìrnong rvhich it would sit.

VARIANCES SHO[JLD Bll RARE; "Variances should be granted rarely if allowed and users are clear and

support a community vision."

The proposed change would NOl- be appropriate to the character of the surrounding neighborhood. A
commercial enterprise as large and poorly planned as this one is as inappropriate as a car wash in the middle of
a historic neighborhood.

'lìte proposed development is too tall, too ugly, and dangerous to the water and sewer systems in its

density. It also is a safety concern...how would emergency vehicles serve itP A well-planned residential

development would be a positive addition to the area.

I have lived in cities where there are no zoning codes and they are a mess. I am glad Tulsa has codes in

place to protect our neighborhoods. Please enforce them and vote no to rezoning.

1
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I1145 Woodward lJoulevard
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Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

julie phillips <froebiephillips@gmail.com>

Thursday, August 20,202010:55 AM

esubmit
MPD-3

f$u t$," ï

I am writing to give feedback in opposit¡on of the Brookside 31- project. lt seems that more time is needed, more answers are

needed, and the public has a right to know the impact the proposed Brookside 31 development will have on our city.

My questions are:
Why is this project being rushed?

Why is a "creative" MPD-3 proposed for an established, historic area of Tulsa?

why is an area of the city widely viewed as a beloved "treasure of the City" used as an experiment in this" novel planning

approach?"

ïhis project is blatantly being rushed through without the proper due diligence. At a recent meeting, the developers could not

answer questions such as how many residences would be above the reta¡l space, how big the parking garage would be, because

that was contingent on the number of restaurants that were in the commercial space - because the plan was in the beginn¡ng

stages.

Why re-zone before doing the homework? The cart is before the horsel How can a rational decision on a zoning change be made

without prerequisite stud¡es?

Where is the mention of how this proposed change is aligned with size, scale and comparable usage of the area?

where are the conservation/endangered species/habitat studies?

Where are the neighborhood impact studies?

Where are the lighting and sound studies?

Where are scale/size, compatibility studies?

Where are traffic studies?

Air quality impact studies?

please share my concerns, which I believe reflect the concerns of many Tulsans who are opposed to the rezoning of 3l'st &

peoria from residential to ,,MDp", which would allow for commercial development, multifamily residential, and high density'

Respectfully,

Julia Froeb Phillips

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Tuesday, August 18,2020 2:19 PM

margomitchell 1 949@gmail.com
Sawyer, Kim

RE: Thirty first and Peoria Patterson Project (MPD-3)

Ms. Mitchell,

Thanks for your interest in this project. We will forward your comments to the Planning Commission.

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PtA .

Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.9475

Our Fulure
ART HERE >WTULSA

PLANNINç OFFIGE

From: ma rgomitchelllg4g@gmail.com <margomitchellL949@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, August 18,2O2O 11:56 AM
To: Wil kerso n, Dwayne <DWil ke rson @i ncog.o rg>

Subject: Fwd: Thirty first and Peoria Patterson Project

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwa rded message:

From: marsomitchellL949@smail.com
Date: August L8,2O2O at 11:52:09 AM CDT

To: dwilkerson@incog.gov
Subject: Th¡rty first and Peoria Patterson Proiect

Mr. Wilkinson,
As a home owner in this area, I am very distressed with the proposed rezoning to accommodate the Patterson

Trust Project at 31st and Peoria. lt appears that it is being rushed through the process without the

needed stud¡es such as a traffic study.

Since 31st between Riverside and Peoria is now two lanes, traffic congest¡on is quite normal. I ant¡c¡pate with

the completion of the Children's Museum, we will see a huge uptick of traffic issues at the corner of 31st and

Peoria. The proposed project would create even greater problems'

I also believe rezoning will eliminate the ambiance of the neighborhood plus cause property values to drop.
please listen to the input from the citizens in the area. At the very least, grant a continuance of sixty days before

1



any decisions are made.

Respectfully submitted,
Margo Mitchell
1-23L East 29th Place

Tulsa, OK741,14

Sent from my iPhone

2



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sondra Biggs <sbiggs3@me.com>

Monday, August 17,2020 3:16 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria TILE TTPY

Dear INCOG

Don't know about others who live in Brookside or Midtown, but I was outraged after reading Michael Overall's article
"Secluded No More?" in the Tulsa World, August 8. To think the Robert E. Patterson Trust wants to build Brookside 31 at
the corner of 31st & Peoria is unconscionable and a blight on our beautiful urban neighborhoods.

The amount of traffic at that corner, as well as along Peoria as a result of the shopping, restaurants, and bars is hard to
navigate most of the time. Those of us who live in the neighborhood enjoy these venues as they bring a vibrancy to our
neighborhood we haven't seen in the past. Adding to the traffic is the Gathering Place as well as the under-construction
Children's Museum on 31st & Riverside.

Brookside and Midtown does not need a "new gateway" high density, high rise or shops to the already "trendy entertainment
district" on Peoria. How many locally-owned businesses on Peoria will be run out of business by even more businesses at
31st & Peoria? How much more traffic can the neighborhood stand before it becomes untenable? How many more old trees
have to be torn down?

The Planning Commission must not approve this zoning change. lf the Patterson Trust must sell, then zone it so they must
sell the property to someone who will turn it into a welcoming, relaxing, walkable site which will keep the beautiful old trees
and foliage and not something which will add even more concrete or traffic to our carbon footprint.

It should be developed into something Mr. Patterson, a nature and wildlife lover, would be proud of rather than a blight on
the neighborhoods. Please do not approve this zoning change on behalf of the beautiful neighborhoods of Brookside and
Midtown.

Thank you,
Sondra Biggs
2249 E 31st Place
Tulsa, OK74105

Sent from my iPad

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

tony.ringold@gmail.com
Monday, August 17,2020 2:40 PM

esubmit
'Robert Brejcha'; michaeldkeys@aol.com

Case No. MPD-3

Follow up
Flagged

F $[-E ü[3¡]Y

Metropolitan Area Planning Commission

Reference is made to the Application in Case No. MPD-3, filed by Planning Design Group on behalf of the Patterson Trust, to

change the zoning on the 7.2 acre tract on the SE corner of 31't and Peoria from RS-3 Residential to MPD-3 Mixed Use.

We are the owners and residents of the residential tract on the NW corner of 31't and Quaker, 3048 South Quaker, 74LL4.

For the purposes of the public hearing before the Planning Commission, scheduled for September 2, and all other proceedings in

the case, we object to the requested zoning change for the numerous reasons which we understand will be presented at the

hearing.

Please add us to the notice list.

Linda and Tony Ringold
3048 Souffi Quaker
Tulsa, OK74114
(e18) 74e-6950

1



Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission & Tulsa City Council

175 East 2nd Street, 2nd level, One Technology Center

Tulsa City Council Chambers t'gå- Ë tffir Y
RE: MPD 3: Brookside 3't Development

Dear Planning Commission and City Council:

As an engaged and informed citizen of Tulsa, I fully endorse the MPD3 Brookside 31 Rezoning Application

for the property located on the southeast corner of E. 31"tSt, and S. Peoria Ave intersection. I believe the

project contributes to both the Brookside District and the City of Tulsa's long term goals of creating a vibrant

and dynamic economy, attracting and retaining young professionals, capitalizing on the City's investment

in the Aero Bus Rapid Transit line, and providing a range of housing choices that are currently lacking in

the midtown area.

While it is clear the rezoning proposal will provide economic benefits to the Brookside area, I believe the

proposal will also benefit the larger community as well. Among the many community benefits, the project

includes: enhanced streetscaping; opportunities for outdoor dining and rooftop restaurants; more parks,

plazas, and community open space; a diversity of housing options for both the young, as well as aging

residents that want to downsize but stay within their mid-town community; direct access to the Aero Bus

Rapid Transit that the City of Tulsa has greatly invested; and lastly pedestrian access via biking and walking

to some of the City's most cherished parks and open space that include the River Parks and Trails, The

Gathering Place, and Zink Park.

I believe approval of the Brookside 31 rezoning proposal will enhance the community, will strengthen the

economic success of Tulsa, and will move The City of Tulsa forward.

Sincerely,

tn'rrw fàw {4<
I

^t

Vlnlraa+-



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

lwata, Kate H. < Kate.lwata@oneok.com>
Monday, August 17,2020 1:39 PM

esubmit
Proposed re-zoning at 31st and Peoria/Patterson PropertySubject: $' Ë4" fr' {j tr y

To whom it may concern,

I live at 3L't and Madison Ave

I am respectfully requesting that TNCOG delay discussions about the rezoning until after the neighbors have had a chance to fully

review and understand the proposed project. I have lived in this neighborhood for L7 years and have a vested interest in the

development and its impact on my family's quality of life.

I have multiple concerns at this t¡me and do not feel the public has had enough information for this to continue.

We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The environmental impact has not

been vetted and will be substantial.

Thank you in advance for your consideration

Thonksl

{= Ornon
KøtetIwøÍw
GIS Analyst
100 W. Fifth Street
Tulsa, Okla. 74103
www.oneok.com

Phone: 9 1 8-588-7697
E-mail: kate. iwata(Ooneok. com

THtS MAp/DATA HAS BEEN COMPTLED BY ONEOK FROM AVAILABLE PUBLIC INFORMATION AND WAS PRINTED BY ONEOK SOLELY FOR USE ON A SPECIFIC PROJECT DURING A

spEctFtc ÏME pERtoD. THIS MAP/DATA tS NOT TNTENDED FOR USE FOR ANy OTHER PURPOSE. ONEOK DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY OF THIS MAP/DATA OR THE

INFORMATION DELINEATED THEREON. NOR DOES ONEOK ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY RELIANCE THEREON. THIS MAP/DATA MAY NOT BE COPIED, DIGITIZED, OR

DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT EXPRESS CONSENT FROM ONEOK OR ITS AFFILIATES. BEFORE DIGGING, ALWAYS CONTACT 811 OR YOUR LOCAL STATE ONE CALL SERVICE.
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Monday, August 17,2020 1:22 PM

Sawyer, Kim

FW: Patterson project (MPD-3)

fltt
80Pr

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[4. PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103
918.579.9475

Our Fulure

TULSA
ART HERE >

DTAHNING OFFICE

From: ssavage52@aol.com <ssavage52 @aol.com>
Sent: Friday, August t4,2020 6:08 PM

To: komeilia @pdgtulsa.com
Cc: distg@tulsacouncil.org; Doctor, Nick <ndoctor@cityoftulsa.org>; Miller, Susan <SMiller@incog.org>; Wilkerson, Dwayne

<DWilkerson @incog.org>; dist4@tulsacouncil.org; jcrosby@ pdgtulsa.com

Subject: Re: Patterson project

Thank you, Katy. The Quaker and Rockford neighbors met this week and have developed a plan of action

they are pursuing with other affected neighborhoods and individuals. Obviously, as residents, we have a

tremendous amount of catching up to do regarding the property's and area's zoning history, Comprehensive
Plan, the Brookside lnfill Study, the issues we wish to address, and what we see the options to be to
preserve the residential character of the area.

Regrettably, there was absolutely no front end communication with any of us so we are now forced into a

defénsive posture to try to slow the race to the September 2nd meeting. I only received my official

notification of the zoning change yesterday, and while I understand that technically meets the 20 day legal

notification requirements (l received it 21 days ahead of the meet¡ng date), our neighborhoods do not

understand why there was no consideration or respect extended to us by the project representatives to

discuss ideas and proposals. lnstead, the approach has been...we are available to meet to answer your

questions. lt is fully understood that is your prerogative in terms of how you wish to do business....it is,

however, not very neighborly.

My individual concerns have been articulated in writing to you and everyone on this message for the ten

dãys I have now been aware of this proposal. As residents, we are d¡scussing issues among ourselves and

with other professionals, and I believe there will be many more questions raised. There are appointed
neighborhood representatives who have contacted Dwayne Wilkerson to schedule a meeting, then they will

reaóh out to you following that meeting. With your time out of the office enumerated below, and the
1
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inexplicably accelerated schedule of this proposal, there will be every effort made to seek a continuance of

this proposal before the TMAPC on September 2nd.

I cannot recall a project during my time living in Tulsa-which is most of my life--that was sprung on residents

in this manner, espécially onãthat alters the use of a residential area so significantly. I will speak only for

myself in saying that the choices made suggest a strategic decision to try to avoid just the kind of reaction

that has now resulted. ln the litany of issues about this proposal, that is the most disappointing to me. I

worked for a decade to improve neighborhood engagement in planning; many, many city leaders and

neighborhood advocates have also done so relentlessly for decades, Communication and partnerships,

espãcially in high stress areas with pressures for infill development, have grown. That has resulted in better

decisions for thé future of Tulsa. The redevelopment of Mr. Patterson's property could have been a

partnership with residents had that been the direction, as project manager, was determined to be

worthwhile.

Again, Quaker and Rockford representatives will reach out to you

Thank you
Susan

----Orig inal Message---
From: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>
To: ssavage52@aol.com <ssavaqe52@aol.com>
Cc:ffiq@>; ndoctor@cityoftulsa.org <ndoctor@citvoftulsa.org>; smiller@incog.orq

.smffie@rsonto¡ncoq.org>; dist4@tulsacouncil.orq <dist4@tulsacouncil.org>; Jim

Crosby <icrosbv@pdqtulsa >

Sent: Fri, Aug 14, 2020 5:06 Pm
Subject: RE: Patterson Project

Mrs. Savage,

I am just following up on my email from earlier in the week to see if you and your neighbors have come up with a date and time

that works to schédule a meeting with us to discuss your concerns and learn more about the project?

As I indicated earlier in the week, the Brookside Neighborhood Association has arranged for us to give an informational meeting to

their members this coming Monday at 6:00pm but wil also be streaming the event live from the BNA Facebook home page so I

would encourage folks to watch the live stream if possible. Online viewers will have the ability to ask questions as well. I also have

meetings scheãuled with the Museum Neighborhood Association and the Maple Ridge Neighborhood Association but I realize you

and yoúr neighbors may not be associated with these groups so I want to make sure we meet to hear your concerns directly.

I will be out of the office the 1g-21"1 but have time to meet on the l81h or anytime the 25th-28th. Please let me know what works for

your group and we will get it scheduled.

Best regards,

Katy O'Meilia, PLA, LEED AP

Pla nning Director/Proiect Ma nager

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
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www, planni ngdesiqnProuP.com

F¡nd ü3Õn

Farebook

From: Katy O'Meilia
Sent: Monday, August 10,2020 11:02 AM
To: ssavaqeS2(Oaol.com
Cc: distg@tutsacouncilãrq; ndoctor@citvoftulsa.orq; smiller@incoq.org; dwilkerson@incoq.orq; dist4@tulsacouncil.orq; Jim

Crosby <jcrosby@pdqtulsa >

Subject: RE: Patterson Project

Hi Susan,

Thank you for working on your end to try and gather your neighbors together for a discussion. lf you all want to meet later this

week, we would oe aía¡laóle Friday aftérnoonl we aie open [o meeting in person or we can also setup a zoom call so we can

meet via a conference call with cameras. We have the ti/iuseum Neighbor Association that is targeting trying to meet with us on

tne evening of the 17rh or l grh so we could try for one of those evenings that they don't schedule for or we could do anything on

the 20rh or the 21sr. I assume an evening meêting is more convenientbut if not we can accommodate during the work day as well.

ln regards to the MpDl that we worked on, yes you are corrected in that was a very different type ol development, albeit still a

veryîrban designed, walkable focus just ¡n ä different setting. Dwayne can speak to this and the MPD2 process in more detail but

essentially the reason those MpD's tóok so long to go through the rezoning process is because we were also working through

engineeriñg, proposing changes to street cross-.eciíons, anã submitting for preliminary platting which was all running concurrently

with the rezoning casã. w¡tn ãll the different departments and private utility companies that had to be worked with through the

rezoning and pláting, the process took much longer. ln contract, the Brookside 31 rezoning case is much.more straight foruvard as

we are not proposing to deviate from any type of 
-established 

engineering, stormwater, or transportation plans that the City already

has planned for the area.

I look forward to meeting soon to discuss the project further. Thanks!

Best regards,

Katy O'Meilia, PLA, LEED AP

Planning Director/Proiect Manager

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510

Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www. planningdesigngroup.com

Find uson
Farebook

F rom : ssavaqe52 @aol. com <9savaæ.0?-@aol' com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9,2020 6:15 PM

To: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>
Gc: dist'g(otulsacou@ulsa.org; smiller@incoq.orq; dwilkerson@incoq.orq; dist4@tulsacouncil'org

Subject: Re: Patterson Project

Thank you, Katy. I have had family obligations all weekend so am just answer¡ng ema¡ls at this point.

Several of my euaker Road neighbors are working to find a safe way for an organ¡zational meet¡ng to occur

in the next few days. A follow uþ meeting with you would occur after that....probably the following
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week. The Rockford neighbors are also working to figure out how to discuss an approach and position on

this project.

I cannot speak for those on my street, but this week is especially demanding for me and my flexibility is

limited. I have business and community obligations Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings so the

latter part of the week is likely to be my first opportunity to have a neighborhood discussion. While I have

been pursuing my own due ditigence and will continue to do so, I am unclear of the specific concerns of

other neighbors ór a course of àction from their perspective that seems reasonable. The challenge all six or

more neighborfroods/associations directly affected by this project face is likely similar to what I am

personally experiencing. Finding time to read the application, the zoning code, review PlaniTulsa, the
'Brooksidé 

plan, understand and learn about existing and potential precedence for this type of zoning

change, to'organize and/or attend meetings...all are compressed into an unrealistically accelerated timeline

to try1o be reõponsive to a September 2nd TMAPC date, Given the complexity of this project and the

nrmberr of parties who must have an opportunity to review it, you may want to reconsider a continuance for
a September 2nd hearing.

ln a separate message, I will enumerate a number of questions I have regarding this project vis a vis MDP-1

and MDp-z. Atmy réquest, Mr. Wilkerson sent me those applications. I visited both sites today and have

read both files from start to finish so will make some specific observations and direct questions to you and

TMApC staff for response. The MDP-1 application that was approved by the City Council in early April 2019

has yet to begin construction. You were the representative on that application for the property owner Flat

Top bevelopments, LLC. MPD-1 is a greenfield site with continued agricultural use all around. There was

one individual who spoke to the project at the public hearing. By contrast, MDP-3 is a proposed infill project

in a purely and heavily inhabited residential area. The contrasts could not be more stark, and it certainly

raises questions in my mind about speculative zoning changes'

MDp-2 has also not begun construction and had a longer timeline than is envisioned for the MDP-3 proposal

for review and discussión and revision. That application was filed in January,2019 but not approved by the

City Council until Septembe r 2019. I did read that the Charter School the developers promoted as part of the

project was not approved by the Tulsa Public Schools in 2020'
More on what I have read with accompanying questions will be provided.

Thank you
Susan

---Original Message----
From: KatyO'Meilia<@>
To: ssavaqeS2@aol.com <ssavaqe52@aol.com>
c.'@@>; ndoctor@citvoftulsa.org <ndoctor@citvoftulsa.orq>; smiller@incoq.orq
.sffiersoruO¡ncog.oig <dwilkerson@incog.orq>; dist4@tulsacouncil.orq <dist4@tulsacouncil.orq>

Sent: Fri, Aug 7, 2020 5:09 Pm
Subject: RE: Patterson project

Mrs. Savage,

I just realized I didn't ask for a specific day and time that works for you and your neighbors to meet with us. Please let me know

what is convenient for you all and we will accommodate. Thanks!

Best regards,
Katy O'Meilia, PLA, LEED AP
Plan ning Director/Project Manager
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5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www.planninqdesiqnqroup.com

E F¡fd u5ûn
Farebook

From: Katy O'Meilia
Sent: Friday, August 7,2020 3:35 PM
To: ssavaqeS2@aol.com
Cc: O¡stg@tulsacourncil.org; ndoctor@cityoftulsa.orq; smiller@incog.orq; dwilkerson@incog.orq; dist4@tulsacouncil.oro

Subject: RE: Patterson project

Mrs. Savage,

I apologize, I misunderstood your first email as you having had some of your questions answered at the PRC meeting. Since you

st¡ll nave many outstanding questions and concerns we would be happy to have a specific meeting with you and your fellow

euaker Avenúe residents. Please let me know a day and time that works for your neighborhood and we will be happy to meet with

you. We are available to meet in person if folks are comfortable with that. lf not, the digital meeting I was referring to would be a

2oom meeting where we could connect via devices with a call in conference number. With the Zoom platform we have the ability

to share screãns and present digital information for all the call in participants. lt would be very similar to the PRC meeting you

attended digitally.

For your reference, I have reached out to the Maple Ridge NA, the Museum NA, the Brookside NA, and the Brookside Business

Assóciation and are working with their organization presidents to schedule meetings with each over the comings weeks.

ln closing, we look forward to meeting with you and your small group to discuss the project further. Please let me know if it would

be beneflcial to invite INCOG staff to the meeting so we can be sure everyone is on the same page. I look forward to meeting you.

Best regards,
Katy O'Meilia, PLA, LEED AP
Plan n i ng Di rector/Project Manager

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www. planninqdesiqnqroup.com

E Ëi$äriä'*

From: ssavaoeS2(ôaol.com <ssavageS2@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 6,2020 8:20 PM
To: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdqtulsa.com>
Gc: dist-g@tulsacouncil.org; ndoctor@cityoftulsa.orq; smiller@incog.org; dwilkerson@incoq.orq; dist4@tulsacouncil.org

Subiect: Re: Patterson project
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Katy,

Thank you for your response. Actually, very few of my questions were answered today so let me clarify your
statement below.
Additionally, I would request that if I call you Katy, you call me Susan instead of Mayor Savage. I was the
mayor for nearly ten years and will always consider that my highest calling of service and a privilege to lead

my hometown, but in this context I am Susan Savage...a homeowner, interested party, and highly engaged
and knowledgeable citizen. No more. No less. lt has been suggested by some that due to my adjacent
location to Mr. Patterson's property (and he was my dear neighbor whom I considered a friend), as a former
mayor, there will be some particular influence I will exert or special consideration I will expect. This project

must be evaluated on its merits or its deficiencies. lf that happens, then I will feel the process has been

more balanced than is certainly the case now. I value my home and my neighborhood, and am engaged in
this discussion because of the investments all of us in this area have made. We must rely on analysis and

standards. A race to a zoning change, and as you expressed in today's meeting, that was your first priority,

must be preceded by a defined project with details to understand if it fits into the proposed zoning
category. There were no details provided today that would meet that standard rather general statements
about what could or might occur. At this point, what has been proposed seems to be a zoning change in
search of a project.

While I am unaccustomed to reviewing my resume in this manner, please indulge me as it seems to be

warranted given the scale and scope of this project and its incompatibility with the neighborhood, the
complete lack of engagement with area residents, the unrealistic push to achieve the zoning change, and

the criticism my neighbors and I have already received for questioning this project and seeking details. As
mayor, my interest in development and strengthening neighborhoods was a top priority. I initiated an lnfill
Development Task Force. I held the first Smart Growth summits in Tulsa and initiated pilot redevelopment
projects in Brookside, on 6th Street and in the Brady District. Many of the recommendations from these
initiatives resulted from extensive citizen engagement, none of which has occurred here. A single mega-
meeting is not public engagement. I understand zoning. I understand infill development. I understand
projects that fit the scale and character of a neighborhood. I understand commercial encroachment into

established residential neighborhoods.

Mr. Wilkerson stated today this is only the third MDP project since that category was established. I intend to
inquire of him after I complete this message to you where those projects are and undertake my own review
of the detail around them to understand if there is anything analogous to this proposal. Additionally, I want
to revisit PlaniTulsa, the Brookside plan that was initially established when I was in office, the existing zoning
code and other zoning plans and documents. There is a tremendous amount of work to do to be able to
achieve the ability to be conversant with what you have proposed. History, intent, and preservation are
important elements of land use planning. You spoke today about a "couple" of trees that if they were
healthy, could possibly be preserved. I think that statement took my breath away more than any others you

made. You stated you have walked this property and know its beauty. There are young trees Mr. Patterson
planted withing the past five years...there are ancient live oaks. His love for his property is evident
everywhere one looks.

Please understand that there has been every expectation that following Mr. Patterson's death, this property's

ownership would likely change. Given the underlying zoning and the uses on every side and across Peoria
and 31st, any reasonable person would have expected residential uses to continue. That is the only solution
to reach with the zoning that is currently in place and surrounding the Patterson estate.

To answer your question directly, I have no knowledge of when the Brookside Neighborhood Association
meets or where. I am unaware of any specified meeting date or time. I have business, community, and

family obligations as do all of us who are interested in this project. However, it would appear that to satisfy a
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TMAPC policy, there will be some sort of meeting if you can find a venue that does not violate every

sensible restriction of the pandemic...and you will push to have it in advance of September 2nd whether that
is reasonable or not. You advised that you would be available for a digital meeting with my "group". I don't

really have a group and am not entirely certain what a digital meeting would entail. However, I am certainly

willing to work with you to further discuss how citizen engagement can be achieved so that whatever
decision the City Council makes is grounded in solid land use planning.

Thank you
Susan

---Orig inal Message---
From: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdqtulsa.com>
To: ssavage52@aol. com <ssavaqeS2@aol. com>
Cc:ffiq .O¡stgOtuls >; ndoctor@cityoftulsa.org <ndoctor@citvoftulsa.org>; smiller@incog.orq
<smiller@incog.orq>; dwilkerson@incoq.org <dwilkerson@incoq.org>

Sent: Thu, Aug 6, 2020 5:40 pm
Subject: RE: Patterson project

Mayor Savage,

I appreciate you diligently reaching out and am glad to hear that some of your questions were answered today while listening into

the pRC review meeting. Yes, I sfoke directly with Cindy Woodward today. She is with the Brookside Neighborhood Association. I

am working with her to ind a venue that will allow for a large crowd to attend an in person meeting but still providing for social

distancinglThe Brookside Baptists Church or the Unitarian Church was suggested due to their large sanctuaries and I have

reached óut to them this afternoon. We also intend to provide a zoom/digital meeting either during that same in-person event or as

a separate event. lt really alljust depends on if the venue we find has the wifi and AV capabilities to host the live and digital all at

the same time. As part oi tha meeting, I have invited the City to participate so they can answer questions in regards to the City's

Master Street plan and the street cross sections proposed for the 31st St. and the Peoria. Corridor that are shown in the MPD

document. ln addition the Brookside NA, we also intend to reach out to the Maple Ridge Neighborhood Association, and the

Brookside Business Association as well.

I would encourage you to try and attend the larger meeting if possible since we will have the City representative present to answer

questions but it õounds like maybe you and your fellow residents aren't participants within these groups so if you would like us to

fínd a time to do a digital meeting wìtn your group we would be happy to do so. I look forward to meeting and engaging with you.

Best regards,
Katy O'Meilia, PLA, LEED AP
PIan n ing Director/Project Manager

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www. plan ninqdesi g ngroup.com

E Ëi,Ëttllot

From : ssavage52@aol. com <ssavage52@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 6,2020 2:59 PM
To: Katy O'Meilia <komeilia@pdqtulsa.com>
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Gc: distg@tulsacouncil.orq; ndoctor(ôcityoftulsa.org; smiller@incoq.org; dwilkerson@incog.org
Subject: Patterson project

Thank you for the presentation today, Katy.

So many questions....so many gaps in the information provided and available at this point. I will be trying to
enumerate the myriad and extensive questions I have based upon my experience with infill development
and zoning, setback requirements, etc. etc. etc. Who will be the architects, developers and builders for this
project?

You mentioned Cindy Woodward, I believe? | don't know her and do not know who she represents. lt may
have been the Brookside Association. Please know that there are many other interested neighborhood
groups and individuals who are affected by this project who are not affiliated with that association so a
ðontact with her the day of this meeting is a reasonable start. However, there are many others who should
have an opportunity to be heard in this conversation. I know it is easier for you to organize one giant

meeting, but after years of those efforts, they rarely are satisfactory to participants. I will offer to organize a

meeting with Quaker Avenue residents and perhaps a few others to be able to have a discussion.

I look fonruard to your reply

Thank you.
M. Susan Savage
31 10 S. Quaker Road
918-527-7404
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Tulse Mot¡opol¡tan Area Plannlng Comml¡¡lon & Tultt Clty Councll

t75 Eest 2d Strcct, 2d levcl, Onc Technology Ccnter

Tulss CIU Councll Chamben

RE: MPD 3: Brookslde 3l DcveloPmcnl

Dear Plannlng Commlsslon and Clty Gouncll:

AsanengagedandlnformcdcitlzenofTulsa,lfullycndoreejheMPD-3Blookalde3lRezonlng
Applicatlon for thc prcpcíy loceted on the southeast corner of E. 31n St' and s' Poorla Ave lnteraccllon' I
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öú:i'iñ"ãjir.m rn üre'¡cro aùs nàptå'Trans¡t tt-ne, and p¡ov¡ãlñg a iange of houslng cholce¡ thÊl 8ro

cr¡rrenlly laddng ln thc mldtown area.

Wh¡l€ lt ls clear the rezoning proposal wlll provlde economlc benafits to the Brookslde area' I believe lhe

ilõ;;ì1-á.o benefit thä brger community a¡ weil. Àmõng tho many community benefits, the prded

lncludes: enhanced streetscaplnï opportunltiEs tor outOóói dìnhg andioofrop resteurants; morc parks'

ptszas, and commun¡ty op"n 
"pÃä"; 

å diverslty of frousint olUoni tot both.,the.young, ag well as sglng

resldentr thet want to Oowns¡zä Uui'ti"V nitft¡ítf,"lr mlO.tãwn community; direc-t access to lhe Aero Bus

Rapid Transl that the Cl$ of Tulsa has greatly ¡nvesfeàJ ànJ lástly påàestrian. aooess vla blklng and

walking to some of lhe CltyÈ mostcherlsîed óa*s and bpen spaóìnat include ths River Parkg and

Tralls, Thc Gathering Place, and Zlnk Pafi'

I beliEve appmval of the B¡ookside 31 rezoning proposat will enhance the community, will strengthen the

economic åúccess of Tulsa, and will move The City of lulsa forward'
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r"IL E OOPY
Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tom Powers <tpowers@anylabtestnow.com >

Monday, August 17,2020 12:41 PM

esubmit
MPD 3: Brookside 31 Development

Powers, TJ.pdf

Thank you !

Thomas Powers, Owner
Any Lab Test Now - Tulsa
3307 S Peoria Ave, Ste D Tulsa, OK74IO5
Mobile: (918) 734-8388 | Fax: (866) S98-02S1 | Store: (918) 600-ALTN (2586)
TPowers@ AnvlabTestNow. com

Homepage: https: / /www.anylabtestnow.com/tulsa-74 1 05/
Find us on Facebo ok http: I I facebook.com/AnylabTestNowTulsaOK/
Find us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/AlTNCorp
Check us out on YouT\rbe: http : / /www.youtube.com/AnylabTestNor¡r/TV
Connect with me on Linkedl n: hftp: I / linkedin.co rn I in I thomaspowersaltn

This message, including any attachments, constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the
Electronic Communicu.tion" Privacy Act, 1B U.S.C. Section 251O. This message is the confidential property of
Any Lab Test Now, and disclosure is strictþ limited to only those recipients intended by the sender. In addition.
sinie this message may contain confidential and privileged information, the dissemination or forwarding of this
message to recipients óther than those intended by the sender is STRICTLY PROHIBITED, and the sender does

not consent to any notice from the recipients to the contrar5r. If you receive this message in error, please

notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete this message entirely from your system.
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Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission & Tulsa City Council

'175 East 2nd Street, 2nd level, One Technology Center

Tulsa City Council Chambers

RE: MPD 3: Brookside 31 Ðevelopmeni

Dear Planning Commission and City Council:

As an engaged and informed citizen of Tulsa, I fully endorse the MPD3 Brookside 31 Rezoning Application

for the property located on the southeast corner of E. 31't St. and S. Peoria Ave intersection. I believe the

project contributes to both the Brookside District and the City of Tulsa's long term goals of creating a vibrant

and dynamic economy, attracting and retaining young professionals, capitalizing on the City's investment

in the Aero Bus Rapid Transit line, and providing a range of housing choices that are currently lacking in

the midtown area.

While it is clear the rezoning proposal will provide economic benefits to the Brookside area, I believe the

proposal will also benefit the larger community as well. Among the many community benefits, the project

includes: enhanced streetscaping; opportunities for outdoor dining and rooftop restaurants; more parks,

plazas, and community open space; a diversiiy of housing options for both the young, as well as aging

residents that want to downsize but stay within their mid-town community; direct access to the Aero Bus

Rapid Transit that the City of Tulsa has greatly invested; and lastly pedestrian access via biking and walking

to some of the City's most cherished parks and open space that include the River Parks and Trails, The

Gathering Place, and Zink Park.

I believe approval of the Brookside 31 rezoning proposal will enhance the community, will strengthen the

economic success of Tulsa, and will move The City of Tulsa forward'

Sincerely,

-fr^o " J Po,^'.tt



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Bowman <jacq.bow@gmail.com >

Monday, August 17 ,2020 10:26 AM
esubmit; kj@kj4tulsa.com
Robert Patterson trust rezoning request for 31st & Peoria

t lLt cûPr

Our family has lived in Terwillger Heights for 3 % years. We moved to Midtown Tulsa Brookside area from a L acre lots
neighborhood in BA, OK because we loved the history, the homes, the green spaces and the quaintness of Brookside. We can

bike or walk to dinner or to shop. The impact of the rezoning would seriously effect our daily lives with traffic, construction, and

losing green space. The rezoning is for a concrete jungle to be built. The proposal lists up to an 8 story building. The tallest
structure in the area is 3 stories.
The design put forth in the proposal gives us no guarantee of what the developers would actually build. lt is just an 'idea' they
are presenting of what 'could be'. The Patterson Trust know that corner is worth significantly more if zoning were changed from
residential to any form of multi function/commercial. My concern is that Trust would sell off corner and Brookside area would
be left with developers potentially running amuck with design.
lf the Patterson Trust proposal is approved, it would have a significant impact on the environment, residents, business owners,

storm drains, traffic and utilities. I am not anti-development. That corner could be a great high end neighborhood of .5-1 acre

residential lots. I am seriously concerned about how the impact of rezoning would effect the surrounding neighborhoods and

Brookside. How can Tulsa justify the rezoning change in a stable and historical residential area?

My first request is for the city to not approve the R. Patterson Trust rezoning request. At a minimum, I request a 90 day
continuance for the September 2 TMAPC meeting.

Kind regards,
Herby and Jacqueline Bowman
herbvir@hotmail.com
iacq.bow(oemail.com

Sent from Mail for Windows l-0
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Myrna Seale < mvs5445@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 12,2020 3:39 PM

esubmit; komeilia@ pdgtulsa.com

Brookside 31 TMAPC rezoning hearing Sept 2nd

Ëfd.Ë {,¿,ry

Following up with my request of yesterday to please delay the Sept 2nd rezoning hearing, in the event the hearing goes forward

TO: TMAPC

Robert Patterson Trust

This email is to address specifics on WHY the Patterson estate should not be rezoned to MPD-3 from Residential RE.

MPD allows great flexibility to what can be built on the property - with little opportunity for public input.

So once that zoning change is made, we the citizens of Tulsa have virtually no ability to impact the ultimate project plan.

PlaniTulsa lays out guidelines for this which seem more like mandates.

This intersection is currently 100% residential. A change from residential to high-density commercial is inappropriate

ANY MPD project on this property will have multiple undesirable effects on every aspect of the Brookside and greater Tulsa

community:
1. Removal of dozens of old-growth trees and the accompanying air quality issues resulting from replacement with high-

density construction

2. Displacement of urban wildlife

3. Turning 7 acres of urban forest into 7 acres of concrete structure and surface resulting in

water flow into Crow Creek with potential for flooding.
significant increase in

4. Significant increase in both traffic AND parking into adjacent residential areas.

5. lnability to provide safe and reasonable access to ingress and egress because there are no connecting residential

streets. lt will all have to flow onto Peoria and 3Lst streets (with no ability to turn against directional traffic flow). These

streets are already stressed with more traffic than can be handled. Near-future planned implementation of single lanes at

this intersection make any MPD plan unacceptable.

RedevelopmentofthePattersonestateisinevitable. Thispropertyisajewel-andassuchshouldretainasmuchaspossibleof
the natural beauty that exists today. That should be the over-riding factor for TMAPC, rather than maximizing its commercial

potential.

A balance can be found, but it is not going to be with an MPD-zoned proposal.

TMAPC - Please reject this request for a zoning change.
Patterson Trust/PDG - Please withdraw the Brookside 31- proposal

Respectfully submitted,

Myrna Seale

2624E 33rd St (74Losl
9L8/8LO-732s
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mvs5445@gmail.com <ma¡lto:mvs5445@gmail'com>
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Brewer4OK < denise@ brewer4OK.com >

Saturday, August 15,2020 5:26 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31/Peoria

Ffl.t
8&Py

Subject:

To whom it may concern;
As State Representative for District 7I and a Brookside resident, I want to share my opposition to the proposed retail

development at 3Lst & Peoria.

The primary problems will be worse traffic at an already problematic intersection at 3Lst & Peoria, we don't need another retail

development in the 1 mile between Brookside and Ut¡ca Square, lower propertyvalues around the development, potential

flooding issues and it will hurt the already struggl¡ng small businesses in Brookside.

The only win here is for the profit seeking heirs to the Patterson property.

Sincerely,
Rep. Denise Brewer
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Lisa Weatherhol <weatherholt.lisa@gmail.com >

Friday, August 14, 2020 9:10 PM

esubmit
MPD3, oppose zoning change

ó d&{
Subject:

please, please please do not allow such an out-of-character development as the proposed project.

It is already a problematic corner, as traffic goes. The proximity to the Gathering Place is also a problem-again with traffic.

property values nearby suffer greatly. Greatly. Long-time residents will want to move from their (formerly) attractive, desirable

neighborhood. To do so, they will have to stomach much-eroded property values.

This will NOT improve Brookside. lt will be different, but not better.

My husband and I were recently on the losing end of a spat with an extensive remodel of a house next door. The Builder was

violating setback requirements, but was allowed to proceed with minimal alteration-even though I called the City of Tulsa

literally on the first day of demolition. And the end product has a 90-foot-long addition by our small backyard' lt's like the back

side of a mini-warehouse!
This caused me to reflect on our utter lack of power in the face of these changes. This has happened because this is a desirable

neighborhood -BUT us current residents have no influence when someone who "LOVES" the area comes in and erects a

monstrosity. Then what? lt is a peculiar reward for taking loving care of houses and neighborhoods.

PLEASE KEEP IT RESIDENTIAL AND REFLECTIVE OF THE CHARACTER OF THE AREA.

RESPECTFULLY,

Elizabeth Weatherholt
A neighbor near Brookside

Sent from my iPad

1



Saw!¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:

Deborah tarrar <f2441 @icloud.com>
Friday, August 14,2020 4:47 PM

esubmit
MPD-3

Ffl-Ë 
wf,ySubject:

I would prefer to see a design that fits the area better. The proposed structure is monstrous looking. Not much greenery.

Debbie Farrar

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

To Whom lt May Concern:

Re: Mixed Development @ 31st & Peoria

Caroline Johnson < czjohnson@aol.com >

Friday, August 14, 2020 12:56 PM

esubmit
Green 31st &. Peoria

¿ il*e
¿ú

¿ II

Please, please take a cue from the top-notch landscape architecture of Gathering Place and leave as many large trees as

possible! Leveling that property will have a devastating impact on the environment in oh so many ways!

The Gathering Place beautifully illustrates that original trees can be left and artfully built around. lf said development must

happen, why not continue this respect for nature and keep the neighborhood green?

Coexist, I say!

Respectfully,
Caroline Johnson
2923 S. Boston Court
Tulsa, OK741L4

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyet Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Goldenstern <lgoldenstern@gmail.com>

Friday, August 14,2020 10:54 AM

esubmit
rezoning 31st and Peoria

À' ¿,L Ë* ejuå" 
&

As a long time Tulsa and midtown resident, I value the residential spaces that remain without modern retail encroachment. l'm

opposed to rezoning the space at 31st and Peoria. There is empty retail space in Brookside still.

Thanks for counting my opinion.

Respectfully,

Linda Goldenstern
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Sawyet Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Cole Perryman < r.cole.perryman@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:05 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31 & Peoria OPPOSESubject: i., L

Hh
i; I

L&.
i , r.¡

tu u'b" H

To Whom lt May Concern

My family-the Perryman's-founded this city. l've lived in midtown all my life. I graduated from Cascia Hall in 2000 and, aside

from a few years in Colorado in the early 2000s, have lived and worked here my entire life. ln the last 15 years, I have watched

these old historic neighborhoods and homes in midtown be slowly destroyed by developers: absurd lot splits, insane building

variances that are allowed, reassessment of ad valorem taxes based on these absurd new "homes" and developments that do

little but blight the neighborhood and destroy the community. Please DO NOT allow this development to proceed. I have yet to

speak Io a single individual who supports this proposed project.

please do not allow midtown's charm to be further destroyed; the very things that have made and continue to make midtown

such a desirable place to live are disappearing at an alarming rate, property values are overinflated and reflect more builder's

wishes than real market values. Please protect my community and help us create responsible building codes for the historic

areas that make Midtown Tulsa such a beautiful place to live.

Sincerely,

R. Cole Perryman
1604 E 35 St

Tulsa, OK 74105

918.23r.9677

Sent from my iPhone
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Sawyer, Kim

From: Ted Vestal <vestal65@ hotmail.com >

Thursday, August 13,2020 3:47 PM

esubmit
museumneighborhood@gmail.com >

Case Number MPD-3

tr'gt- Ë trgP y
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

3030 South Quaker Avenue

Tulsa, OK74LL4-5322

L3 August 2020

Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission

City of Tulsa,

Oklahoma

Dear Commission Members:
t write in strong opposit¡on to the planned development at 3Lst and South Peoria (Case

Number MPD-3). The proposed change in zoning and development would spoil one of

the most beautiful residential locales in the city, compl¡cate traff¡c on 3l-st Street, and

exacerbate noise , air, water, and light pollution. Furthermore, there is no need for

additional commercial property in this area. A drive south on any of Tulsa's ma¡n

thoroughfares reveals large numbers of empty commercial buildings and closed

enterprises. Why add to this urban blight?

Two of my wife's aunts, Elizabeth and Birnie Davenport, built our current residence that

was completed in L941.just before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. One of the

aunts, Elizabeth Davenport, retired from Skelly Oil Company as Vice President in the

L970s. When the aunts died, my wife, Patricia Vestal, became the owner, and we have

lived there since i.983. We are strong advocates of preserving the integrity of one of the

city's long-standing and much-admired neighborhoods.

The residences on South Quaker Avenue adjacent to 3Lst Street are a vision of idyllic

Tulsa tiving. Lush green trees sway above well-manicured lawns. Several of the

handsome homes were designed by Tulsa's most renowned architects. Traffic has

1



increased on the avenue since the opening of A Gathering Place, but still, it is not busy

compared to other streets running north to south. Neighborhood children ride their

bikes and residents walk with only a few automobiles passing by. But soon, something

far less charming could mar this urban forest vista : a 7 .2-acre tract conglomerate of

unneeded shops and ugly townhouses crammed along 3Lst street. The noise and

pollution coming from this proposed eyesore would be huge, particularly in this Z$-hour

facility.

lnformation about this development was announced suddenly and without any

consultation with Quaker Avenue residents. Most feel sad that the proposed

development would result in the loss of another bit of the urban forest and a jamming

of long-time residential areas. 3l-st Street is going to be busier; it's going to be noisier;

and the bad enough traffic we have at the moment will be even worse. Parking

problems wilt be severe. The proposed development would certainly alter life ln bucolic

Quaker Avenue and other streets in the Museum Neighborhood.

Furthermore, the proposed construction would have a negative impact on the

environment-especially the small creek that runs alongside it. According to the

Oklahoma Conservation Commission, "Crow Creek has a very poor biological

community. Both fish and macroinvertebrates indicate an unhealthy stream." Added

commercial pressures on the creek already reeking from unidentified toxins in the water

will not improve that situation.

For the reasons enumerated above, we, respectfully request that you turn down the

proposed zone change and the planned development at 3l-'t and Peoria. Thank you for

your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore M. Vestal, Ph.D.

Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Oklahoma State U niversitY

2
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie <julie.marino@gmail.com >

Thursday, August 13,2020 7:43 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31/Peoria Oppose

Fåd- Ë &' ¡,, b'

> please consider not changing the zoning at 31st and Peoria - there is enough retail already on Peoria and this will add to the

congestion that the intersection experiences due to the gathering place. Additionally the mansion should be preserved.

> Thank you for taking time to read - a concerned neighbor - Julie Marino

> Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Judy Wyatt <jwt64@cox.net>

Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:01 PM

esubmit
Wyatt
Case # MPD-3 tËt g 

ffitrË, }l

Good Morning INCOG Staff,

I am glad to have the opportun¡ty to voice my objection to the 3Lst/Peoria project you will be reviewing on

September 2nd. Being a Lifetime Member of the Brookside Neighborhood Association, I believe I have a good

understanding of our large neighborhood. We Alreadv have numerous bars, restaurants, shops, small businesses in

Brookside. They are currently struggling to keep their doors open with the Covid 19 running rampant and no end in

sight. The proposed location at 3l't/Peoria is less than 100 yards, North, from those established small businesses----a

stone's throw away.

Without Covid, parking was at a premium for our already established businesses. We were parking in the

neishborhoods---which none of us like. We do not want more traffic through our !g!.ghbo-fh-e.edl--- coming from any

direction. More noise. More Trash Trucks. More activity. We like the measure of activity and the mix of businesses

we have now. No need for more. Less concrete. Less garbage in Crow Creek. Less of it all---ls what most of us

want. Friends who live in Jenks, Broken Arrow, other neighborhoods throughout Tulsa----do NOT want our Brookside

Neighborhood altered. They come here to visit our bars, restaurants, shops. Adding more "stuff" in this area, is not

desired nor wanted. We want to protect the space we have in our neighborhood to keep our Brookside the way it

is.

please give this topic your closest consideration. Who really benefits from this Project? The Neighbors/Citizens are

telling you it is not them. The Businesses in Brookside are telling you it is not them. 5o, the question remains-----who

are the benefactors? We want to believe our government is operationalwith one core value-------Honesty' Your

decision will be viewed/reviewed. W¡ll it hold up to the scrutiny of following the will of the citizens living in Brookside

area? Or, whose "will"?

Thank you. Your jobs are complicated. When "the best interests of the citizens" are served, that is usually easy to defend. You

would make 95% of the Brookside Neighborhood/Lots of others, HAPPY with NO vote!

Best Regards,

Judy Wyatt Trickey

3488 South Zunis Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74tO5-2727
9t8-770-L790
Jwt64@cox.net
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From: Museum Neighborhood Association
<museumne¡qhborho >

Date: August 6, 2020 at 6:40:55 PM CDT
To : phimes2005@yahoo.com
Subject: Development Notice'3lst & Peoria
Reply-To: museumneishborhood@qmail.com

31st & Peoria
Planned Development

lnformation

The Museur lt"¡JillÏrhood Association

View as Weboaoe

you. may know, a proposal has been submitted to the Tulsa Metropolitan A
ssion for a Master Planned Development on the 7.2 acte track located <

corner of31st & Peoria.

copy of the Application (Case Number MPD-3) is attached: 31st & Peoria f

Tulsa Planning Office had a subcommittee meeting today regarding this a

no comments were taken from the public.

public hearing before the Planning commissions will take place \iledl
2 atlpm. On-Line an phone-in options will be posted for those w

pate on the Tulsa Planning Office website: http:/itulsaplanning.org/

tten comments may be submitted by email to esubmit(D,incog.org or by mz

Office, 2W.2nd St, Suite 800, Tulsa, OK 74103. Include the Case N

your name and address with your comments

or more information, you may also contact Dwayne Wilkerson at the Tulsa P

dwilkerson(Ðincog.org I 918-57 9-947 5.

this development has significant safety implications for the neighborhood t

eighborhood Association is asking that our residents make their views knowi

Association Board will be contacting the Maple Ridge Association for its

providing the membership with additional information with respect to the p

2



ontinued up-dates to follow.

x

The Museum Neighborhood Board & Officers

Robert Brejcha, President
bobbreicha@aol.com

Debbie Favell, Treasurer
debbie@favell.com

Greg Dukes, Secretary
Gregdukes@sbcqlobal. net

Mike Keys, VP Communications
michaeldkeys@aol.com

Rodney Shewey, Board Member
Rshewev@swbell.net

Martha Blevins, Asst. Treasurer
mmblevins@hotmail.com

Museum Neighborhood Association I PO Box 52308, Tulsa, OK7475

Unsu bscribe phimes2005@yahoo.com
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Update Profile I About our service provider

Sent by museumneighborhood@gmail.com powered by

x

Try email marketing for free today!
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

marge armstrong < margearms@sbcglobal.net>

Friday, August 14,202011:21 AM
Sawyer, Kim

Re: Case # (MPD-3) Brookside 31Subject: rrl [ $$Py
Kim,

After thinking about this project we would also like to express concern about the increased traffic at the intersection of 31st &

peoria. lt stánds to reasbn inat tne current infrastructure will need significant improvements in order to sufficiently to carry the

increased traffic at that intersection. Visibility is somewhat limited to the north and the recent lane changes made there would

result in a bottleneck of traffic at that intersection.

We do support the project WTH THE HEIGHT SCALED BACK TO BETTER FIT lN AN EXISTING RESIDENTIAL

NEIGHBóRHOOD ANá WTH THE NECESSARY INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT INCREASED TRAFFIC iN thE ATEA.

Marge and Rick Armstrong
On Tuesday, August 11,2020,03:50:33 PM CDT, Sawyer, Kim <ksawyer@incog.org> wrote:

Thank you for your comments, we will forward your email to the Planning Commission for their consideration.

Kim Sawyer

Recording Secretary

iTMAPC

TULSÅ
FT.IHHIHG OFFICE

Tulsa Planning Office

Admin istrative Assistant

918.579.9413

ksawyer@incog.org

From: marge armstrong <margearms@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, August 10,2020 6:41 PM
To: esubmit <esubmit@incog.org>
Subject: Case # (MPD-3) Brookside 31

1



We are writing to voice concern for the planned building height of MPD called Brookside 31 located at 31st & Peoria.

\Mrile we approve the MpD concept in general, we believe the height of the mixed use buildings does not fit in the

neighborhood. Similar planned develofments in cities such as Austin have lower building heights and still successfully

accommodate a mix of business, retail and residential.

This development could be a positive addition to Tulsa if done with care and consideration of the surrounding neighborhood. The

Enclave is án example of an iiltill tnat DOES NOT FlT. Our hope is that this MPD will fit in scale and architecture with the

neighborhood. Done successfully this MPD could attract not only business and retail but also young professionals considering

employment in Tulsa.

Marge and Rick Armstrong

2652 E.38th Street

Tulsa, OK74105
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

laura mccoy < Le.mccoy@icloud.com >

Friday, August 14,2020 12:49 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31/Peoria OpposeSubject: FrÍ" t $&pr

Councilor Kembro,
I am very opposed to the project at 31st and Peoria. The street and traffic flow are already a horrible issue since the gathering

place opened and we must have some residential areas remain so. This property should be non commercial zoning and remain

residential only.
Thank you,

Laura E. McCoy
The Woodland Group

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathryn B < katesface@gmail.com>
Friday, August 14,2020 2:25 PM

esubmit; komeilia@pdgtulsa.com
Proposed rezoning of 31st Peoria F ILE $ffiPY

INCOG:

I have already emailed my thoughts on th¡s proposed rezoning. I must again ask that this property not be rezoned as a mixed

use area. 3l-st street has already been changed to two-way traffic with bike lanes from Peoria to Riverside. I have now been

told that peoria is set to be changed in some portion(s) to also two-way. As a resident of Maple Ridge for 19 years, we had to

endure the increase in traffic on peoria for years as the Gathering Place was being built. This proposal will increase the traffic at

this bottleneck intersection.

This area is residential. We do not need any more commercial or multi-family buildings in this area. There are many other areas

of Tulsa that this could be built in. Please remember what we have done in the past to Downtown - torn down many

architectural buildings to make parking lots. South Downtown is nothing but flat parking lots - maybe this kind of construction

could help the south part of downtown - that is what city planners should be trying to do instead of taking historical residential

areas and trying to make them commercial. I am not opposed to making residential lots out of the 31st & Peoria area but

keeping as much of the landscape as possible for the wildlife. The Gathering Place construction moved many animals/birds from

that location - I know because I saw them in my neighborhood.

Please vote no on th¡s proPosal

Thank you.

Kathryn Brittingham

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Pamela Gotcher < pamelagotcher@gmail.com >

Friday, August 14,2020 3:45 PM

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Hoyt, Jay; komei I ia@ pd gtu lsa.com; Sawyer, Ki m

Re: MPD-3 Process Questions
F'#[ fl trft,'F- H

From: Pamela Gotcher <pamelagotcher@smail.com>

Sent: Friday, August L4,2O2O 11:33 AM

To: esubmit <esubmit@incoe.org>; Hoyt, Jay <JHovt@incog.org>; komeilia@pdgtulsa.com

Subject: MPD-3 Process Questions

Hi- l,ve been reading the Zoning Code on the process for rezoning and I'm a little confused as to where we are in the process.

Many of us just learned of this the day before an lncog meeting, August 6th.

I was informed by Ms Sawyer of INCOG on Aug 13th that there is no deadline for comments, which I relayed to others on the

NextDoor neighborhood app.

,,There is no deodtine for comments. tf you wont your comments in the ogendo packet the deodline for getting in that pocket is

August 26 end of day. t pubtish the ogendo pocket on the 27th but ony emails thot come in ofter the pocket is published will be

emailed to Commissioners before the meeting and any that come in the day of the meeting before L7 om will be printed out and

given to them ot the meeting. tf there ore some thot come in during the meeting those ore printed and odded to the case file. lf
the appticøtion is opproved atl of this is included to the fite sent to City Council. All emoils will get to Commissioners but only those

received by the 26th will be in the pocket thot gets published. "

This led me to believe there is ample time to comment and then the process would begin. ln drafting my list of questions, I've

tried to read the TMAPC website, the Tulsa comprehensive plan, the MDP-3 part of the zoning code and the zoning code itself

and need some clarity, please.

The section 70.030 on rezonings is very specific on what is to be done for any re-zoning.

Could you help me understand where the INCOG Aug 6th meet¡ng f¡t ¡nto this process? I understand from the Agenda it was to

"consider" the MpD-3 by the Planning Review Committee. To me, based on the short fuse from the time the application was

filed, this should have been an initial review but that then there would be more time for thoughtful public comments. Your

understanding is generally correct. The Planning Review Committee is our first opportun¡ty to review the submittal at staff

level. We look over the application and make sure it is correct and no glaring technical errors. We also discuss the very broad

1



concept of the project to have a better understanding of what has been presented for review. So far the submitted document

seems to exceed the minimum expectat¡ons outlined in the Zoning Code.

A hearing is scheduled before the City Council on Sept 2nd, correct? Which meeting is that under the zoning code section? The

current schedule on September 2nd is the Plannins Commission meetins not City Council. After the Planning Commission makes

a recommendation we will prepare meeting minutes and send a Request for Action to the City Council.

The City Council secretary will then place this item on an agenda and they will have at least three meetings. Usually scheduled

one week apart.

1. Urban and Economic Development Committee (open to the public but normally discussion between city councilors

and staff only... very similar to the Planning Review Committee but at City Council level)

2. Normal City Council meeting (This meeting is for public comment and discussion and Council vote on the project

3. City Council meeting to discuss approval of the ordinance.

I'm trying to figure out where we are in the process as the zoning code, section 70.010 discusses pre-application meetings,

neighborhood communications, public hearing notices, etc. (The pre application meeting is very informal and I typically meet

with the applicant just to discuss the concept, process, and what we expect to see with the application. Neighborhood

communication normally starts with the applicant and they Work directly with any interested neighbors. Public hearing notices

went out two days ago. property owners will receive a letter if you live within 300 feet of the application boundary. Yellow

notice signage advising the September 2nd meeting is ordered and should be posted on the property perimeter by now. Also we

send notice to the Tulsa World to satisfy public newspaper publication requirements.

70.30-E talks about a hearing before the planning commission- was that the meeting of Aug 6th and if so, how d¡d the public

know about it? I am less than a block from the project and I did not know about any of this untilthat first week in august and did

not know of a meeting of incog. The Planning Review Committee and Technical Advisory Committee meeting on August 6th is

open to the public but it is not advertised and is generally just the first look at the project at staff level. We publish that agenda

on our website and that is the only notice we provide'

Did the planning commission already vote this through to go to the city council for a final vote? No, the Planning Commission has

not seen this application. lf that August 6th meeting had that much importance, due to the size, scope and impact of this plan

on a large acreage smack in the middle of several historic areas, the best approach would be for ample notice, giving the

neighborhood time to understand the plan and provide input. This was by-passed and rushed lF that was the effect of that Aug

6th meeting.

The August 6th meeting is not always required for any new zoning application but because of the importance of this

project we wanted to schedule that meeting for our initial view. That meeting was our staffs first opportunity as a group

to ask the applicant our questions before I prepare a staff report to the Planning Commission.

2



There is also a section about a protest of re-zoning that is to be filed 3 days before the city council meeting ? Does that mean

any written protest must be filed 3 days before the City council meeting of sept 2nd?

The protest petition must be submitted three days prior to the City Council meet¡ng. I cannot be sure of the schedule

but anticipate early October.

We are still trying to digest what all this means and how it will impact us and our property values, have had no communications

from the developer and I have to believe I'm misunderstanding something because there seems to be quite a rush on this yet it

is a major re-zoning on a pretty massive development that will permanently alter the area.

So far this has been submitted and processed just like every other zoning application in Tulsa. I know Ms. Omeillia is

working on public meetings and engagement now. I know she has already met with at least one neighborhood group

and another is planned late Monday afternoon. She will be able to tellyou what is expected in her neighborhood

outreach schedule.

I understand the owners and developer are chomping at the bit to get started, but this plan has a Major impact on Tulsa and its

cherished historical areas and neighborhoods, lf this is built as planned, it will permanently alter the area. lt at the least deserves

adequate stakeholder input, neighborhood input, time and attention to get it right. Otherwise, many will feel this was to satisfy

a small group of interested stakeholders who rushed it through and this will not sit kindly with residents who want a say in what

happens with our City.

please keep in mind this has not been rushed through and it is working its way through the normal zoning process

outlined in the Zoning Code. I hope you can attend some of the neighborhood meetings scheduled with Ms. Omeillia

and I am happy to meet with you and a small group in our office if you prefer.

Many thanks to Dwayne and all for this very helpful clarification. I really do appreciate the clarity and am relieved to hear the

process is not being rushed by the City. Hopefully the developer will learn it was not advisable to spring this on us this way and it

did get us off on the wrong foot with them. ln any event, it's good to know the process is more thoughtful and hopefully we'll

see a delay in timelines due to the mass¡ve change this contemplates and all the stakeholder input that needs to be considered.

THank you again for taking the time to respond.

Kind regards, Pamela Gotcher

On Fri, Aug 14, 2O2O at 3:15 PM Wilkerson, Dwayne <DWilkerson@incog > wrote:

Thanks for your interest, Ms. Gotcher.

3
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Please see my reply in red in the following email string'



ln a very broad answer to your questions please know that decisions for this application have not been presented or decided at

the Planning Commission or City Council Level.

Respectfully,

Dwoyne Wilkerson, AS[A, PIA

Principol Plonner I Current Plonning

TULSÄ Tulso Plonning Office
FLÅilHIHG OFRCE

2tN.2ndst.,8th Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

918.579.9475

dwilkerson@incog.org

Shope Our tulure
START HERE >W

From: Pamela Gotcher <pamelagotcher@gmail'com>

Sent: Friday, August t4,2O2O 11:33 AM

To: esubmit <esubmit@incog.org>; Hoyt, Jay <JHovt@incos.org>; komeilia@pdgtulsa'com

Subject: MPD-3 Process Questions

Hi- I've been reading the Zoning Code on the process for rezoning and I'm a little confused as to where we are in the process.

Many of us just learned of th¡s the day before an lncog meeting, August 6th.

I was informed by Ms Sawyer of TNCOG on Aug 13th that there is no deadline for comments, which I relayed to others on the

NextDoor neighborhood aPP.
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,,There is no deadline for comments. lf you wont your comments in the ogendo pocket the deodline for getting in thot packet is

August 26 end of doy. t pubtish the agenda pocket on the 27th but any emails thot come in ofter the pocket is published will be

emoiled to Commissioners before the meeting ond any thot come in the doy of the meeting before 17 om will be printed out ond

given to them at the meeting. lf there ore some thot come in during the meeting those ore printed ond odded to the cose file. lf

the opptication is approved oil of this is inctuded to the fite sent to City Councit. Att emails will get to Commissioners but only

those received by the 26th witt be in the pocket that gets published. "

This led me to believe there is ample time to comment and then the process would begin. ln drafting my list of questions, I've

tried to read the TMAPC website, the Tulsa comprehensive plan, the MDP-3 part of the zoning code and the zoning code itself

and need some clarity, please.

The section 70.030 on rezonings is very specific on what ¡s to be done for any re-zoning

Could you help me understand where the INCoG Aug 6th meet¡ng fit into this process? I understand from the Agenda it was to
,,consider,, the MpD-3 by the planning Review Committee. To me, based on the short fuse from the time the application was

filed, this should have been an initial review but that then there would be more time for thoughtful public comments. Your

understanding is generally correct. The Planning Review Committee is our first opportunity to review the submittal at staff

level. We look over the application and make sure it is correct and no glaring technical errors. We also discuss the very broad

concept of the project to have a better understanding of what has been presented for review' So far the submitted document

seems to exceed the minimum expectations outlined in the Zoning Code'

A hearing is scheduled before the City Council on Sept 2nd, correct? Which meeting is that under the zoning code section? The

current schedule on September 2nd isthe Planning Commission meeting not City Council. After the Planning Commission makes

a recommendation we will prepare meeting minutes and send a Request for Action to the City Council'

The City Council secretary will then place this item on an agenda and they will have at least three meetings' Usually scheduled

one week apart.

l_. Urban and Economic Development Committee (open to the public but normally discussion between city councilors

and staff only... very similar to the Planning Review Committee but at City Council level)

2. Normal City Council meeting (This meeting is for public comment and discussion and Council vote on the project

3. City Council meeting to discuss approval of the ordinance.

I'm trying to figure out where we are in the process as the zoning code, section 70.010 discusses pre-application meetings,

neighborhood communications, public hearing notices, etc. (The pre application meeting isvery informaland ltypically meet

with the applicant just to discuss the concept, process, and what we expect to see with the application. Neighborhood

communication normally starts with the applicant and they work directly with any interested neighbors. Public hearing notices

went out two days ago. property owners will receive a letter if you live within 300 feet of the application boundary' Yellow

5



not¡ce signage advising the September 2nd meeting is ordered and should be posted on the property perimeter by now. Also

we send notice to the Tulsa World to satisfy public newspaper publication requirements.

70.30-E talks about a hearing before the planning commission- was that the meeting of Aug 6th and if so, how did the public

know about it? I am less than a block from the project and I did not know about any of this untilthat first week in august and

did not know of a meeting of incog. The Planning Review Committee and Technical Advisory Committee meeting on August 6th

is open to the public but it is not advertised and is generally just the first look at the project at staff level. We publish that

agenda on our website and that is the only notice we provide.

Did the planning commission already vote this through to go to the city council for a final vote? No, the Planning Commission

has not seen this application. lf that August 6th meeting had that much importance, due to the size, scope and impact of this

plan on a large acreage smack in the middle of several historic areas, the best approach would be for ample notice, giving the

neighborhood time to understand the plan and provide input. This was by-passed and rushed lF that was the effect of that Aug

6th meeting.

The August 6th meeting is not always required for any new zoning application but because of the importance of this

project we wanted to schedule that meeting for our initial view. That meeting was our staffs first opportunity as a

group to ask the applicant our questions before I prepare a staff report to the Planning Commission.

There is also a section about a protest of re-zoning that is to be filed 3 days before the city council meeting ? Does that mean

any written protest must be filed 3 days before the City council meeting of sept 2nd?

The protest petition must be submitted three days prior to the City Council meeting. I cannot be sure of the schedule

but anticipate early October.

We are still trying to digest what all this means and how it will impact us and our property values, have had no communications

from the developer and I have to believe l'm misunderstanding something because there seems to be quite a rush on this yet it

is a major re-zoning on a pretty massive development that w¡ll permanently alter the area.

So far this has been submitted and processed just like every other zoning application in Tulsa. I know Ms. Omeillia is

working on public meetings and engagement now. I know she has already met with at least one neighborhood group

and another is planned late Monday afternoon. She will be able to tell you what is expected in her neighborhood

outreach schedule.

I understand the owners and developer are chomping at the bit to get started, but this plan has a Major impact on Tulsa and its

cherished historical areas and neighborhoods, lf this is built as planned, it will permanently alter the area. lt at the least

deserves adequate stakeholder input, neighborhood input, time and attent¡on to get it right. Otherwise, many will feel this was

to satisfy a small group of interested stakeholders who rushed it through and this will not sit kindly with residents who want a

say in what happens with our CitY.

6



please keep in m¡nd this has not been rushed through and it is working its way through the normal zoning process

outlined in the Zoning Code. I hope you can attend some of the neighborhood meet¡ngs scheduled with Ms' Omeillia

and I am happy to meet with you and a small group in our office if you prefer.

It may very well be that this is what the City residents want and eventually agrees to, but we have not had a thorough vetting

process for such a major Plan.

Many thanks for any clarity

Kind regards, Pamela Gotcher

Tulsa resident

7



Sawyer, Kim

From: Wilkerson, Dwayne

Friday, August 14,2020 4:28 PM

Ted Vestal

Mike Keys;Sawyer, Kim

RE:Case Number MPD-3

Sent:
To:
Cc:

FIL Ë üffiPYSubiect:

Mr. Vestal,

Thanks for your interest in this very important decision. We are still early in the normal zoning process and we will pass this on

to the Planning Commission. I

Respectfully

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PLA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Iulso Plonning Office
2tN.2ndSt., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74103

18.579.9475

Our Fulure

TULSA
START HERE >

PTAI{NINO OFFIGE

From: Ted Vestal <vesta165@hotmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, August 13,2O2O 3:29 PM

To: Wi lkerson, Dwayne <DWil kerso n @i ncog.org>

Cc: Mike Keys <museumneighborhood @gmail.com>
Subject: Case Number MPD-3

3030 South Quaker Avenue

Tulsa, OK74IL4-5322

13 August 2020

Mr. Dwayne Wilkerson, Tulsa Planning Office

W

1

x

Dear Mr. Wilkerson:



I write in strong opposition to the planned development at 3Lst and South Peoria (Case

Number MPD-3). The proposed change in zoning and development would spoil one of

the most beautiful residential locales in the city, complicate traffic on 3l-st Street, and

exacerbate noise,air,water, and light pollution. Furthermore, there is no need for

additional commercial property in this area. A drive south on any of Tulsa's main

thoroughfares reveals large numbers of empty commercial buildings and closed

enterprises. Why add to this urban blight?

Two of my wife's aunts, Elizabeth and Birnie Davenport, built our current residence that

was completed in tglLjust before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. One of the

aunts, Elizabeth Davenport, retired from Skelly Oil Company as Vice President in the

1970s. When the aunts died, my wife, Patricia Vestal, became the owner, and we have

lived there since L983. We are strong advocates of preserving the integrity of one of the

city's tong-standing and much-admired neighborhoods.

The residences on South Quaker Avenue adjacent to 3Lst Street are a vision of idyllic

Tulsa living. Lush green trees sway above well-manicured lawns. Several of the

handsome homes were designed by Tulsa's most renowned architects. Traffic has

increased on the avenue since the opening of A Gathering Place, but still, it is not busy

compared to other streets running north to south. Neighborhood children ride their

bikes and residents walk with only a few automobiles passing by. But soon, something

far less charming could mar this urban forest vista : a 7 .2-acre tract conglomerate of

unneeded shops and ugly townhouses crammed along 3l-st street. The noise and

pollution coming from this proposed eyesore would be huge, particularly in this Z4-hour

facility.

lnformation about this development was announced suddenly and without any

consultation with Quaker Avenue residents. Most feel sad that the proposed

development would result in the loss of another bit of the urban forest and a jamming

of long-time residential areas. 3Lst Street is going to be busier; it's going to be noisier;

and the bad enough traffic we have at the moment will be even worse. Parking

problems would be severe. The proposed development would certainly alter life ln

bucotic Quaker Avenue and other streets in the Museum Neighborhood.

Furthermore, the proposed construction would have a negative impact on the

environment-especially the small creek that runs alongside it. According to the
2



Oklahoma Conservation Commission, "Crow Creek has a very poor biological

community. Both fish and macroinvertebrates indicate an unhealthy stream." Added

commercial pressures on the creek already reeking from unidentified toxins in the water

will not improve that situation.

For the reasons enumerated above, we, respectfully request that you turn down the

proposed zone change and the planned development at 3L't and Peoria. Thank you for

your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore M. Vestal, Ph.D.

Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Oklahoma State University

Cc: Museum Neighborhood
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Bowman <jacq.bow@gmail.com>

Friday, August 14,2020 5:01 PM

esubmit
31st &. Peoria zoning request Ft!_[ fiffipY

This email is in response to a "Notice of zoning request changes" to the SE corner of 3L't & Peoria posted at property on Aug L3.

I do not know how the city can rat¡onalize approving the proposal for Brookside 3l-. The proposal requests up to an 8 story

building with residential and retail space, including a parking garage. As a neighbor in close proximity of the proposalfor

Brookside 31, I am very concerned about the traffic, utilities, and environmental impact to the area. Have impact studies been

completed? What about overflow parking in surrounding neighborhoods? How can this be avoided? Who will pay for the

construction of new ¡ntersect¡on, roads, ut¡l¡t¡es, drainage? The area already has significant utility issues with electrical surges

and outages, and storm drainage issues. Houses on southeast side of proposal are already having serious issues with Crow

Creek. Over the years, the creek has encroached upon several properties, with t home already falling into the creek (south side

of creek, near north bend/curve to Zink park). Tearing down the green space on the SE corner of 31't & Peoria and putting in a

concrete jungle is only going to make things worse for that area'

ln 2O12,the Tulsa Comprehension Plan had the SE corner of 31't and Peoria listed as to remain residential. Same for 201'0 Tulsa

Comp plan. That corner was not listed as for commercial zoning. However, in an updated version from 8/2OL6, The Tulsa Comp

Plan changed the SE corner 31't & Peoria to 'area for growth'. Why? How did that get changed? And who approved?

This is a stable residential area. Brookside has a quaint feel with access to small local business. This is not a derelict area needing

more retail nor regentrification.
parking has been an ongoing issue, especially Thurs-Sun. However, since covid 19, businesses are suffering to stay open' New

construction and retail would effect existing Brookside business even before build completed. Shutt¡ng down of roads will close

off access to existing Brookside businesses. Traffic and construction will be extremely hard on local residents, as well.

I am against any commercial zoning for that SE corner. And absolutely against any high rises (4 stories +) in the area. Midtown

needs to maintain its green space and limit retail footprints.
I request any meetings for the review of zoning change be delayed until after December 2020. That way any new city council and

mayoral electors have time to get up to speed on this issue.

Kind regards,
Jacqueline Bowman
Area resident
918-26r-4202
Jacq.bow@gmail.com

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Sawyer, Kim

From: Paul Moore < pfmoore@sbcglobal.net>

Sunday, August 16,2020 10:15 AM

esubmit
Paul Moore
Reject MPD-3 Zoning Change Request

FIL E ffffitr Y
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

I am thoroughly familiar with the area in quest¡on and have visited it on a daily basis for the past 30 years. I live approximately

i-.5 miles from the site. I urge you to reject the rezoning request for the following reasons:

1,. lt is not in compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. The site is shown as Existing Neighborhood on the Land Use Map.

According to the narrative of the land use section "The land use categories identified on the maps suggest the type of zoning

needed to support the characteristics of the identified land use and transportation patterns (pg. LU27). Therefore changing the

zoning from residential will violate the Comprehensive Plan.

2. The Comprehensive plan limits the Main Street designation to Peoria south of Crow Creek to 41st St. There is good reason for

the termination ending at Crow Creek since the creek offers a natural buffer between the commercial development and the

residential areas and pocket park that now harmoniously occupy all property between Crow Creek and 31st. Extending the

commercial zoning north of Crow Creek will set a precedent for additional commercial rezoning requests further north on Peoria

and west on 31st Street to the Gathering Place. Should M PD-3 be approved it will be difficult to reject other similar proposals

encroaching on the surrounding residential neighborhoods.

3. The existing zoning allows sufficient latitude for redevelopment of the site as a more dense residential area. This increased

population would be useful to support existing retail/commercial uses within walking distance as Planit Tulsa envisioned. The

request to convert the residential land use to commercial is the oldest way to windfall profits in the development playbook'

There is sufficient fair profit opportunity for the owner in the current residential zoning category to suffice.

4. The proposed site plan for MPD-3 provides wholly inadequate vehicular turning and stacking at the site entries and exits.

Both locations would require dedicated left turn lanes on both in and out movements to avoid horrendous traffic problems. The

entries are too close the 31st and Peoria intersection to provide adequate service for commercial/office development,

particularly at 8:00am and 5:00pm. Public transit is not adequate or useful for employees at this level of density. Each

employee and resident will still have to drive on a daily basis.

4. This contentious rezoning request has been scheduled at the most inopportune time for the public to participate' I hope this

was not intentional. There is not only the Covid restrictions, but a coming election that may change the key political players. I

urge you to reschedule this decision untilafterthe new slate of officers are in place and the public can actively participate in

person.

please confirm that you have received this correspondence and that it will be part of the official record.

Thank you,
Paul Moore
1-611 S. Detroit Ave

Tulsa, OK74L2O

Sent from my iPad



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

JOHN DECAMP <jangkaba@hotmail.com>

Sunday, August 16,2020 10:44 AM
esubmit
Fw: MPD-3

FNL T 8&P Y

Please do not allow another shopping area to be built at 31st & Peoria.

The property, if developed, should be one-family residential homes. Tulsa is replete with "see through" (empty)

shops as it is & does NOT need another. We do need more Sreen space.

My information:
John deCamp
t2L3E 29 Place

Tulsa, Oklahoma 741-74

I live within blocks of this property.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John deCamp

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

4738 S. Victor Ave

Tulsa, OK 74105

REBECCA AGNEW < beckyagnew@cox.net>
Sunday, August 16,2020 12:56 PM

esubmit
Against MPD-3

FtL t t0Py

I am strongly opposed to case number MPD-3. I believe the location should remain zoned RS-3. This area is a well established

community of single family homes and should remain as is.

Becky Agnew

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caroline Swinson < cswinson@ hotmail.com >

Sunday, August 16,2020 5:20 PM

esubmit
Case Number MPD-3

F8LË ÜüJ¡,Y

The Brookside 31 development plan is not at all in keeping with the one and two story, established residential neighborhood

that surrounds this 7.2 acre plot of land.

The developers' streetscape examples throughout the proposal come from urban settings in which highrises and high

population density are the norm.

No scale is given for the footprint drawings or the elevation renderings but it is obvious that it will impact this already busy

intersection and the adjacent neighborhood in a number of ways.

1) traffic impact - Too many people within the Brookside 31- complex with only 2 ingress/egress points that are too close to an

already congested intersection with cars and a bus stop. Adding stop lights would interrupt already busy traffic flow.

2) Environmental impact -A high percentage of built area to green space will increase the temperatures in Brookside. lf the

central building is 8 stories tall and sheathed in glass it will add to the heat, creating an urban heat island in this low rise

residential neighborhood.

3) Stormwater impact - Overflow of retention ponds from torrential rains will impact the immediate Brookside neighborhood

and Crow Creek, adding to areal flooding. Retention ponds are mosquito breeding grounds, and require continual maintenance.

4) lnfrastructure impact -To accommodate this much additional residential and commercial space, the capacity of pipes

providing fresh water to and taking waste water away from Brookside 31 would have to be increased. Streets would be torn up

for months and months, blocking access to and egress from the Brookside commercial district, its residential neighborhoods and

surrounding neighborhoods on the north.

The infrastructure impact alone, and the yet-to-be-revealed answer to who will pay for it, makes Brookside 31 a highly

questionable proposition. Weighed against the few people it will actually benefit compared to the large number of people it will

adversely effect, this is a plan that should be sent back to the drawing board.

Why not abandon the retail and restaurants - which Brookside has plenty of - and in its place build a multifamily housing

development that could attract national attention for its forward looking use of green building standards and infrastructure

stormwater capture?

Caroline Swinson
3816 S Victor Ave
Tulsa, OK 74105

1

Sent from my iPhone



F Ë8.Ë TüPY
Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Anne Kirchner < annelkirchner@gmail.com >

Sunday, August 16, 2020 2:42 PM

esubmit
Mike Keys

Brookside 31 Project (MPD-3)

Regarding the Brookside 31 Project (MPD-3), is there any possibitity
that the development witt inctude subsidized housing units for low-
income residents?

Anne Kirchner
1316 East 26th Street
Tutsa, OK 74114

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Cherie A. French <cheriefrench@gmail.com>

Sunday, August 16,2020 5:47 PM

esubmit
RE: BROOKSIDE 31 FtLt 8ffpY

To whom it may concern

I wish for serious consideration to be given to the wattage of light emitting from the proposed site. I feel domed lighting is

crucial. I am certainly a fan of "The Gathering Place' but the unintended consequence of light pollution has robbed the nearby

residents of ever seeing a true night again. I believe this affects circadian rhythms, and can become a health issue for some. I

have been living in the same home at 35th & Troost for the last 28 years and have been sitting on my west facing front porch

almost every day of those 28 years, and I recognize the difference in the sky.

A new study has found that chronic disruption of one of the most basic circadian (daily) rhythms -- the
daylnight cycle - leads to weight gain, impulsivity, slower thinking, and other physiological and behavioral
changes in mice, similar to those observed in people who experience shift work or jet lag.

I am actually a fan of the proposed project if it includes properly protecting light emission. I

remember the much to do over the "Albertson's" proposal at 41st & Peoria Avenue years ago. Most
of the proponents probably shop at Reasor's weekly, and the site has been a wonderful addition to
the community. Change is hard to accept but it is usually a sign of more good things to come. The

tearing down of the trees and a fabulous old home is a real heartbreaker as those are the attributes
that create the midtown beauty but we haven't really been able to see them beyond what has been

visible from the street where the subject property is concerned. I see only two things happening
with that incredible parcel. 1. A project for all to enjoy, or 2. A subdivision only few will get to
enjoy.

lwould also like to hearabout any plans laid out beyond the "neighbor" gate access in the SE cornerof the project.

BROOKSIDE FOR LIFE!

Sincerely,

Cherie A. French

1



cELL NUMBER 918-951-61-6L

PLEASE NOTE: Neither Ghinowth & Gohen, nor Ghinowth & Gohen
associates will send wiring instructions to a buyer for the closing of the
sale of a property purchased through Chinowth & Gohen Realtors. Wiring
instructions will come only from the title company or institution that is
handling the closing of the sale of the property. lN THE EVENT THAT YOU

RECEIVE WIRING INSTRUCTIONS IN AN EMAIL, PLEASE VERIFY WITH

THE CLOSING COMPANY THAT IT ACTUALLY CAME FROM THAT
INSTITUTION.

2



FüL E TSPY
Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subiect:

Dale Davis < boppe45@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 12,2020 6:45 PM

esubmit
komeilia@pdgtulsa.com; district9@tulsacouncil.org; Wilkerson, Dwayne; mayor@cityoftulsa.org
MPD-3 Oppose Zoning Change for Patterson estate at 31st and Peoria

I'm concerned about the Patterson properfy MPD -3 x 31st and Peoria being rezoned commercial
Please review the points below and consider an extension for a decision in the future.

This is just one of many times when residents in Tulsa find out "almost too late" to have a voice with
decisions affecting their area. Residents should have time to know and understand what is being
proposed.

The historic house andlor grounds should be preserved and remain a residential area. Patio homes or a
gated community could be considered instead of becoming commercial property to impact an already
busy intersection. (Remember the lyrics, "They paved Paradise and put up a parking lot")!?!

*Where will the wildlife that has lived there starting around 1925 go? Has anyone

considered the grounds and the house that will be bulldozedfor concrete, apartments and shops? IS

there consideration for those critters?
*What about the historic trees? THINK about preserving the grounds of this
historic area, PLEASE.

In addition to the preservation concerns above, there are major concerns regarding traffic, pedestrian
safety, or adding more commercial shopping and restaurants on an already busy intersection.

*What about the Brookside Merchants? Do they have a voice? Many struggle to stay in business.
Please give careful consideration, weigh pros and cons before rezoning to commercial in this residential
area.

Vt/ith COVID restrictions and an upcoming election that might produce new
city council members or even a new mayor, rushing to rezone does not seem

advisable.
I'm requesting this rezoning decision be postponed until after the election and give time for Brookside
residents and citizens of Tulsa to become educated on ALL of the changes this rezoning would have on
their lives and property.

Thank you for your time.

Dale Davis boppe45@gmail.com

3633 S Atlanta Place 74105
1



Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Please See the attached Letter.

Michele Clancy
Artist & Realtor

michele clancy <michele_clancy@yahoo.com>

Wednesday, August 12,2020 5:01 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria

Dear Sir or Madamel.docx

FILE TSPY

1



Dear Sir or Madame

My name is Michele Clancy; I have lived in Tulsa my entire life and have been a
midtown girl since the day I was born. Therefore, I have a deep concern about
the commercial development being proposed for 31'tand Peoria. While I am not
opposed to economic development, I do think there is a right way and a wrong way
to accomplish it. From what I have seen from the artist renderings this is the wrong
way.

The Brookside area by it's own website describes itself as "Filled with quaint
boutiques, art galleries, antique shops and trendy restaurants..." There is
nothing "quaint" about the proposed development of the site mentioned,
it's lumbering and out of place, tarnishing the authenticity of the
Brookside are. I would suggest that smaller more environmentally
friendly structure(s) for economic development of the Brookside area
keeping with the continuity, feel, and appeal of the neighborhood.

Tulsa already suffers numerous commercial buildings that now stand vacant.
Look at the old Sears building atZL't and Yale ortherapidlyvanishing
population of consumers utilizing The Promenade or even the soon-to-be-a
demolishedmemory, Casa Bonita (l am not too happy about that one either).
Tulsa needs innovative thinking and design, why destroy 8 acres of land
for commercial real estate when we have so many building to which we
cannot attract businesses now? Why destroy the home of wildlife there when we
have unused space existing elsewhere?

Following is quote from The National Preservation Forum "As cities grow
and change, they should do so leveraging the assets they already have-the
older buildings and blocks that have the enormous power and potential to
improve health, affordability, prosperity, and well-being. Ultimately, it's the
mix of old and new buildings, working together to fashion dense, walk able,
and thriving streets, that helps us achieve a more prosperous, sustainable, and
healthier future.

The'greenest building' argument has dominated conversations around
sustainability and historic preservation for decades, recognizing that existing
buildings are inherently'greener'when compared to demolition and new
construction. But in recent years, sustainability has come to mean more than
simply being environmentally responsible. 0lder buildings and blocks are a
key component to creating successful cities and neighborhoods - historic
fabric creates economically vital, socially equitable, and strong, resilient
neighborhoods."

I will admit when I read the proposed development it reads as though it will
meet Tulsa's vision for development and green needs but with all do respect,
"a picture is worth a thousand words" the artistic renderings does not
illustrate the written proposal. When I see the rendering, it actually has a



physical effect on me. I find it aesthetically offensive. There is no Tulsa character or
charm or anything that makes me thinþ" Brookside", What I do envision is
another eyesore being dropped into my beloved midtown, I see more traffic,
more parking problems, I see less green and more concrete, I see property
owners being upset of the invasion to their privacy as this complex towers
over their homes.

We are living in unprecedented times, the economical, social and
developmental impact of Covid will remain long after there is a vaccine. We
will be heading into a new normal and development will have a new face.
People can no longer meet, work, eat, shop and socialize the way they used to.
Many have moved from shared office space to working, shopping and learning
from home. Physical distancing has directly changed the way people inhabit
and interact with physical space and I believe will become a new norm even
once this virus passes.

We have no idea how public health officials may amend future building codes

to limit risk of future pandemics, potentially affecting the square footage per
person inside an enclosed space. It is said in real estate classes that what
matters most is location, but I would argue that in this new norm the
customer experience of a property will become a higher value. How people

engage, go about being productive, feeling comfortable, connected and safe in
our physical environment will have a new persona in the post pandemic

America. The days of large over crowded areas being in demand will be no

longer be in demand. We will have destroyed countless, irreplaceable wildlife
habitats for a futuristic vision that may already be obsolete.

The future of economic development will no longer be about delivering four
walls to the people. It will no longer be about square footage or large crowds
populating the space for an event. The psychological effect of this pandemic will
have long lasting effects for the future development of Tulsa. We need a new
vision one that will create a unique, personalized experience that prioritizes
the environment, outdoor space, areas that promote safety, health and mental
wellness. Before the pandemic hit people where already going toward
harnessing its digital power, using online shopping, banking, and more the
pandemic has only increased the use of digital consumption.

People engage do one of two things, they can either fight change or fight for
change, but if stand still on the road of development we will eventually
become casualties. The time for change is now, the time to envision, build and
imagine new ways of being and interacting is now. We must embrace a

difficult but necessary new approach in this new norm. The new approach



must champion innovative thinking, allowing for a peaceful existence between
the natural environment, economic development and our now new norm. This
structure being proposed is a part of the old norm. In the light of this new
norm I cannot condone the destruction of this environment for a structure
that will sequester more people to into a closed in commercial space.

We have integrated various S.T.E.M/S.T.E.A.M programs into our schools,
challenging our kids to use science, technology, engineering, art and math to
develop new way of thinking. We have challenged them to think green and be
environmentally friendly and yet when we the adults get a chance to role
model this to our kids we throw it all out for the chance of making the
almighty buck; we should be ashamed of ourselves, Children learn from role
models. I am saddened by what we as a society are currently teaching our
next generation.

If I was an innovative thinker, I would be looking at a different type of
development, one that is in harmony with the aesthetics of the surrounding
neighborhood,.one that didn't greatly upset the environmental nature of the
wildlife, one that was reflected psychosis of the current pandemic and post
pandemic norm. I'm not saying just leave the land alone and keep the current
structure. I'm saying lets look at current events and realize that what we once
envisioned for economic development is not the same as what it was at the
start o12020.

I have many ideas of other ways to develop the land but I have been told on
more than one occasion since this pandemic that I tend to think way too far
outside of the box, so for now I think I will keep them to myself. Besides, I am
not a developer, an architect or an urban planner; I am a concerned Tulsan
who is worried that once we do this we will not be able to take it back. I am all
for developing midtown. I have had a growing anxiety that we have
developed downtown and let midtown become the home to too many eyesores
that will affect midtown development and attraction to new business.

I love midtown; I love the design and architecture of midtown, and the people
of midtown. When I have visitors from outside of Tulsa I drive them around
and show them the homes and architectural uniqueness we have here.
Everyone is always so amazed and I often hear friends saying that we have the
most beautiful residential and landscape designs they have ever seen, with a

unique and diverse range of designs. I have family now wanting to move here
for that reason. I have family now desiring to move to Tulsa for that reason. I do
not wish to have that ambiance destroyed by new towering construction,
resembling the past. Please say," No," to this type of development and promote a

new vision that both improve and enhance the growth of Brookside as well as
overall Tulsa.



Respectfully Sub mitted,

Michele Clancy



FIL E OOPTSawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Pamela Gotcher <pamelagotcher@gmail.com>

Wednesday, August 12,2020 2:47 PM

esubmit; Hoyt, Jay; komeilia@pdgtulsa.com; (DlSTa) McKee, Kara Joy
Proposed Plan for Brookside 31 MPD 3
MPD 3 Ltr to lncog- Pamela Gotcher B 12 2020.docx

Please see my attached concerns about the planned development at 3Lst and s peoria. I heard comments were due today, so I

rushed to complete this, however, I believe the public and other stakeholders need much more time to address their concerns
so I also request a delay on any action.

Please see the attached

Kind regards, Pamela Gotcher
3025 S. Quaker Ave.
Tulsa, Ok

District 4
918 232 3838
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Comments re: New Master Planned Development MPD-3 SW Corner of E 31't St and S. Peoria Ave (CD

9) by Pamela Gotcher, Tulsa Resident

MPD Limited in Use- Not Suitable for Proposal

This special zoning is reserved for development that cannot be accomplished under any other zoning

category. MPD is intended for projects difficult or impossible to do under other zoning options. Clearly,

there are many other (much more favorable) options. This project does not qualify. See Master Planned

Development District VlpO http://tmapc.orelDocuments/TulsaZonineCodeTraininsSlide0lll16.pdf

Permanent Altering of Neighborhood Character

Unfortunately, what often happens is that people are drawn to an area for its unique charm, then it
morphs into boring, often-cheaply constructed cookie-cutter block buildings that all are

indistinguishable from other parts of the city. You could pluck these into other parts of Tulsa and they
would blend into new neighborhoods. The Brookside/Maple Ridge areas have already lost too many of
their uniquely constructed homes and buildings due to laxity in enforcement of codes and a lack of
historic preservation protections with McMansions towering over neighboring vintage homes, starkly

out of place in historic neighborhoods of vintage beauty. See page 27 of fhe master plan for the
proposed project- the grand plan contemplates a behemoth towering over the neighborhoods.

History won't look kindly on City leaders who allowed historic areas to be razed for concrete,

permanently altering established, historic areas that make Tulsa unique. We lament the City leaders

who approved the destruction of historic Art Deco buildings. Let's now let h¡story repeat in this way. The

popular trend today happens to be boxy, glass, featureless, cookie-cutter styles that in most cases, are

fairly cheaply constructed. This should be allowed of course for those who choose it, however, we

should be drawing the line at what is constructed in treasured, historic neighborhoods, as the likelihood

of the current trends holding their value in future years is not high.

Established Areas/Reinvestment Areas

Page 56 of the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan, updated August 2016, (iPlan), provides: "Types of Area

Stability/Established Areas" "Estoblished areos ore those neighborhoods that hove a sufficient level of
property investment such thot they would be harmed by lorge omounts of infill redevelopment " This

acreage meets that description in its location.

That section goes on to say: "For exomple, reinvestment in the Florence Pork neighborhood is not
necessary to improve its character". Reinvestment in the subject area is not necessary to "improve its

characte/'. ln fact, the proposed plan will permanently alter its character to the detriment of unique,

historical, neighborhood characteristics.

lf you look under the heading: "Reinvestment Areas", the iPlan discusses areas that have character that
is desirable to maintain and could benefit from "modest redevelopment". This oversized multi-story
apt/retail mega-center would hover over this beautiful, treed, historic area and is completely contrary to
those objectives. The character of this area would be permanently altered and over-developed if this



proceeds, to the detriment not only of the neighborhood, but the entire City as well, since the
Brookside/River Parks/Maple Ridge/Museum district area is unquestionably a true jewel of the City

Land Use

The Sectíon of the iPlan covering "Land use", section 3.6 providesi "Encouroge complementory building

height, scole, design ond charocter."
c Creote o sense of ploce by encouroging development of buildings, structures ond londscapes thot

complement the character ond scole of their setting.
o Encouroge new development to be oppropriote to the context of its locotion in density, mossing,

intensity ond size, porticulorly when odjacent to existing residentiol areas ond historic districts.
o Design buitdings to be compotible in height, scole, bulk ond mossing to the urbon context ond

established charocter of the surrounding oreq."

This proposal clearly is contrary to and violates each of the iPlan's goals for Land Use. lt must be rejected

for this reason alone.

Planning for lnfill
The iPlan's heading: "Plonning for lnfill" states that "...infill projects present relatively more risk" and

involve substantial planning, coordination and skill to accomplish. lt's clear this type of activity shouldn't

be rushed through the public and process. That section indicates "odvonced neighborhood plonning" is

required.

The historic mansion s¡tt¡ng on the land itself is historic and should be preserved. One of the Goals of

Land Use 4.2 includes the goal To "enoble historic and older buildings to be adoptively reused." Yes, it's

private land, but a project could maximize the use of the mansion and grounds to benefit the City and

allow the heirs to be paid a fair price for their property, through tax benefits and otherwise. Tulsa has a

fair number of philanthropists who might benefit from injections of funds into a project with a vision

that benefits the City and maintains and preserves the historic neighborhood.

Under Land Use Priority 2, section 5.3, the City is to create a "robust ond meaningful public involvement

process that emphosizes long-term consensus rather than project-by-proiect evoluotion" and " Develop

and use a stondord small orea or neighborhood plonning process to develop a long-ronge visions for new

centers, neighborhoods and oreos in need of revitolizotion and reinvestment. Design the small area ond

neighborhood plonning process to moximize LOCAL PUBLIC lNPUT... the Resulting plan should reflect

neighborhood needs ond desires." That is what was done with the Brookside lnfill Plan in2002- the area

was focused on what infill was desirable. lf the neighborhood infill needs to be addressed again, there

should be a plan that includes neighborhood needs and desires. This plan benefits the heirs and

developer and is not taking into account what is best for the City overall and the City's need to preserve,

not destroy the character of a unique area.

Stakeholders have NOT been consistently involved to date as contemplated in a bullet in 5.3. This is

being rushed without stakeholder input.

Goal 9 of Land Use, section 9.2 "Enhonce the quality of the built ond noturol environment consistent with

the meosures outlined in Gool3" which includes 3.6 referenced earlier encouraging complementary

building height, scale, design and character." This proposal does NOT enhance the quality of the natural

environment or character in any way.



Goal 13 of Land Use provides the goal is that "Existing neighborhoods ore stable and infill development
revitolizes, PRESERVES and enhances these urban oreos."
"Promote the unique choracteristics of existing neighborhoods os key to the city's long term health and
vitality. Mointain the desirobility of existing neighborhoods through public and private investment."
"Recognize odopted area/neighborhood plons in guiding development ond zoning decisions" (see

Brookside infill plon".

Goal L4 of Land l)se: "The city's historic resources ore protected and programs promote the reuse of this
importont culturol resource. Policies to support this gool include:

14.1 Support the Tulso Strotegic Preservotion Action Plon preservation objectives ond octions.

74.2 Assure that Neighborhood Plans & Small Areo Plons support preservat¡on and revitalizotion
objectives.
74.3 Incorporote amendments thot support the preservotion of historic resources into the zoning ond
building code.

74.4 Following TMAPC's review ond oction on the Downtown Areo Moster Plon, implement
recom m e n doti ons re g o rd i ng h istoric re so u rce s.

The Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan should be carefully studied in conjunction with this
proposal as its aim is to safeguard, enhance and preserve the historic form and character of the
community. Even if this specific acreage is not within a defined "historic district", it sits squarely in the
middle of some of the most historic areas of Tulsa- it's the heart of not only Brookside but Maple Ridge,

the Museum District and the Riverpark. Any plan should be considered in light of the spirit and aims of
what the Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan seeks to achieve. That Plan includes the statement
thal " Livobility is tied intimotely to the choracter of older neighborhoods, which have a sense of scale

ond a pedestrion-friendly choracter thot mony citizens find oppeoling." This project will create traffic tie
ups, congestion on the roads, no matter how many lanes you narrow and certainly destroys the existing

sense of scale and character of the older neighborhoods surrounding it. The City should be so far as

preserving the mansion on the property as well. The Strategic Preservation plan is replete with rationale
why older buildings and homes should be maintained and preserved for historic value.

One of the objectives of the Tulsa Strategic Preservation Action Plan is to "Expand the number of
National Register listings and increase the number of historic preservation zoned properties and

districts". This neighborhood has every single characteristic to solidly qualify under any historic
preservation property so instead of thinking of re-zoning this to multi- use, the City should be

considering protecting it by a historic preservation zoning designation. At the very least, this is
something that should be stud¡ed in more detail before permanent damage is done.

The Preservation Commission of the City of Tulsa should be involved in this process if they have not yet

been invited. The Tulsa ordinance on preservation must be adhered to as well as other resources quoted

in the Strategic Plan. lt's beyond the scope of this paper to include all of those issues but it's critical that
they are seriously considered by INCOG. One of the statements quoted in the Strategic Plan is directly
on point: "Stop the Ínappropriate infill thot ìs out ol scole, charocter ond harmony within ond
surrounding historic dreos, both commercîal dnd resÍdential."

The section of that Strategic plan entitled, Zoning Code states:



"The City's Zoning Code influences the climate for historic preservation in that it estoblishes basic

development regulotions that offect the mass ond scqle and density of development. ln some coses, the

underlying zoning is in concert with historic development potterns, but in other coses, permitted

development conflicts with troditionol building chorocter. Historic district boundories for residentiol
neighborhoods exclude odjoining commerciol oreos, but often development there con impinge upon

residentiql character. This issue olso exists where older troditional neighborhoods, which ore not formally
listed os historic districts, abut commercial corriders."
The Plan addresses potential erosion of the residentialarea's character, which certainly this plan would

do.

Air Quality/Wildlife Habitat lssues

Basic to any City sanctioned plan is to consider quality of life issues for its citizens. lf you look at
"Additional Monitoring" at page 74 it indicates a more complex monitoring program covering a robust

range of conditions affecting residents' quality of life. This includes air quality and public health. "Such

evoluotion would be highly voluoble". We should have an initial evaluation of the effect on resident's
quality of life if the proposal is considered. Clear-cutting eight (8) urban acres of old growth trees and

heirloom plants directly adjacent to an already busy intersection will inevitably result in air
quality/ozone consequences, which Tulsa currently struggles with. Tulsa continues to rank among the

worst in the nation for air quality. When traffic backs up at that intersection, the existing trees and

plants help offset some of the air quality issues. lf cement replaces those eight acres with only nominal

landscaping, there will unquestionably be detrimental impact on health of residents. With the added

traffic, it's certainly a serious consideration. The City should at a minimum initiate an environmental/air
quality study requirement. TGP made attempts to save as many of the old growth trees in its plan and

of course, they also added extensive native landscaping, which is not at all contemplated by this plan.

Small trees cannot compare to the air quality benefits of old growth trees. Scraping eight acres near a

natural water feature creek will also destroy habitat of all kinds of wildlife (perhaps protected Barred

Owls spotted in the area). Has the Dept. of Wildlife been consulted?

"Going Big" Plans in a Post- COVID Environment/Economic Realities

The iPlan heading: "Two Scoles of Infill Development'' pg. 68 states that large projects are often initiated

by the city or agencies, which we don't have here, but it cautions about the drawbacks to the "go big"

approach that involve "substontiol risk the public must beor, both finonciolly ond politicolly. A proiect's

failure or even o lockluster performonce con be o drog on resources ond sour a community's view of infill
ond redevelopment in generol." That is the concern about the future of a project planned Pre- COVID

that is built during the COVID aftermath.

It would be irresponsible for City leaders to ignore the current economic challenges facing this City and

our nation. The economy was booming when these plans were drafted. NO ONE knows the long- term
economic impact of COVID L9. Wishful thinking won't get us back to where we were pre-COVlD. Many

Brookside businesses that were thriving pre-COVID have closed their doors- estimates are that very high

percentages of small businesses who were thriving pre-COVID have closed their doors permanently. No

rational person is forecasting a fast recovery to the economy. What we want to avoid is a massive

development that is built and then cannot attract the tenants planned Pre-COVlD. lt could sit for years,

half vacant with less desirable discount retail tenants that negatively drag the neighborhood down. A

massive eyesore could be our future in that pristine, location. lt's imperative for City leaders to be

realistic about the current economic situation and that we may be stuck in an economic stagnation for



quite some time. As much as we want to believe otherwise, the harsh reality is that many economic
forecasts for the City may need substantial revision in the aftermath of a worldwide pandemic. We

can't be reckless and put blinders on to the very real possibility of a changed financial forecast. At the
very least, we should be putting a pause on such a project.

Traffic
Traffic issues are undeniable. Much more extensive study needs to be done as the current intersection is

extremely busy. Narrowing to one lane to "calm" traffic is again, magical thinking. The reality is, there
will be greater traffic congestion in a condensed area making it unwieldy and will lead to unintended,
negative consequences.

It's clear that this proposal is in need of more extensive analysis and study from other stakeholders. A

Sept 2nd vote is an extremely aggressive and premature timeframe.
Many people are just now learning about this planned Project. lf this is rushed, the city leaders will not
hear the end of it and history will not look favorably on a rush to scrape and build. There needs to be

much more due diligence before this comes before any kind of a vote or even public hearings. We need

sufficient time, comparable to the massive size of the proposal and more stakeholders involved who are

critical to ensure the best interests of the citizens of Tulsa and future generations are considered.



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Schulz < homesweethomefamily@yahoo.com >

Wednesday, August 12,2020 6:06 PM

Sawyer, Kim

Re: MPD-3

Kim Sawyer:

Thank you...

r¡L E ÜffP Y

I just realized I made an er:or in one sefltence. I made the corection and am tesending to you below:

My email is in regards to the home at the southeast corner of 3 l st & Peoria. I believe the address is 3 105 S. Peoria.

I've always found it stunning that Tulsa has no deep desire to save & protect beautiful buildings, or history. Unlike
Boston MA., and many other cities in America. One has to only look at photographs of Downtown Tulsa from the
1940's, 1950's,'60's, and compare the photos to the Downtown we have now. So many beautiful buildings were razed

for parking lots. Even though we are fortunate to still have the original Central High School, it was gutted of its
outstanding doors, light fixtures, balustrades, and more. Why? Why was PSO so incredibly stupid to do that? Those

doors were solid wood and with much omamentation. Outside of Downtown, the unique & unusual V/ill Rogers

Theater was tom down for a parking lot. The lovely & quaint East 2nd Library was another beautiful building with
arched white window pane windows, cupola, fireplace, hardwood floors (furnished dV/indsor chairs) torn down in the
1990's b/c Tulsa felt it too expensive to repair the slab. Such an irreplaceable loss. V/e do have so much retail in
Brookside already. I would think there's got to be other options if someone truly feels Brookside needs more retail. Add
a2nd story to a few of the buildings? Or, tear down an unremarkable strip center like the one in Brookside that
held Josh's Mix, and Sharon's Poodle Shop (torn down just last week). As far as this historic 1926 3 story home, it's a
beautiful home inside as well. It would be such a foolish loss. I'll also point out that the state of retail has changed so

much just in2020, with many retailers fighting to just stay open. Not needing any more competition. Additionally, I
truly feel if someone wants to invest in more retatl &, residential, I think Midtown residents want to see Promenade

saved. Tuming the2nd floor into either a hotel, or apartments (that's what is being done just 2 blocks down from there
with the Remington Tower). The bottom floor could be a few select boutiques, restaurants, coffee etc. Promenade is
also worth saving, for no other reason than to avoid the only mall in a city the size of Tulsa to be Woodland Hills. A
drive for those Mid towners.

I hope the owner of this home @ 3l &, Peoria, will realize he could have a win-win to make the home into a restaurant,
possible with hotel rooms above, such as La Colombe D'or, or Brenner's (both in Houston). Also, The Mansion on
Turtle Creek in Dallas. V/ith the home's Lot size being almost 8 acres, it seems another mid-sized business could be

added, perhaps the original garuge could be remodeled to add an extra business, etc.

When Waite Phillips donated his home Philbrook, his desire was to not only preserve the home for posterity but to have
it used for the greater good for the city. Some things are worth preserving. V/orth more than making $$$. I realize those

in the position to make the money, do not always agree. Funny. Most of those same people enjoy going to places like
Boston, Rome, France, England etc, and seeing buildings that are from the 1700's, 1800's and even older. No one can
put a price tag on the preservation of beautiful, older, historic buildings. I can promise, 'Waite Phillips is remembered as

a man that gave. He made money, but he found other ways than by selling Philbrook, or Philmont. Had he sold
Philbrook & Philmont to make a zillion dollars, his name would not be remembered as it is. Tulsa will forever be
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known as the city that has the world class home that houses the Philbrook museum. Thanks to Mr. Phillips.
Preservation truly is priceless.

On Wednesday, August 12,2020,04:3623 PM CDT, Sawyer, Kim <ksawyer@incog.org> wrote:

Thank you for your comments, we will fonryard your email to the Planning Commission for their consideration.

From : Sch u lz <homesweethomefamily@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12,2020 3:52 PM
To: esubmit <esubmit@incog.org>
Subject: MPD-3

My email is in regards to the home at the southeast comer of 31st & Peoria. I believe the address is 3105 S. Peoria.

I've always found it stunning that Tulsa has no deep desire to save & protect beautiful buildings, or history. Unlike
Boston MA., and many other cities in America. One has to only look at photographs of Downtown Tulsa from the
1940's, 1950's, '60's, and compare the photos to the Downtown we have now. So many beautiful buildings wererazed
for parking lots. Even though we are fortunate to still have the original Central High School, it was gutted of its
outstanding doors, light fixtures, balustrades, and more. Why? \Why was PSO so incredibly stupid to do that? Those

doors were solid wood and with much ornamentation. Outside of Downtown, the unique & unusual Will Rogers
Theater was torn down for a parking lot. The lovely & quaint East 2nd Library was another beautiful building with
arched white window pane windows, cupola, fireplace, hardwood floors (furnished dWindsor chairs) tom down in the
1990's b/c Tulsa felt it too expensive to repair the slab. Such an irreplaceable loss. We do have so much retail in
Brookside already. I would think there's got to be other options if someone truly feels Brookside needs more retail. Add
a2nd story to a few of the buildings? Or, tear down an unremarkable strip center like the one in Brookside that
held Josh's Mix, and Sharon's Poodle Shop (torn down just last week). As far as this historic 1926 3 story home, it's a
beautiful home inside as well. It would be such a foolish loss. I'll also point out that the state of retail has changed so

much just in2020, with many retailers fighting to just stay open. Not needing any more competition. Additionally, I
truly feel if someone wants to invest in more retail &, residential, I think Midtown residents want to see Promenade

saved. Turning the 2nd floor into either a hotel, or apartments (that's what is being done just 2 blocks down from there
with the Remington Tower). The bottom floor could be a few select boutiques, restaurants, coffee etc. Promenade is
also worth saving, for no other reason than to avoid the only mall in the city of Tulsa to be Woodland Hills. A drive for
Midtowners. I hope the owner will realize he could have a win-win to make the home into a restaurant, possible with
hotel rooms above, such as La Colombe D'or, or Brenner's (both in Houston). Also, The Mansion on Turtle Creek in
Dallas. V/ith the home's Lot size being almost I acres, it seems another mid-sized business could be added.
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When Waite Phillips donated his home Philbrook, his desire was to not only preserve the home for posterity but to have

it used for the greater good for the city. Some things are worth preserving. Worth more than making $$$. I realize those

in the position to make the money, do not always agree. Funny. Most of those same people enjoy going to places like
Boston, Rome, France, England etc, and seeing buildings that are from the 1700's, 1800's and even older. No one can

put a price tag on the preservation of beautiful, older, historic buildings. I can promise,'Waite Phillips is remembered as

amanthat gave. He made money, but he found other ways than by selling Philbrook, or Philmont. Had he sold
Philbrook & Philmont to make a zillion dollars, his name would not be remembered as it is. Tulsa will forever be

known as the city that has the world class home that houses the Philbrook museum. Thanks to Mr. Phillips.
Preservation truly is priceless.
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sally LoVoi < sallylovoi@cox.net>
Wednesday, August 12,2020 3:53 PM

esubmit
MPD-3

[; IL I Lo u's' }f

I submit this letter to voice my opposition to the request for a zoning change on the southeast corner of 31-st Street and Peoria

Avenueandtheplanneddevelopmentofamixed-useareathere(Brookside31"). lamanativeTulsanandaresidentofthe
Brookside neighborhood. I have watched Brookside grow and change for over 50 years now. While nostalgia often made me

unhappy with the changes, I always believed they were ultimately appropr¡ate for the Brookside business district. Historically,

Crow Creek has represented the northern boundary of the Brookside commercial area. A historic Tulsa home on a very large

tract of land occupies the corner in question and is surrounded almost ent¡rely by established residential neighborhoods, well-

maintained, w¡th some homes in the area nearly L00 years old.

ln reviewing the PlanltTulsa Comprehensive Plan, I noticed many references to creating new communities, revitalizing and

redeveloping underserved areas, reimagining vacant lots and buildings, etc. lt is also made clear ¡n the Comprehensive Plan that

preservingresidentialneighborhoodswouldstill beconsideredavitalpartoftheplanforTulsa. Stabilitywasencouragedin
"certain key areas, such as in protecting and enhancing our existing neighborhoods". My takeaway from reading the TCP is that
Tulsans would like to see our city become more pedestrian-friendly, bike-friendly and offer a wide range of housing options near

employment hubs and business centers. I have lived in large cities, in the U.S. and abroad and I love that idea! The way it

appears to me though, is that these should be our goals for new development of areas that are in NEED of change. Vacant lots

and buildings, blighted corridors close to downtown, these are the prime locations for mixed-use development going forward.

Nowhere in the TCP do I see a vision that supports ripping apart an established, well-maintained residential neighborhood to

force "growth" in a location clearly not suited to it. The additional traffic congestion brought about by a retail and commercial

complex like Brookside 31 will be devastating to the surrounding side streets, creating safety issues. The environmental impact

on the Zink Park and Crow Creek areas is potentially significant. ln earlier growth plans for Tulsa, Brookside is described as an

"urban village". I love living close enough to walk to shops and restaurants and a short drive to any other services I need. I

welcome growth and change in the already defined Brookside commercialarea. I do not believe there is a need forthis massive

mixed-use development on a residential corner. To this resident, extending any commerce beyond Crow Creek is unnecessary

and unwise. I applaud the vision of PlanltTulsa, and there are so many sections of our city crying out for just the sort of

development being proposed at 3l-st and Peoria. This corner is the last place I can th¡nk of that needs something like this,

because we already have everything we need in Brooksidel We are already a mixed-use urban village. The Utica Square

shopping center and the Cherry Street commercial corridor provide two other additional mixed-use areas that serve to break up

any undesirable sprawl of cloistered neighborhoods. As some say, if it ain't broke, don't fix it! This planned development is not

consistent with the planltTulsa vision for a location like this. The southeast corner of 3Lst and Peoria, from Crow Creek north,

should remain zoned residential.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sally S. LoVoi
1505 E 35th Street
Tulsa, OK

74LO5
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Rae McSweeney <raemcsween@yahoo.com>

Wednesday, August 12,2020 4:30 PM

esubmit
komeilia@ pdgtulsa.com
MPD-3 Patterson Estate Rezoning Case

¡. ,"È'*lf lL¡_* i! :

Iu'ti a* I"
INCOG,

(Mayor Bynum, Chairman Kimbro and Members of Tulsa City Council)

We respectfully oppose the rezoning of the Patterson Estate residential property to a category Master Plan Development (MPD)

District. I understand that MPD is reserved for development "intended for unique projects that can not be accomplished under
any other zoning category". After gaining incite into why special zoning reserved for development can't be accomplished under
any other zoning category exists and information written in the Tulsa Zoning Code, Chapter 25, Special Districts, Section 25,O7O,

and after learning more about wha! is written in Chapter 4 - Land Use of the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan, we DO NOT believe the
rezoning of the Patterson Estate would lend to ANY realized benefits for Tulsans and would in actuality NEGATIVELY disrupt the

surrounding community.

We strongly BELIEVE replacing the current property with a retail establishment with high-rise parking will NOT "benefit" the
public at large, but actually HARM the thoughtfully established residential properties that surround 31't and Peoria. We believe

there are more than enough retail establishments within close proximity, and many are currently struggling to stay open and

viable. We request at least a postponement of a decision to rezone until after the Tulsa elections and more input from the
people of Tulsa (specifically the community within close proximity) can be gathered and a more thoughtful review by decision

makers and leaders can be accomplished. We STRONGLY believe commercial property development would result in more
negatives than positives; negatives including traffic congestion, higher traffic through neighborhoods, environmental issues, and

quality of life to name a few. Simply, the rezoning would allow unnecessary and unwanted commercial development in the
midtown area of Tulsa.

We implore you to NOT to rezone the Patterson Estate at this time, and we STRONGLY believe in doing so would result in the
degradation of a unique and historically relevant surrounding area. The rezoning to commercial use would allow unnecessary

and unwanted commercialdevelopment in an otherwise Tulsa "gem"l

Sincerely,
Rae McSweeney and Janne Hamalainen
(Quaker Street Resident)

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lori Gilliard < lgilliard@hmkoklaw.com>
Tuesday, August 11,2020 3:38 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31lPeoria Oppose

Ft[ t 0ffË y

As a thirty year resident of Mapleridge I strongly oppose the proposed development at 31't and Peoria. The residents of

Maplerige endured years of traffic, disruption, crime and inconvenience during the construction of the (wonderful) gathering

place and now the science center there. The area surrounding 3L't and Peoria is dense enough. Many of the sewer and water

pipes and systems are 75 to 100 years old. Several years ago the Mapleridge Board facilitated the donation of the lot at the

Northwest corner of 3L and Peoria for park purposes to prevent just such encroachment into our neighborhood. Save historic

Tulsa.

Please deny the zoning change

LoriGilliard
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Saw!¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tommy Yap <t-yap@icloud.com >

Wednesday, August 12,2020 2:11 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria Development ¡'å{. E üsjr f

Hello,

My name is: Tommy Yap

I live at: 3054 S. Madison Ave

My comments about this case are:

I encourage the development. As someone who lives within walking distance, I am relatively excited to have restaurants, bars,

and other entertainment so close.

That said, I do have a concern over the traffic. Currently, Peoria already gets backed up because the Aero buses. lt is an

unusually narrow and slanted street that is not made for large buses. They drive down the middle of the road rather than the

right lane because, again, the road is so slanted and is very narrow. Cars get backed up behind them until they can enter the

opposing lanes to get around. And, of course, there is no dedicated bus stop lane so buses block the road at each stop.

I know this is not about the busing. However, I am concerned that a traff¡c study of Peoria and 3Lst will not take the bus problem

into account. peoria may be able to handle increased traffic flow at face value, but the bus obstructions adds a new layer that

may not appear in an initial study. This could be especially exacerbated since there is a stop at Peor¡a and 31st, which also has no

dedicated bus lane.

I ask that this be taken into account when studying the project and impact on the area. Like I said, I am generally in favor of

development there, however there are current issues with traffic flow that may be overlooked or unnoticed.

-tommy

1



3tt7 South Rockford Drive
Tulsa, OK 74L05
August t1,,2020

Tulsa City Planning Office
2 West Znd Street, Suite 800
Tulsa, OK 74L03 FtL t t0Pr
RE: MPD-3 31and PEORIA OPPOSE

Dear Mayor Bynum, Chairman Kimbro, and members of Tulsa City Council,

We live directly west of Zink Park, and adjacent to the Villarese residential
development directly to our west.

According to Title 1L-4, Storm water Management and Hazard Mitigation Program,
the City of Tulsa is required to minimize flood and storm losses that may occur
during the construction process. When Villarese was developed in approximately
2006, Public Works did not require a storm water runoff study to determine
whether the new structure would negatively impact existing properties. As a result,
our home's lot is a swift moving river during rain, and our property is where the
sewage drain is located.

The proposed zone change from residential to mixed, along with a parking
structure, will be located on a property through which Crow Creek flows. I cannot
imagine that there is enough money in the city budget to fund the water and runoff
issues associated with this project. We cannot even afford to mow medians or turn
on highway lights!

Additionally, I fear the precedent this move by the zoning commission will set with
regards to other property owners that live on all three other corners at 3Lst and
Peoria.

I vehemently oppose the rezoning proposed for building permits at 31st and Peoria

Sin ¿-

alsell
9r8.607.6L24



Sawyer, Kim

From: apinkey@aol.com
Wednesday, August 12,2020 12:54 PM

esubmit
komeilia@pdgtulsa.com
Patterson estate rezone Ft[t c0Py

To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subject:

Dear Ms. O'Meilia,

I have lived in Brookside for many years and am opposed to the change of zoning of the Patterson estate.

I believe many of my neighbors are not aware of the proposed shopping center, and how it could affect the area

Best wishes,
Anne Pinkey
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Sawyer, Kim rrbrh Uu¡ I
From
Sent:
To:

R B <r083rt@att.net>
Tuesday, August 1 1, 2020 4:49 PM

esubmit
Proposed MPD for E 31st & S Peoria AreaSubject:

I have learned of the proposed Master Planned Development for the southeast corner of E 31't St and S Peoria and am

concerned that the consideration for a zoning change to Mixed-Use is happening too fast without proper notice or consideration
to those who live in the area. Because of the current pandemic situation, I ask that any decisions regarding this property be

postponed until a time that is safe for residents to meet and discuss the consequences of the proposed changes; I suggest early

202r.

Thank you,
Robert Burkett
Maple Ridge resident

1



r, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lacaldwell@aol.com
Tuesday, August 11,2020 5:53 PM

Sawyer, Kim

Fwd: lNorth Brookside] Re: Proposed Zoning for Businesses in our Neighborhood

From : lacaldwell@aol.com
To : north-b rookside+j 3rk5o60_@gagg le. email
Sent: 811112020 5:49:05 PM Central Standard Time
Subject: Re; [North Brookside] Re: Proposed Zoning for Businesses in our Neighborhood

I'm sorry
I have lived in Brookside in my house for over 26 years. I do not belong to your so called Association. And really do not
want to. You do not speak for me on any issue. I will determine myself if I agree or not. At this point I think that it would
be a good thing. I also beleave that I am not alone. So please do not go to any meeting and proclaim that you represent
me in anyway
Thank You
Lloyd Caldwell

ln a message dated 8/LL/202O 2:26:26 PM Central Standard Time, north-brookside+j3rk5o60_@gaggle.email writes:

Seems like a very limited number of people knew of this development until the Brookside Neighborhood
Association (BNA) posted about the project. So, I'm not sure how we all had sufficient time to review the
proposed zoning change and informational packet.

When our neighborhood wanted to limit Aribnb type homes, no one suggested we should speak for ourselves.
Rather, we all talked about the zoning. And then showed up to the hearings together. And at the conclusion of
the hearings, we were successful in keeping Airbnb type homes out of our neighborhood.

For anyone who does not receive the BNA newsletters, the next meeting will be focused on the new
development project. The developers will be present to answer questions as well. Here is the info from the last
email:

Monday, August 71
6:00 pm
Brookside Church
Pfease make a note of the change in focation
(SoutheasL corner of 36th & Peoria)

Developers of Brookside 31 have requested a meeting with the BNA members.
(Brookside 31 is the new development at 31st & Peoria. ) The meeting is to
present the details of the pro¡ect and al-so allow the public to ask
questions and voice concerns. Seatíng will be first come, first serve and
strictly Ìimited to 90 peopte to observe social distancing guidefines.
Masks will be required to enter the building (no exceptions).

comfortable attending in person, the
1

For non-members and anyone who is not



meeting \^/ill be l-ive-streamed via the BNA Facebook page. Questions wil-l- be
accepted through the Facebook Live comment feature and we will do our best
to have as many questions answered as possible.

Vüe have requested the developers to set up a second meeting for anyone who
is unable to aLtend the first meeting. Details will be provided once they
are available.

kind regards,
::kindler::

On Tue, Aug LL, 2020 aI L:L1 PM Dan Arthur via North Brookside <north-brookside@gaggle.email> wrote:
I certainly appreciate a suggestion to communicate with INCOG about the development, but really don't
appreciate a recommendation of what my opinion should be by providing a pre-crafted note. I support the
project and do believe there has been both sufficient time and ample detail in the overview package

provided. Moreover, I confident that everyone in the neighborhood hasn't lived here for 30 years, although
l've been here for about 25 if it's a contest.

Personally, l'd simply suggest everyone provide their comments in details. For instance, what information is

desired? Just more information? Discussion? Future predictions?

Not trying to start a fight here, but we should all speak for ourselves.

Peace

Dan Arthur, P.E., SPEC

Senior Engineer

On Aug tL,2O2O, at 1-0:52 AM, Brook lwata via North Brookside <north-brookside+okr9Soyy_@gaggle.email>
wrote:

To all,

It has been recommended that we each send the email below to the incog at the address below:

To: esubmit(Oincoq. orq

My wife and I live at 3L't and Woodward

We are all respectfully requesting that INCOG delay discussions about [he rezoning until after
the neighbors have had a chance to fully review and understand the proposed project. I have

lived in this neighborhood for 30 plus years and have a vested interest in the development
and its impact on our quality of life

I have multiple concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had enough information
for this to continue.

We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful
change. The environmental impact has not been vetted and will be substantial.

2



Thank you in advance for your consideration
(insert your name here)

Thank you,
Masaru Brook lwata, P.E.
Chief Operating Officer
Mechanical Engineering
B.S. & M.S.
TranAm lnternational
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Office : (918)488-0007 ExT 234
Cell: (918)629-6910

< PastedG ra ph ic-1-.tiff>

On Aug 4,2020, at 3:59 PM, Michele McKenna via North Brookside <north-
brookside+bdlxrqOk @gaeele.email> wrote:

Thanks for the info, l'll mark September 2nd on my calendar!

Michele M

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 4,2020, at 3:52 PM, Kindler Chase via North Brookside <north-
brookside+i3rk5o60 (ogassle.email> wrote:

On Wednesday, September 2nd, the Tulsa zoning commission is scheduled to
hear a new proposed zoning change for the property on the SE corner of 3Lst
and Peoria; directly across the street from our hood. The developer
submitting the zoning change is proposing to build retail businesses on the
property.

A couple of years ago our neighborhood came together to voice our
objections to short-term rentals in our hood, i.e., Airbnb type rentals. A large

number of us attended the city zoning meeting to voice our concerns. The

zoning commission listened to us. And our neighborhood is now zoned as

non-short-term rentals.

Knowing what we were able to accomplish last time, perhaps we could come
together again and help keep our neighborhood business-park free.

Here is the FB post by The Brookside Neighborhood Association with details
of the change:
https://www.facebook.com/bnatulsa/posts/329431 1077278509

Thanks!
Kindler Chase

3



< PastedG ra phic-1-.tiff>

Need a private support request? Do not reply to this email. Send your request to "north-brookside-

support@gaggle.email"

O ur q ua int we bsite : http://north brookside.com

Mv Settines I Unsubscribe

4



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Lauren Brookey < lbrookey@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 B:51 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 MPD-3

p"f¿.g 
tgPr

Subject:

Dear INCOG

I write regarding the Brookside 31 MPD-3 planned development at the southeast corner of 3lst and Peoria. lt is my

understanding the developer seeks an exception to current requirements for that area. As this is an exception, it would have

been my expectation the developer and or INCOG would have:

1) sought neighbor input
2) provided presentations to area businesses impacted by such a significant development

3) provided information to and sought input from the city councilor from that district
4) provided sufficient advance notification to area homeowners so they could learn about the development to make meaningful

assessments of its impact
5) conducted traffic studies to determine impact of such a high density development on existing street infrastructure

6) provided information to area residents and businesses as to the storm water and run off impact of this high density project.

As of this time and without sufficient time to research, I am unaware (as a resident of 23rd and Lewis who uses this intersection

for daily travel) of whether these notifications and studies have been completed.

Exceptions are just that, a change from approved rules and community norms that require thoughtful review by all impacted

parties. My immediate request is not that the project be stopped but rather that cit¡zens have reasonable opportunity to fully

understand its impact at a time when 1-) we are in transition on mayoral and councilor representation and 2) when health and

safety issues (COVID) restrict some residents and citizens from fully participating.

I respectfully request that this zoning variance process be delayed at least to allow sufficient time for 1) neighbors to review the
project and 2) city elections be completed.

Sincerely,
Lauren Brookey
Lbrookey@gmail.com

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maggie McQueen <twin 1 00@cox.net>

Tuesday, August 11,2020 10:49 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 MPD-3

F¡L T $&PY

Good evening. lt has been brought to my attention that comments concerning Brookside 31 have to be issued before midnight

tonight. tt is due to this deadline that I wish to make it known tonight that the artist's rendition of the proposed development of

that area would appear to be a massive interruption to this community. I do not believe that this area has the infrastructure to

handle such an undertaking

As a concerned citizen, please wait until after the council seat and mayoral election takes place later this month to hold public

hearings so that a dialogue for the future of Brookside can be held with proper guidance.

Thank you for your attention in this matter.

Maggie McQueen

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bette Graves < bettegraves@me,com>
Wednesday, August 12,2020 12:12 AM

esubmit
MPD-3

FIL T CSPY

We oppose the referenced case. We are meeting with our neighbors in our Philbrook Museum Association the evening of August

12 to discuss the Brookside 31 development, and my husband and I are requesting that you extend your meeting time to a later

date than September 2.

Thank you for your consideration.

Bette and Michael Graves

2931 South Quaker Avenue

9L8/629-83s2

Sent from my iPad

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Battalora < mebattalora@gmail.com >

Wednesday, August 12, 2020 7:16 AM

esubmit
"MPD-3 31/Peoria Oppose"

Hello,
Fåü.E trffiPT

I live near the intersect¡on of Peoria and 43rd. I moved here from Texas and have lived in dallas. Houston, and San Antonio.

What I liked the most about this neighborhood and the inner part Tulsa was how "un-suburban" it felt compared to the larger

Texas cities I have lived in. Everything here seems to have history and charm. A giant development like this in this area will take

that away. People don't need more shopping centers or box apartments.

Regards,

Mary

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jes Lenee <jeslenee@yahoo.com>

Tuesday, August 11,2020 10:58 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 Ff{"9 $ffiPy

Greetings,

I know your time is valuable so I will get to the point. The proposal is a hideous use of beautiful land. This mockup looks like a

South Tulsa shopping center/assisted living center. The future of retail business isn't looking good any way you slice it, and

developing the beautiful space in this way is not what brookside needs. The north end of brookside is actually the superior area

of the strip. As you go south it turns more and more into varying quality strip-mall businesses instead of something unique and

useful to all. pedestrian-friendly design ends right before 36th St and from there becomes muddled and traffic-focused all the

way to 51st. Our obsession with car culture and retail shopping is stuck somewhere in the mid-2Oth century with no context or

updates to how people live now or how we could live in the future re: climate change, disappearing habitats of all kinds.

Contextually, the land, nature and existing neighborhoods that surround this idea simply won't hold this kind of structure with

any continuity or grace.

I propose as possibilities

L. Make the home (if it ¡s not occupied) into a type of museum with a restaurant in it. With galleries all to the south on Brookside

and philbrook and THS to the north this would be contextually useful. There are thousands of ideas regarding the natural history

of Tulsa orthe future of Tulsa to be celebrated or curated or planned in a place like this. The restaurant could be an unusual and

one-of-a-kind draw to offset costs.

2. Make the land and grounds themselves an extension of Zink park for use within the neighborhood and as needed outdoor

recreation for pedestrians. Put something unique and accessible and connected and fluid with the community. lt's called

"Brookside"...make it focused on the waterways of the brook itself.

When I see plans like this, I wonder why are we so short-sighted? That neighborhood of L00 year old homes, those bird habitats,

those creek habitats, etc cannot sustain that level of building, traffic, and all the maintenance and upkeep they require. A quiet,

useful, human-level structure is what is called for.

tf we want to develop Tulsa into a world-class city we can't keep thinking small like this. Think bigger. South Tulsa shopping

centers and all the awful-aesthetic signage and car-culture that goes with ¡t is not what attracts people to Tulsa. Ask yourself

what attracts people to not only come, but to stay here. The answer cannot be found in this proposal.

Scott Bell
(l agree whole heartedly with Mr. Bell.)

Jes Leneè

Sent from Yahoo Mailfor iPhone <https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS>

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jillian Rutherford <jillianselene@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 5:19 PM

esubmit
Case # MPD-3 / 31st & Peoria Proposal it ,i'- i; ;,.,,,."(ad f' tlili,llr¡-ad vé€ÅÈ* 

Y

i,

Hello,

l'm writing to comment on case number MPD-3 on the proposalfor 31st & Peoria. The proposal is a poor use of beautiful land.

This mockup looks out of place with the existing structures that surround it. Developing the beautiful space in this way is not

what brookside needs. The north end of brookside is actually the superior area of the strip. As you go south it turns more and

more into varying quality strip-mall businesses instead of something unique and useful to all. Those who seek retail opportunity

have many options there. Pedestrian-friendly design ends right before 36th St and from there becomes muddled and traffic-

focused all the way to SLst. Our obsession with car culture and retail shopping is stuck somewhere in the mid-2Oth century with

no context or updates to how people live now or how we could live in the future re: climate change, disappearing habitats of all

kinds. Contextually, the land, nature and existing neighborhoods that surround this idea simply won't hold this kind of structure

with any continuity or grace.

I propose as possibilities:

1. Make the home (if it is not occupied) into a type of museum with a restaurant in it. With galleries all to the south on Brookside

and philbrook and THS to the north this would be contextually useful. There are thousands of ideas regarding the natural history

of Tulsa orthe future of Tulsa to be celebrated or curated or planned in a place like this. The restaurant could be an unusualand

one-of-a-kind draw to offset costs.

2. Make the land and grounds themselves an extension of Zink park for use within the neighborhood and as needed outdoor

recreation for pedestrians. Put something unique and accessible and connected and fluid with the community. lt's called

"Brookside"...make it focused on the waterways of the brook itself.

When I see plans like this, I wonder why are we so short-sighted? That neighborhood of 100 year old homes, those bird habitats,

those creek habitats, etc cannot sustain that level of building, traffic, and all the maintenance and upkeep they require. A quiet,

useful, human-level structure is what is called for.

lf we want to develop Tulsa into a world-class city we can't keep thinking small like this. Think bigger. South Tulsa shopping

centers and all that goes with it is not what attracts people to Tulsa. Ask yourself what attracts people to not only come, but to

stay here. The answer cannot be found in this proposal.

I am a life long resident of Tulsa, who spends much time on Brookside. lwould be heartbroken to see such beautiful land turned

into another concrete shopping center. Let's make use of our history, our beautiful old trees, and tell a better story.

Sincerely,

Jillian Rutherford
757 I/2 N DenverAve
Tulsa, OK74LO6

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Liz Martin < lizdotmartin@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 4:16 PM

esubmit
MPD-3

É-rTl; r,.

rft.& d; ¡,r. .
ßl ø tc' i1 i..t ¡ Jrsar Ê g

Greetings,

I wanted to share some thoughts on the proposed development at 31st and Peoria. While I am not opposed this area being

repurposed for shopping/living, I (and many others that shop and live around the area) would like to see the environment taken

into consideration with this development. Much like the Gathering Place created new habitats for existing wildlife, l'd like to see

a green space that preserves this beautiful area and allows for multi-use purposes as well. The last thing Tulsa needs is another

concrete strip mall that detracts from the natural environment that is mostly lost at this point to parking and roadways. Some

ideas that have been generated by other interested residents:

1. Make the home (¡f it is not occupied) into a type of museum with a restaurant in it. With galleries all to the south on Brookside

and Philbrook and THS to the north this would be contextually useful. There are thousands of ideas regarding the natural history

of Tulsa or the future of Tulsa to be celebrated or curated or planned in a place like this. The restaurant could be an unusual and

one-of-a-kind draw to offset costs.

2. Make the land and grounds themselves an extension of Zink parkfor use within the neighborhood and as needed outdoor
recreation for pedestrians. Put something unique and accessible and connected and fluid with the community. lt's called

"Brookside"...make it focused on the waterways of the brook itself.

When I see plans like this, I wonder why are we so short-sighted? That neighborhood of 100 year old homes, those bird habitats,

those creek habitats, etc cannot sustain that level of building, traffic, and all the maintenance and upkeep they require. A quiet,

useful, human-level structure is what is called for.

lf we want to develop Tulsa into a world-class city we can't keep thinking small like this. Think bigger. South Tulsa shopping

centers and all the awful-aesthetic signage and car-culture that goes with it is not what attracts people to Tulsa. Ask yourself

what attracts people to not only come, but to stay here. The answer cannot be found in this proposal.

Liz Martin
151L E 36th Pl

Tulsa, OK 74LO5

1



Savu¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Get Outlook for Android

Miller, Susan

Tuesday, August 11,2020 4:07 PM

Sawyer, Kim

Wilkerson, Dwayne

FW: Proposed Building at 31st and Peoria

FIL T T$P Y

From: Eve Ash <eveash9LS@smail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, August 1I,2O2O 2:01:04 PM

To: Wilborn, Troy <TWilborn@incog.orq>

Subject: Proposed Building at 3l-st and Peoria

To whom it may concern

ljust saw a sketch of the proposed building to be located at 3Lst and Peoria, and lwant to register a strong opinion against it

Aesthetically I think it would be a mistake. Brookside is special in part because it's small, I think, and tucked in around Crow

Creek and small green belts and quiet neighborhoods. You can overdevelop a jewel, and pretty soon it's lost its charm.

Please stop and think this through again. l'm not sure what the motivation is behind this development, but overdevelopment in

this charming midtown neighborhood seems like a massive mistake to me. We already have the giant park not a mile away.

Brookside has always been an understated area, where cars slow down and the shops feel unique and carefully curated. That's a

huge part of its appeal. Let's don't trade that forjust another busy thoroughfare.

Sincerely,

Eve Ash

3022 E 5l.st St, Apt 81
Tulsa, OK 74IO5
9t8-236-3LLt

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Slater <jslaterl 1 05@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 11,2020 3:30 PM

esubmit
Commercial Development at 31st and Peoria

F/iLE r'l/fiy
Dear INCOG,

I understand discussion and a possible vote is scheduled soon for a zoning change to the Patterson Estate at 31st and

Peoria.

please consider postponing the discussion and vote on this matter until after the first of next year. I am concerned

that we may soon have several new Tulsa City Councilors and possibly a new Mayor which may impact any zoning

changes. The City of Tulsa is also in turmoilwith the on-going pandemic. A more reasoned discussion could be had

after the first of the year.

I believe it would be very wise to postpone this decision until our City is in a more stable state

Thank you for your consideration.

Jan Slater JD, MBA
L7L2S. Troost Ave

Tulsa, OK47!20

1



Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey D. Hassell <jhassell@gablelaw.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 2:36 PM

esubmit
Case Number MPD-3 - SE/C 31st St. & S. Peoria Ave

f üüp ï
Comments have been solicited on this zoning change proposal. We are neighbors just around the corner on 30th Place

between Peoria and Woodward - just a few hundred feet from the proposed development - 1232 East 30tt' Place. We are
surprised we did not receive notice of this in the mail - if we are not in the 300' radius, we are very close.

Please consider granting more time for us to study the proposal (and also, frankly, for the city elections to occur). I do not
know at this time whether I will participate in any objections, but the magnitude of this proposal is so great, and the change
to the neighborhood (and frankly the entire city) so significant, that we need time to study this, consider the effect on the
neighborhood and values, and consider all other relevant factors.

Thank you. Please acknowledge receipt of this email

E
Jeffrey D. Hassell I Shareholder I GableGotwals
(w) 918-595-4823 | (m) 918-688-0667 | 

jhassell@gablelaw.com

1 100 ONEOK Plaza | 100 West sth Street
Tulsa, OK 74'1034217 | USA I Bio I www.gablelaw.com

Th¡s message and any attachments are forthe addressee only and may contain pr¡v¡leged orconfidential information. lf you have received th¡s in error, please notify

me immediately and permanently delete the message and any prints or other cop¡es.

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Myrna Seale < mvs5445@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 11,2020 3:16 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31

ll l, ¡ L :r åLL &u¿_[

To. TMAPC
From. Myrna Seale

2624 E 33rd St
9181743-5784
91 8/810-7325

Because this project (MPD-3) has quickly become so controversial, I

would like to request that the rezoning hearing be delayed til after the
November 3rd election - when we w¡ll be choos¡ng a Mayor and City
Councillors, some of whom may be completely new to holding public
office.

This would put them at quite a disadvantage for dealing with the
complexities of this zon¡ng change and the impact it would have on the
Brookside area and surrounding ne¡ghborhoods from so many
perspectives. lt would also give the developers more time to arrange
and hold Community Meetings to address the concerns - as they
indicated they planned to do in the Thursday meeting I virtually
attended.

I am trying to understand the process myself and am ovenruhelmed with
information - about the zoning definitions and the PlaniTulsa
Comprehensive Plan (361 pages!) which is supposed to guide these
decisions.

Please delay the September 2nd rezoning hearing for MPD-3 Brookside

1

31.



Thank you,
Myrna Seale
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Saw]¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teresa Burkett <TBurkett@cwlaw.com >

Tuesday, August 11, 2020 3:22 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 MPD-3

F'å8. I TffiPY

Goodafternoon. lamconcernedaboutthetimingofthehearingsanddecision-makingforthisprojectjustbeforetheprimary
for our city council and mayor's re-election campaign. Councilor Kembro for District 9 is not running for election and many other
city councilors are focused on their races, as is our mayor. I would like to participate more fully in this process but only learned

of the project less than a week ago. I respectfully request that the decisions and publíc hearings on this process be postponed

until January 2O2! when we will have our new City Council seated and know for certain who our mayor will be. We may also be

further along in responding to the pandemic.

ln short, I am concerned that the proposal does not fit within the recommendations of the City's Comprehensive Plan. The area

north of Crow Creek on Peoria is designated as residential, while the area south of Crow Creek is designated for commercial

growth. The entire perimeter of the tract at issue is residential. I understand that the property will be developed, of course, but

I believe Tulsa will be better served if it remains residential zoning, whether with a multiple story building with underground
parking or a tract of townhouses with interior or lower level parking. The area is fully residential. Let's keep it that way. Thank

you. Teresa Burkett

Teresa Meinders Burkett I Partner
CONNER & WINTERS, LLP
4000 One Wìlliams Center I Tulsa, OK74172-0148
P 918.586.8592 | F 918.586.8653
tburkett@cwlaw.com lv-card I bio lcwlaw.com

This message and any attachments may contain information that is highly confidential, privileged, and exempt from
disclosure. Any recipient other than the intended recipient is advised that any dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of
this message is strictly prohibited.

lf you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Babs Richardson < babscrich@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 11,2020 2:15 PM

esubmit
Proposed development at 31st and Peoria # (MPD-3)

FtL t c8P y

Subject:

Hello,

With regard to the proposed development at 31st and Peoria in Tulsa, #(MPD-3), I would like to register my objection to mixed

use zoning.

Crow Creek forms a natural boundary for commercial and mixed use zoning before encroaching on historic and traditional and

long-time, beautiful residential neighborhoods. For aesthetic reasons and to maintain property values of surrounding

neighborhoods, commercial zoning should remain south of Crow Creek.

I used to live on Crow Creek, and the proposed, dense infill threatens future flooding of residential neighborhoods, as I have

persona lly experienced.

ln addition, I often use both Peoria and 3Lst street near this property. As it stands now, the traffic congestion which will increase

due to the density of the proposed commercial and residential services is unsustainable and I believe will prove a nightmare for
residents in this area.

ldeally, I would propose that the property be developed into park and green space for all to enjoy. I do understand the financial

implications, but at the very least, if anything must replace the current structures on this property, it should be minimally

invasive and aesthetically pleasing to the historic neighborhoods it adjoins.

Thank you for considering my objections.

Allgood wishes,

Barbara Richardson
2038 East 38 Street
Tulsa, OK

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Scott Bell <esbell@gmail.com>

Tuesday, August 11,2020 9:36 AM
esubmit
Comments on project MPD-3

Greetings,
FÍ!. T TTP Y

I know your time is valuable so I will get to the point. The proposal is a hideous use of beautiful land. This mockup looks like a

South Tulsa shopping center/assisted living center. The future of retail business isn't looking good any wayyou slice it, and

developing the beautiful space in this way is not what brookside needs. The north end of brookside is actually the superior area

of the strip. As you go south it turns more and more into varying quality strip-mall businesses instead of something unique and

useful to all. Pedestrian-friendly design ends right before 36th St and from there becomes muddled and traffic-focused all the

way to 5Lst. Our obsession with car culture and retail shopping is stuck somewhere in the mid-2Oth century with no context or
updates to how people live now or how we could live in the future re: climate change, disappearing habitats of all kinds.

Contextually, the land, the nature and existing neighborhoods that surround this idea simply won't hold this kind of structure

with any continuity or grace.

I propose as possibilities:

L. Make the home (if it is not occupied) into a type of museum with a restaurant in it. With galleries all to the south on Brookside

and Philbrook and THS to the north this would be contextually useful. There are thousands of ideas regarding the history of Tulsa

or the future of Tulsa to be celebrated or curated or planned in a place like this. The restaurant could be an unusual and one-of-

a-kind draw to offset costs.

2. Make the land and grounds themselves an extension of Zink park for use within the neighborhood and as needed outdoor
recreation for pedestrians. Put something unique and accessible and connected and fluid with the community. lt's called

"Brookside"...make it focused on the waterways of the brook itself.

When I see plans like this, I wonder why are we so short-sighted? That neighborhood of 100 year old homes, those bird habitats,

those creek habitats, etc cannot sustain that level of building, traffic, and all the maintenance and upkeep they require. A quiet,

useful, human-level structure is what is called for.

lf we want to develop Tulsa into a world-class city we can't keep thinking small like this. Think bigger. South Tulsa shopping

centers and all the awful-aesthetic signage and car-culture that goes with it is not what attracts people to Tulsa. Ask yourself

what attracts people to not only come, but to stay here. The answer cannot be found in this proposal.

Scott Bell

923 N Cheyenne Ave
Tulsa, OK74LO6

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Jeff Heckenkemper <jeffh@kw.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 1:22 PM

esubmit ilLt 00PT
Proposed re-zoning at 31st and Peoria/Patterson property

I live at 31-st place and Owasso Ave

We are all respectfully requesting that INCOG delay discussions about the rezoning until after

the neighbors have had a chance to fully review and understand the proposed project. I have

lived in this neighborhood for 30 plus years and have a vested interest in the development and

its impact on our quality of life

I have multiple concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had enough information for
this to continue.

We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The

environmental impact has not been vetted and will be substantial.

Thank you in advance for your consideration,
Jeff Heckenkemper

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:

Madalene Witterholt < leschatscampbell@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 12:26 PM

esubmit
Proposed re-zoning at 31st and Peoria/Patterson property

Ë ßL Ë TÛPY
Subiect:

> My husband Patrick Campbell and I live at 30th and Madison. So do my parents, Anne and Ed Witterholt.

> We are all respectfully requesting that INCOG delay discussions about the rezoning until after the neighbors have had a chance

to fully review and understand the proposed project. I have lived in this neighborhood for 30 plus years and have a vested

interest in the development and its impact on our quality of life

> I have multiple concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had enough information for this to continue.

> My husband and I are both former Presidents of the MapleRidge Neighborhood Association and I knowthere will be quite a bit

of discussion about this and believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The

environmental impact has not been vetted and will be substantial.

> Thank you in advance for your consideration .

> Madalene AB Witterholt, Esq

> Patrick E. Campbell
> Anne V. Witterholt
> Dr. Edward J. Witterholt

1



Kim

Susan Gronberg < susan.gronberg@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 10:13 AM

esubmit
Proposed development at 31st and Peoria, MPD-3

FYFrom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

l'm writing to oppose this plan, largely because of the paving over of so much green space, something that drew us to Tulsa

decades ago and still happily surprises visitors.

We may not need a park there, given the proximity to Woodward and Gathering Place, but even a well-designed housing

development with large swaths of trees and other greenery would be much more eco-friendly.

I also question the notion that this hulking development would welcome people to Brookside, which has long been characterized

by small, largely local businesses.

Susan H. Gronberg
1416 South Elwood Avenue
Tulsa, OK74IL9



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Scott Bell <esbell@gmail.com>

Tuesday, August 11,2020 9:36 AM

esubmit
Comments on project MPD-3

r"rr r'

Greetings,

I know your time is valuable so I will get to the point. The proposal is a hideous use of beautiful land. This mockup looks like a

South Tulsa shopping center/assisted living center. The future of retail business isn't looking good any way you slice it, and

developing the beautiful space in this way is not what brookside needs. The north end of brookside is actually the superior area

of the strip. As you go south it turns more and more into varying quality strip-mall businesses instead of something unique and

usefulto all. pedestrian-friendly design ends right before 36th St and from there becomes muddled and traffic-focused allthe
way to 51-st. Our obsession with car culture and retail shopping is stuck somewhere in the mid-2Oth century with no context or

updates to how people live now or how we could live in the future re: climate change, disappearing habitats of all kinds.

Contextually, the land, the nature and existing neighborhoods that surround this idea simply won't hold this kind of structure

with any continuity or grace.

I propose as possibilities

1. Make the home (if it is not occupied) into a type of museum with a restaurant in it. With galleries all to the south on Brookside

and philbrook and THS to the north this would be contextually useful. There are thousands of ideas regarding the history of Tulsa

or the future of Tulsa to be celebrated or curated or planned in a place like this. The restaurant could be an unusual and one-of-

a-kind draw to offset costs.

2. Make the land and grounds themselves an extension of Zink park for use within the neighborhood and as needed outdoor

recreation for pedestrians. Put something unique and accessible and connected and fluid with the community. lt's called

"Brookside"...make it focused on the waterways of the brook itself.

When I see plans like this, I wonder why are we so short-sighted? That neighborhood of 100 year old homes, those bird habitats,

those creek habitats, etc cannot sustain that level of building, traffic, and all the maintenance and upkeep they require. A quiet,

useful, human-level structure is what is called for.

tf we want to develop Tulsa into a world-class city we can't keep thinking small like this. Think bigger. South Tulsa shopping

centers and all the awful-aesthetic signage and car-culture that goes with it is not what attracts people to Tulsa. Ask yourself

what attracts people to not only come, but to stay here. The answer cannot be found in this proposal.

Scott Bell

923 N Cheyenne Ave.
Tulsa, OK74L06

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Jennifer Rorex <jenniferrorex@yahoo.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 1:52 PM

esubmit
31st and Woodward Blvd.

Ff t E ff#P}fl
My Family lives at 31st and Woodward Blvd.

We are all respectfully requesting that INCOG delay discussions about the rezoning until after the neighbors

have had a chance to fully review and understand the proposed project. I have lived in this neighborhood for
five years and plan on raising our family in the neighborhood. We have a vested interest in the development and

its impact on the quality of life for our family and pets.

I have concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had enough information for this to continue.

We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The environmental

impact has not been vetted and will be substantial.

Thank you in advance for your consideration.

Jennifer Erin Rorex

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Dan Arthur <darthur@all-llc.com>
Tuesday, August 11,2020 1:24PM
esubmit
Lloyd Caldwell
31st & Peoria Development Comments Ff!. { g&P y

Greetings!

I live directly across from the proposed new development at 3Lst & Peoria. My address is:

1260 E.3Lst. Place

Tulsa, OK74IO5

l've lived in the area for about 25 years, am married, and have two kids. I am also an engineer.

l've reviewed the plan, drawings, and details. The proposed project appears to be well thought out, sufficiently detailed, and is

the type quality that should have a very positive lmpact on the neighborhood for years to come. I realize that some of the
residents in my neighborhood are not supportive of this because of concerns regarding traffic, strangers parking in on our

neighborhood streets, the potential for increased crime, and also strangers (potentially drunken individuals) becoming more

prevalenttothearea. However,oneofthereasonslmovedtotheBrooksideareawastobeclosetothemanyrestaurantsand
businesses located in Brookside. My point is that I would hate for INCOG to delay the project or perhaps deny it on the basis of
concerns like the ones I noted. Although they are allvalid concerns, they are also what makes the Brookside area special!

Please take this note as a STRONG vote of support for this project. Please don't delay the project on the basis of concerns that

are also perhaps one of the biggest reasons many of those expressing such concerns live in this area.

Thanks for considering my comments

Dan Artþur, P.E., SPEC

CEO & Chief Engineer
ALL Consulting



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Curtis Roberts < croberts@tulsalawyer.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 1:12PM
esubmit
Proposed Zoning for Businesses in our Neighborhood

FILE TOPY

My wife and I live at 31s Ct. and Owasso Ave.

We respectfully request that INCOG delay discussions about the rezoning until after the neighbors have had a chance to

fully review and understand the proposed project. I have lived in this neighborhood for over eight years and have a

vested interest in the development and its impact on our quality of life

I have multiple concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had enough information for this to continue.

We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The environmental impact

has not been vetted and will be substantial.

Thank you in advance for your consideration.

Curtis and Kristen Roberts

CR
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FRANDEN I FARRIS I QUILUN
GOODNIGHT + ROBERTS

Two West 2nd Street, Suite 900
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103
(918) 583-7129 phone
(918) 584-3814 fax
(800) 583-7129 phone
croberts@tu lsalawver. com
www.tulsalawver.com
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WARNING: This message may be a privileged and/or a confidential communication. It is transmitted for the exclusive use of the

addressee. Use or copying of ihis e-mail or the information contained within is unauthorized except by the named addressee. If you received

this message in error, plãase reply to the sender and advise that it was erroneously transmitted to you without reading or inquiring into the

contents of the e-mail. 3ender dòes not waive any related rights as a result of an incorrect transmission. The contents of this message are the

property of Franden, Farris, Quillin, Goodnight + Roberts and are not to be reproduced without its express permission'
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jere lwata <jiwata@cox.net>

Tuesday, August 11,2020 1:02 PM

esubmit
Proposed Re-Zoning at 31st and Peoria Redevelopment Project

fflE tffitr rn

Gentlemen:

My wife and I live at 31st and South Madison Ave.

We respectfully request that INCOG delay any decision/discussions about the rezoning until after the neighbors have had an

opportun¡ty to fully review and understand the proposed project at 31st and Peoria Ave. We have lived in the neighborhood for
over 50 years and have a vested interest in the development and its impact on our quality of life.

We have multiple concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had sufficient information for this project to continue

We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The environmental impact has not

been sufficiently studied to be vetted and it could have a substant¡al negative impact on the local environment and wildlife.

Thank you in advance for your consideration in this matter

Respectfully,

Jere D. and Swannie Zink Hott lwata

Jere D. lwata
iiwata@cox.net
(9'18) 742-0870 (Home)
(918) 629-9010 (Cell)

THIS E-MAIL MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENT THERETO IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED, AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM
DISCLOSURE
UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED
THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE
RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL COMMUNICATION IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY SENDING A REPLY E-MAIL MESSAGE TO
THESENDER. THANKYOU.
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Maumus <judithmaumus@yahoo.com>

Tuesday, August 11,2020 12:54 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31 Proposal and Development

FIL T 88PY

To lncog:

I am a neighbor in Maple Ridge and am writing to you today to ask that you delay the discussion and vote on this development.
Please consider waiting until after the elections and holidays. lf we could delay this discussion to January when we will have the
Mayor and City Councilors in place, that would be ideal. I think it's important to have the appropriate representatives in place as

we move forward on this development.

Thank you,
Judith

1



Sawyer, Kim Lttì t ä"*3ød
I ßl-¡r ftlJ¡ I

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Dave Shults < dshults@jdyoung.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 12:43 PM

esubmit
tdshults@gmail.com
FW: Proposed re-zoning at 31st and Peoria/Patterson property

My wife and I live at 3L't and Woodward.

We are all respectfully requesting that INCOG delay discussions about the rezoning until after
the neighbors have had a chance to fully review and understand the proposed project. I have
lived in this neighborhood for 30 plus years and have a vested interest in the development and
its impact on our quality of life
I have multiple concerns at this time and do not feel the public has had enough information for
this to continue.
We believe that it is too soon for INCOG to consider this significant and impactful change. The

environmental impact has not been vetted and will be substantial.
Thank you in advance for your consideration .

Dave and Teresa Shults
3131Woodward Blvd.

Tulsa, Oklahoma,74105



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PTANHING OFFICE

Wilkerson, Dwayne

Tuesday, August 11, 2020 1 1:37 AM
Sawyer, Kim

FW:31st and Peoria project

F iL E TSf{Y

Dwoyne Wilkerson, ASLA, PIA
Principol Plonner I Current Plonning
Tulso Plonning Office
2W.2nd St., Bth Floor I Tulso, OK 74,l03

18.579.?475

Shope Our Fulure

START HERE >

TULSA,

From: Myrna Seale <mvs5445@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 2:32 PM

To: Wil ke rso n, Dwayne < DWi I ke rso n @ i ncog.o rg>

Subject: 3Lst and Peoria project

I would like to go on record as being ser¡ously opposed to the proposal
for the Brookside 31 rezoning and redevelopment of the Patterson
estate to a Mixed Use Development.

1- lt's a traffic nightmare - parallel parking on Peoria??? - you've got to
be kidding!

2. No more restaurants or retail is needed in this area! The existing
ones are struggling to survive, and there's plenty of turnover as it is.

3. More townhouses? I'd be thrilled to consider a compact housing
development - esp one w¡th an ag¡ng demographic in mind - which
townhouses AREN'T. And one which allowed it to keep the lovely park-
like space.

1



I'm disappointed in the Patterson family!

Myrna Seale

2



Sawyer, Kim Flr F a¡---rtLI u{,f,Í, IFrom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Carr <scott@tekart.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 12:39 PM

esubmit
Support for the proposed re-zoning of 31st & Peoria

I would like to express my strong support for the proposed rezoning at 31st & Peoria.

The proposed development would provide a great boost to Brookside, and it would be similar in scope for housing compared to

the Enclave when considering the retail nearby which establishes 41st & Peoria as a destination for shopping, restaurants, and

services. What is proposed at 31st & Peoria, would bolster the entry into Brookside with additional retail, restaurant, and

services locations and provide a solid mile in a walkable environment that is a draw for both local neighborhood consumers as

well as bringing in economic benefit from across the metro area.

The consistent growth of Brookside is vital to the attraction of the area both economically as well as residentially. Like the

Enclave, the residential portion of this planned development will appeal to the late 2O-somethings and early 3O-somethings who

have jobs who also would like to live within walking distance of an exciting and vibrant area.

Further, this counters the growth of Downtown Tulsa by allowing Brookside to keep pace. Our proximity to The Gathering Place

and RiverTrails makes this addition to Brookside competitive.

Stronger economic growth and attractive amenities benefits Brookside residences with accelerating the increasing property

values of the surrounding area, giving each home owner much greater value than normal appreciation.

Finally, because of its location along the main arteries of traffic being 31st Street and Peoria, the surrounding neighborhood will

not suffer any ill effects, with the assumption that the significant blind corner that cu¡rrently exists in that location will no longer

be a visual obstacle.

I look forward to this development, and I'd encourage residents to consider the enhancement and benefit in monetary value

that we will experience as a result.

Sincerely,

Scott Carr
t7t8E 37th St

Tulsa, OK 74LOs

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allison Lackner < allisonclackner@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11, 2020 8:48 AM

esubmit
MPD-3 F[[_[ ffirpY

Please do not allow the large old house on the southeast corner of 3Lst and Peoria to be torn down and commercially

developed. I have lived in midtown my whole life and grew up in a historic home. So much history is being erased, please don't

let this happen.

Sincerely,
Allison Lackner
Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Paisley, Deeann < DPaisley@saintfrancis.com>
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:02 AM
esubmit
'Kara Joy McKee, Tulsa City Council District 4'
31st and Peoria Development

Hello,

My name is: DeeAnn Paisley

I live at: 1530 S. Trenton Ave, Tulsa, OK 74120
My comments about this case are: I am opposed to this proposed zoning change from residentialto mixed-use. This

is a "historic" residential neighborhood. Please do not allow our homes and our history to be destroyed. I appreciate
your commitment to saving Tulsa.

FILE, tüH d

Saint Francis Health System intends this email only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is

privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. lf you have received this email in error, you are hereby notified

that we do not consent to any reading, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email and request you notify the sender immediately

and destroy this transmission. Violators may be prosecuted under Federal law.

1
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Martin Senske < msenske@intcon.net>
Tuesday, August 11,2020 B:20 AM

esubmit
MPD-3 31/Peoria OpposeSubject:

I oppose any commercial development at the intersection of 3lst and Peoria

Martin Senske

1610 E 55th ST

Tulsa, OK 74105

1



Sawyer, Kim .t:'¡l

f ALL L,q'8f I
From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Margaret Aycock < margeeaycock@gmail.com >

Tuesday, August 11,2020 8:26 AM

esubmit
MPD-3

This is Margee Aycock whose physical address is 1135 N. Denver Ave. in Tulsa 741"06. My husband and I own two properties at

37th and Cincinnati. We wanted to say that we absolutely do not think the idea of the shopping center on this corner is

appropriate use of the property. The land itself is beautiful as well as the house and to us it would be much more appropriate to

use the house and rehab it and if you had to use the land for anything it would be wonderfulto save it as public park land. The

idea that South Tulsa needs yet another shopping center is not true. The height alone of the project would be enough for me to

say that is the wrong use of this property. We hope instead that the owners would work to preserve it's Beauty and find a good

use for the home rather than this hideous grouping of buildings and parking lots.

Margee Aycock

Sent from my iPhone

1



Saw!¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Ellen Jones <joneses696@sbcglobal.net>

Monday, August 10,2020 6:07 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31/Peoria Oppose

Oh please, please, don't letthis horrid monstrosity be built overthe Harwelden Mansion!Thatold building has class, style and

history and the new development has...nothing. Please oppose the zoning change!

Jane Ellen Jones

Joneses6g6@sbcgloba l.net

918-851-600s
461"5 S. Florence Ave

Tulsa, OK 74105

Sent from my phone, please excuse the typos.

ffÍ.¿,
üürrï
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wendy Gregory <tulsawendy@gmail.com >

Monday, August 10,2020 6:41 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31/Peoria OPPOSE

It is unconscionable that we are considering demolishing a historic home for this monstrosity, which could be placed elsewhere

to save both the house and the Brookside neighborhood charm. lam adamantly opposed and urge you to vote no!

Wendy Gregory
77th St, Tulsa 741"33

Sent from my iPhone

Qro*^
_rrul
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

marge armstrong <margearms@sbcglobal.net>

Monday, August 10,2020 6:41 PM

esubmit
Case # (MPD-3) Brookside 31

We are writing to voice concern for the planned building height of MPD called Brookside 31 located at 31st & Peoria.

While we approve the MPD concept in general, we believe the height of the mixed use buildings does not fit in the

neighborhood. Similar planned developments in cities such as Austin have lower building heights and still successfully

accommodate a mix of business, retail and residential.

This development could be a positive addition to Tulsa if done with care and consideration of the surrounding neighborhood. The

Enclave is an example of an infill that DOES NOT FlT. Our hope is that this MPD will fit in scale and architecture with the

neighborhood. Done successfully this MPD could attract not only business and retail but also young professionals considering

employment in Tulsa.

Marge and Rick Armstrong
2652 E.38th Street
Tulsa, OK74105

ttt
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Please do not approve the 31st and Peoria monstrosity !A better use of that land would be
garden homes that save the trees and character of the neighborhood. Traffic! Noise! Pollution!
Midtown Tulsa does not need anymore! Sandra Goodson

ftÍ.t
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Jean Fausser <jfiberart@ msn.com >

Monday, August 10,2020 1:38 PM

esubmit
Development at 31st and Peoria

FtL[ tü'{y

l've never written to oppose a development before but this one is going too far. Case number MPD-3. lt will have a

negative effect on the residential area and will be a traffic problem as well. The property can be developed but this

multistory monstrosity is ill advised. I live on 33rd just east of Lewis and so am not directly affected by this but

secondarily all of midtown will be impacted.

Jean Ann Fausser

JFiberart.com

1



Sawyer, Kim
a rLf but'Y

From:
Sent:
To:

Klammer, Julia W - TULSA OK <julia-klammer@ml.com>

Monday, August 10,2020 2:23 PM

esubmit
''BROOKSIDE 31''Subject:

Dear all:

As a 30-year resident who's loved living in south Maple Ridge, l've seen a lot of change in the neighborhood over the years.

Brookside was basically devoid of life and restaurant/shopping choices when we arrived in 1990 - it's obviously come a long

way, although in the past couple of years some long-time businesses have closed or moved, and more are now out of business

and for sale. (Cosmos Café, Brookside Hardware, an entire church property, other long-empty spaces just south of Shades of
Brown,etc.) ThereisplentyofavailablespaceonPeoriabetween32ndand4L'talonetokeepdevelopersbusyforquitesome
time. And certain blocks of Brookside are overdue for restoration and repair.

The Gathering Place adds a world-class park within walking distance, although this hasn't come without a lot of traffic and

parking issues. Pre-pandemic, 31.'t and Riverside routinely looked like 7l-'t and Memorial during the holiday shopping season -
maybe worse, because so much of the traffic is on foot, bike and scooter and spilling off the corners inches away from where

cars are turning onto and off 31't Street. lt's already difficult to negotiate this intersection. The children's museum now under

construction will only exacerbate this.

And now the complete destruction of a beautiful wooded corner lot is being proposed, which would further increase these

issues in a major way. How is 3L't Street / Peoria Avenue expected to accommodate all this extra traffic? And what is the need

behind more retail/business space at this location? A quick walk down Peoria into Brookside shows several closed businesses

and space available for new tenants - much of which has been vacant for some time already. lt's estimated that nationally, L5%

of all restaurants and food service establishments will close or go out of business because of the pandemic - and we're not even

through it yet. The true number may be significantly higher than this. How many more Brookside businesses will shut their

doors before we have some treatment for the virus? lt seems a very odd time to even consider additional commercial/retail

capacity.

And beware of the 61st Street and Yale if-you-build-it-they-will-come folly. That development added a very few net new

businesses, duplicated some others nearby and simply relocated the rest from farther south on Yale Avenue and Kingspointe

Village. And those retail spaces that were vacated for a quick move across or down the street are still empty. All in the name (as

explained to me) of making food and other services "more accessible" to people at Warren Place and St. Francis.

tf the property is to be developed, let it be additional residential housing, and not a high-rise that will tower over those

homeownerssouthandeastofthe3l't/Peoriaintersection. Lessconcreteandmorenaturalhabitat. Fewerpeopleandless
traffic. Something truly unique that will have lasting value, not more of the same. Creative housing alternatives for locals, like

townhouses, single-story turnkey communities attractive to the growing aging demographic, which are in short supply in this

part of Tulsa, and the like.

Please take a holistic approach in planning the best project for this property. A property's highest and best use should never

just be about the money.

Sincerely,
Julia Klammer
3030 S Madison Ave
Tulsa, OK 74L74

L



This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential
and/or proprietary and subject to important terms and conditions available at http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer
lf you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message.
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Kay Sheehan <kaynotanangel@hotmail.com>

Monday, August 10,202010:13 AM
esubmit
MPD-3, 31 lPeoria cornerSubject:

We do not need any more retail nor commercial anything in our area, nor the proposed monstrosity to compete with the

surroundings. I oppose the change that is being proposed.

Kay Sheehan
2O7 E27th Street
Tulsa, OK74IL4

Flt F Í]rur, Y
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

betsy warner < ohmymy4O@yahoo.com >

Monday, August 10,2020 12:07 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 31lPeoria Oppose Ft[ [ ctPy

I grew up in the house directly south of this property which had been in my family's possession since
1934. lt was a wonderful neighborhood to grow up in. Close enough to hop a bus or stroll down to
Brookside, the commercial district starting just south of Crow Creek.

I recently had to sell this property as I had moved my mother, Mary W. Warner, to a memory care facil¡ty. lt
had been a "family compound" for decades and as people died, their homes were sold and others moved
in. A year ago I was lucky to find a buyer who also enjoyed the prospect of living "lN" town but with a very
private atmosphere in an established older neighborhood. The neighbors were all very concerned that we
would subdivide or sell to a buyer who had an intent to develop into multiple zero-lot line houses, etc. I

understood their concern as so many other large lots were being split and knowing it would not bring as
much money... I did the "right thing" and respected my neighbors. Mother's house was torn down but it was
dated and small (by today's standards) and not designed in a way that additions were really possible. I

knew the buyer would built something that would be accepted by the neighbors.

We knew Bob and Cadijah Patterson and saw them at social events, but a tall chain link fence always
divided our property as well as the properties to the east of the Loffland's. Bob loved that land and when he
died I feared what his children would do since it was very expensive to maintain. lncidentally we always
referred to it as the Loffland Mansion as that is who originally built it and Mirs. Loffland lived there until the
mid-1960s. lt's one of those old Tulsa oil names that you never hear anymore but Mr. Loffland and my
grandfather were well acquainted and one of the reasons our seven acres was purchased when my father
was only 3 years old.

Rockford Drive has always been a wonderful place to raise a family and that neighborhood as well as those
on Quaker and Rockford Road will suffer greatly because of a commercial development that is, frankly not
needed. Utical Square has many vacancies for upscale shopping and/or restaurants and there are other
areas between 33rd street and 51st street which could use a fresh new look and upscale environment.

lf this is allowed, it will destroy the land to the south... which woud become a buffer between this Brookside
31 and Brookside. Multiple stories of luxury condos will destroy the skyline, only encouraging other
developers to tear down more neighborhoods in the area to construct even more high rises.

As for the Gathering Place ... the last thing you need is to add any more "upscale" attractions since the park
is supposed to be inclusive.

It's simply a matter of greed. That property could be divided into multiple lots of beautiful homes --- even
with yards. Granted it might only bring the Pattersons four million dollars instead of what they anticipate
from this multi-use structure... but it would be the right thing to do. You can't widen 31st... so doing
anything that would drastically increase traffic would be a bad idea. Furthermore, they talk about how the
parking will be in the "back" instead of visible from 31 st or Peoria.. well guess what.. that means all the
neighbors get to smell car fumes and listen to cars while sitting on their patios.

1



I guess you'd have to be a neighbor to realize how horrible this would be so listen to those that are and do
the right thing. I already feel so sorry for people who's homes backed up to the Gathering Place and now
have folks staring into their back yards and into their windows. Let's not make that mistake againl People
moved into these neighborhoods because they loved the homes and the environment --- don't force them
to have to move to Jenks or Broken Arrow.

Mary E. Warner

2



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Oppose
Sent from my iPhone

Kristen Kenneally <kskenneall@icloud.com>

Monday, August 10,2020 9:52 AM

esubmit
M PD-3. 31 lPeoria Oppose

rrl t c0Pr
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I live within blocks of this property
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Catherine deCamp

Catherine deCamp <catherine.decamp@hotmail.com >

Monday, August 10,2020 9:43 AM
esubmit
MPD-3

Please do not destroy the beautiful home and 8 acres at 31 & Peoria by allowing another shopping area to be built.

The property, if developed, should be one-family residential homes Tulsa Midtown does NOT need another shopping center.

We do need more green space

My information:
Catherine deCamp
L2I3 E 29 Place

Tulsa, OklahomaT4tL4

ç rï-t, O&Pï
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Clay Cooley <trulythecooley@yahoo.com>
Monday, August 10,2020 9:30 AM
esubmit
"MPD-3 31lPeoria Oppose"

"MPD-3 3L/Peoria Oppose"
We do not need another monstrosity like that in the middle of a residential neighborhood ! Please do not allow this to happen.

Further, the Patterson mansion is it Tulsa gem.

All the best,
Clay Cooley
918-899-0307

1



Sawyer, Kim r ¡L t ttPï
From:
Sent:
To:

Judy Hammond <hammondjudy1001 @gmail.com>
Monday, August 10, 2020 9:17 AM
esubmit

Please do not rezone the 31st and Peoria area for a shopping center....that would ruin the area, and Tulsa can't support the

shopping centers we have. We don't need any more!

1
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Saw!¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

please do not allow this at 3Lst and Peoria

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

diane jacobson <dcjmystic@yahoo.com>

Monday, August 10,2020 9:05 AM
esubmit
"MPD-3 31 lP eona Oppose"

1



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Hoyt, Jay

Monday, August 10,2020 B:12 AM
alan beckert
Sawyer, Kim

RE: 31st and Peoria Rezoning

FIL E COPY

Alan,

Your comments will be forwarded to the Planning Commission for their consideration.

Thank you,

Jay Hoyt

From: alan beckert [mailto:beckert.alan@att.net]
Sent: Saturday, August 08,2O2O L2:46 PM

To: Hoyt, Jay <JHoyt@incog.org>

Subject: 3Lst and Peoria Rezoning

Hi Jay,

I live about 114 mile from 31st and Peoria on 29th street. I live here because I like the style of my neighborhood. Used to live on
17th place justnorth of StJohnsand liked ittheretoo. Haveobserved over50yearsof rezoning in my hoodsand noneof itwas
for the benefit of those that lived in the areas where where this happened with the exception of the Gathering Place. But this too
displaced many families that liked living in this area.

I often wonder about the thinking that goes into the approval of rezoning areas, St. Johns, and Hillcrest come to mind, also the
abomination of the 4 story apartment at Denver and Riverside, the apartments behind Reasors at 41st and Peoria, the building at
1Sth and St. Louis. I'm sure no one who lived in these areas were and are not to happy to see these changes.

Ok, 31st and Peoria, as far as the property there, the owners can do whatever they want as far as selling the property, if that is
what they are doing. I personally know the people who live on the property that is just south of the site for rezoning. They will be
sandwiched between 2 commercial areas. I don't believe a 5 story building should be included in the building plans as it will be
the tallest structure in all Brookside. I don't care where they put it on that property, it will still be 5 stories and an eyesore for the
area. Three stories should be the max allowed . Shouldn't the architecture at least seem to blend in with what is in the area? That
is going to be one ugly piece of property, completely out of place for the area. That's a piece that would be fine in a newly
developed area, not Brookside. That intersection can be very hairy with the traffic going south into Brookside with 4 traffic signals
between 31st and 36th streets, there is always a backup during quitting time, adding to itwith what is proposed willonly make that
worse. As far as the property is concerned, it should not be zoned for commercial but ijivided into lots for individual housing.

I also wonder if whoever approves of these zoning changes might not be getting some added benefits??

Regards, Alan Beckert

1



Sawyer, Kim FILE TTPY
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Lewis < karen.b.lewis@sbcalobal.net>
Saturday, August 8,2020 1 1:13 AM
esubmit
Zoning 31st

As a resident of sunset Terrace we strongly disagree with the proposed development at 31st and Peoria

Negative impact on traffic, wildlife impact, and doesn't fit the neighborhood.

Thank you

T+1 918 747 L761. I M +1 9L8607 5679

karen.lewis@advito.com I www.advito.com

1



Sawyer, Kim f'$ü-Ë, [,rU¡" Y

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Emily Foon <emilysfoon@gmail.com>

Sunday, August 9,2020 1 1:39 PM

esubmit
Comment on MPD-3

To Whom it May Concern,

l'm writing to voice my concern and opposition for the property development plan (MPD-3) at the southeast corner of Peoria

and 3Lst.

lam nearly 36 and I born and raised in Austin. Overthe past decade or so, my parents and I have watched with dismay as my

hometown lost its soul and character to development just like MPD-3. ln fact, when my husband graduated from his surgical

residency2yearsago,hehadthechoiceofajobhereinTulsaoroneinAustin. WechosetoraiseourfamilyinTulsaoverAustin
duetoTulsa'sunspoiledbeauty,character,andlackoftraffic; andwe'veneverlookedback.YoungpeoplearechoosingTulsa
and programs like Tulsa Remote precisely because Tulsa hasn't fallen victim to this kind of generic McDevelopment at the cost of
our city's beauty, character, and ease of living.

The property at 31st and Peoria is quintessential Tulsa: green, rolling landscape and old, tall trees. Bulldozing what makes our

city wonderful to build this soulless monstrosity of a development is a travesty. l'm not opposed to development in general, but

for goodness' sake be wise about it. Don't destroy the beauty of our city in favor of generic McDevelopment that you'd find

anywhere.

Why nota new plan utilizingthe beautiful, unique, existing landscapeto ouradvantage, instead of creatingthisgenericconcrete
eyesore? Keep the trees, keep the rolling landscape, but make it useful. Really it could be amazing! But this development as it
stands destroys what is unique and beautiful about Tulsa. lt's a shame and a terrible mistake. Take it from someone who lived

through this in Austin. Don't destroy God-given natural beauty. Find a different way. Work with it to create something beautiful

and truly Tulsa.

Not to mention, this neighborhood and area cannot support the increased traffic this development would bring, and what a

shame to destroy the historic home on the property. MPD-3 would ruin incredible natural beauty and neighborhood character

Don't do it. Find another way. Future generations of Tulsans willthank you. I love Tulsa and am proud to live here (in the

neighborhood!). Let's keep it that way.

Sincerely,

Emily Foon (and Dr. Jeremy Foon)
1018 Sunset Drive
Tulsa, Ok 74114
5L2-922-L372

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Loerke <amyloerke@gmail.com >

Sunday, August 9,2020 10:00 PM

esubmit
Case number MPD-3

FrL t c0Pr

Hello! I am writing to ask that you please do not move forward with destroying the property on the corner of 31st and Peoria for
more commercial ventures. The area there is so beautiful and would be much better served as a place for a lovely walk or to
readabook.OrtopreserveapartofTulsaHistory.Brooksidehasenough, don'tdestroythis!

Amy Loerke
16 year Tulsa resident
7524 E Oklahoma street
741,L5

1



Saw¡¡rer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Katherine Frame < klhf@me.com>
Sunday, August 9,2020 5:56 PM

esubmit
31st 8¿ Peoria

FtL t c0Py

Re: MPD-3

No, no, no, no, no. Too much traffic. Too high-rise. Not in character with the Brookside architecture presently in place. This isn't
south Tulsa; pave away, down there. A beautiful enclave of nice homes is what that property needs. Even a blended

neighborhood of single family dwellings, duplexes, quadraplexes. Nothing over two stories.

Katherine Frame
2280 East 39th St.

Tulsa, T4t9s

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I would like to submit my no vote to the proposed zoning change from residential to mixed use/commercial. The current
infrastructure on Brookside and beautiful neighborhoods will be blighted by this type of structure that doesn't fit the
neighborhood. Traffic would be horrendous and it would ruin the charm of all of Brookside.

Eric Edwards <tripleeez2O@gmail.com>

Sunday, August 9,2020 5:28 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria zoning change

þ tþ- t Ur¡r E
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Kevin Symcox < kevin.symcox@gmail.com >

Sunday, August 9,2020 3:12 PM

esubmit
31st and Peoria - Vote ForSubject: Ffl"[ f;glr

Hello,

I am writing to extend my support to the proposed rezoning at 3Lst and Peoria to allow for a mixed use development. The

property sits on two arterial streets on one of the city's busiest commercial corridors and adjacent to two of Tulsa's most

beloved amenities, Gathering Place and Brookside. This is exactly the location in mind for MX zoning (if not there, where would

be appropriate?). This change will allow many Tulsans to enjoy the amenities in that area instead of the current single house.

lf built to its potential, the area will be an amenity and positive force in the area for years to come.

I understand NIMBy voices are loud, and are loud in every city in America, but fear of change should not be allowed to hold back

positive investment in our city.

RememberthatpeoplewereagainsttheGatheringPlace,theBOKCenter,andDrillerfieldformanyofthesamereasons. lam

sure many of the same people would also have been against Utica Square had land use regulation been what it is today in the

1950s.

Regards

Kevin

Sent from Gmail Mobile

1



SawÌ¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thomas Coleman <taco@tacoleman.com>

Sunday, August 9,2020 1 1:07 AM
esubmit
Case MPD-3

ü'$[ t, år teÅ- y
l'm opposed to this application

1) lntersection at 31't and Peoria is already bad and would require substantial improvement. Who pays for that?

2l This is in the middle of a neighborhood
3) Brookside needs to stop at Crow Creek

Thomas A Coleman
362L S Yorktown Place

Tulsa, OK 74105

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

dlsmithok < dlsmithok@aol.com >

Saturday, August 8,2020 10:52 PM

esubmit FtL t t$p r
This email is in protest tge development called Brookside 31. Leave tge property as is. Turn ibto green space not retail. Peoria

can not hold more traffic and it woyld ruin tge residential feel. Thesr is room sourh on Peoria to upgrade already designated

retail space. We must bot loose more green space to concrete. Bonehead idea. Stop the destruction of our wonderful
residential Brookside now!

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone,

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heather Graves < marblehead@cox.net>
Saturday, August 8,2020 6:38 PM

esubmit
MPD-3 opposition r¡L t tSPr

Please let it be known that we reside in the area and are opposed to the (MPD-3) project at 31st and Peoria

Thank you,
Heather and David Graves

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

catenbl @gmail.com
Saturday, August 8,2020 1:22 PM

esubmit
For MPD 3 F'LT CTPY

Please have affordable housing!! Not rents that begin at 900.00 per month and go to 1500. Tulsa has too many of these apts now in the city
My name is Cathleen Butler and my address is 3846 south Cinncinati Avenue Tulsa, Ok.

1



Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Sarah Dexter < dexter_sarah@hotmail.com >

Friday, August 7,2020 11:21 PM

esubmit; Wilkerson, Dwayne

Objection to Brookside 31 Project, Case Number MPD-3

Fåil fl ffugny
Brookside 3L Project, Case Number MPD-3

I am contacting you to voice my objection to the Brookside 31 project (Planning Commission case number MPD-3) proposed for
the SE corner of 31't & Peoria.

I am increasingly frustrated with the willingness of the Planning Commission to approve commercial developments against the
overwhelming opposition of the Midtown neighborhoods that surround them. The CVS at 15th & Lewis, the quadplexes at 2l-'t &
Jamestown, and the QT at L5th & Lewis are all examples of projects that were approved over neighborhood opposition.

While sensible development is necessary for the city's economic health, projects should not be approved that disrupt 80 - 100-

year-old neighborhoods and clash with existing scale, architecture, zoning, and infrastructure capability. When I was looking for
a house, I specifically bought in Midtown for the architecturalcharm of the neighborhoods, and the type of construction that is

unmatched by modern methods. Midtown has a unique pre-war charm the likes of which will never be built again, and it is
under increasing threat by zoning decisions that ignore the integrity of old neighborhoods not historically protected. A huge part

of what makes Tulsa special and destination worthy is the city's architecture. So many architecturalwonders were lost
downtown before the benefits of preservation and repurposing were realized. The city's older neighborhoods deserve the same

preservation and repurposing considerations.

The Brookside 31 project ¡s the wrong project on the wrong location for the following reasons:

1-) This acreage is zoned residential, and it should stay residential. The current lot is surrounded by neighborhoods on 3

sides. The construction of such a large commercial project is intrusive to the existing neighborhood, which has been

there for 80+ years. The developers proposing this do not have to live with the long-term consequences this project

would bring (increased traffic, noise, lights) but the neighbors do.

2l The developer calls for an 8-story apartment building, which it claims will not tower over the street by placing it further
back in the acreage. That is disingenuous - 8 stories would be the tallest building for miles around, dwarfing any existing

building in the area. The scale of this project does not match Brookside.

3) The plans call for traffic access to both Peoria and 3l't Street, just hundreds of feet from the intersection. Brookside

already has heavy vehicle and pedestrian traffic with insufficient parking during peak use. The traffic problem has been

exacerbated by the Gathering Place construction, which has put further parking strain on an already crowded area. 31't
Street from Peoria to Riverside is only one lane of traffic in each direction. lt is a safety hazard to have cars turning left
into or out of a development so close to the intersection. The street logistics simply do not support what has been
proposed, even if it contains a parking structure.

4l The acreage as it exists is mostly undeveloped and just hundreds of feet away from Crow Creek. Though the plan calls

for a stormwater basin, I see no details about the impact of runoff from so much new concrete into Crow Creek. What
about the wildlife and birds currently living on the natural part of the property?

I do not dispute the property owner's rights to redevelop this property, but its position within a stable residential area should

dictate a residential redevelopment in proportion to the neighborhood.



Thank you for listening to my concerns

Sincerely,

Sarah Dexter

1328 S lndianapolis Ave

Tulsa OK 74L12

Ff¿[ 
88Py
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Sawver, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

David Eakin <eakinm2@gmail.com>

Friday, August 7,2020 10:38 AM

esubmit
MPD-3 ilLt c0PïSubject:

The traffic situation with the AERO, bike lanes on 3Lst street and the continuing congestion in Brookside should definitely

preclude the new development. Widening these streets in a predominately quiet, single family home neighborhood should not

be done. lt will decrease property values and desirability of living in this area. Utica Square and Brookside are all the commercial

properties needed.
A gated multi-home development would be the most desirable use.

David Eakin

3032 S Trenton Ave. Tulsa, 74IL4.

David Eakin

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Dr. William Bernard Wynn, lV <williamwynniv@gmail.com>

Thursday, August 6,2020 6:37 PM

esubmit
Brookside 31

Please do NOT change the zoning to a coma this project! I am a local resident, and this would be detrimental to the area. The

traffic,congestion,pollution. ltwoulddetractfromtheuniquecharmofthebrooksidearea.

VOTE NO!

Thank you !

Sent from my iPhone

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

M JOHNSON <buymnc@aol.com>

Thursday, August 6,2020 12:12PM
esubmit
Rezoning 31st and Peoria

I just want to express my opinion on the rezoning issue. I am against. Brookside has a great vibe right now and changes to

make it more commercial will ruin that, I my opinion.
Please do not rezoning.

Thank you

Millinda Johnson

Sent from my iPhone

FILE. TOPÏ
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Sawyrer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Teresa Burkett <TBurkett@cwlaw.com >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 2:48 PM

Wilkerson, Dwayne

esubmit; Brierre, Rich

Objection to proposed development at 31st &. Peoria

Good afternoon. I live one block from the proposed development at 31st & Peoria. I know that land is currently zoned for
residential use only. I plan to protest any effort to rezone the property to commercial use. Please provide me with notices of
any public hearings on this proposed rezoning. That is an area surrounded completely by residential property. The streets and

infrastructure are not suited for a large retail and commercial development. lt is appropriate for residential use, whether multi-
family or single family dwellings. Please advise as to the opportunities for public input. Thank you.

Teresa Meinders Burkett I Partner
CONNER & WINTERS, LLP

4000 One Williams Center I Tulsa, OK74I72-Ol-48 P 918.586.8592 | F 918.586.8653 tburkett@cwlaw.com I v-card

<http://www.cwlaw.comfvcard-7.vcf> lbio<http://www.cwlaw.com/attorneys-teresa-meinders-burkett> lcwlaw.com
< http ://www.cwlaw.com>

This message and any attachments may contain information that is highly confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure

Any recipient other than the intended recipient is advised that any dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this

message is strictly prohibited.

lf you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately

F !L T TffiPY
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Savw¡er, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Bland Williamson <wbwil138@icloud.com >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 B:44 PM

esubmit
Proposed rezoning at 31st and Peoria - MPD-3

Please reg¡ster my very strong objections to the above proposal. lt is totally inappropriate to the surrounding residential

neighborhoods. The proposal is so overreaching that it should l'll be immediately dismissed. Any future development of the
property should be limited to residual use. Thank you.

Bland and Dana Williamson
3138 S Rockford Drive
Tulsa, OK7405
wbwill@cox.net

Sent from my iPad

Fll. t ü$fl Ïn
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r, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

julie phillips <froebiephillips@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 6,2020 9:59 AM
esubmit
Oppose Brookside 31 project

v

I'm a long-time Tulsa resident. Although I do not live near the Brookside and 3Lst street area, I have always enjoyed the beauty

of the property on the SouthEast corner. I must express my opposition to the proposed development at 3L & Peoria.

Realizing that there are potential tax revenues for the city, I think the unpleasant traffic, disproportionately high buildings and

encroachment into a beautiful residentialarea of Tulsa are not worth the "growth" advantages such as building permit revenues,

property taxes, retail sales taxes, etc.

Please do not allow rezoning of this residential area. Perhaps another use could be gated residential development similar to the

ones on 3Lst street.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any comments or quest¡ons.

Sincerely,
Julia Froeb Phillips
9L8 853-5350

1



Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pamela Gotcher < pamelagotcher@gmail.com >

Thursday, August 6,2020 9:53 AM

esubmit
31st and s peoria pla¡ned development

I live directly in this neighborhood and have lived here 30 years so I can attest to the traffic increases we've experienced in the

past couple of years. 31st and peoria is already packed and too crowded for the existing traffic.

I strongly oppose rezoning to commercial.

Please let me know what I can do to best oppose this

Pam Gotcher 3025 s quaker ave

tulsa,
9r8743 L975
cell918 2323838

.ô

"* ø2
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Sawver, Kim fY\P

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emily Hutton <emilyhallhutton@gmail.com >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 2:09 PM

esubmit
Objection to Brookside 31 Project

FILE 8&PYGood afternoon,

I am resident ¡n Maple Ridge on 28th street.

This development has no place in a old, historical, and residential area of Tulsa. The scale is out of line with the neighborhood.

This property should absolutely remain residential.

I object to Brookside 31.

Thank you,

Emily Hall Hutton

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mondo.bridges@sbcalobal.net
Wednesday, August 5,2020 10:23 AM
esubmit
Brookside 31

The Brookside 3L project is a huge no. Why can something of a smaller scale, that fits this quaint neighborhood be built?

Brookside is losing its charm with all the new "South Tulsa" homes that are being built. Build something that brings charm to the
area, not just makes you money. I'm about done with the way people are developing in this area. So sad and maddening.

Thank you,

Courtney Bridges
35th pland Wheeling

FfLf *r1 ','
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n^{rD-3Sawlter, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joey Toler <joeytoler@mcgrawok.com >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 10:07 AM
esubmit
Brookside 31

I have no problem with change. However, I hope architectural aesthetics and a thoughtful, beautiful design will be the center of
focus with this project. Although I know that ¡s a subjective comment, long lasting beauty that appeals to the masses and not

modern ideals that focus on something strange and "cost effective" is my point. So much of the new construction in Tulsa is

missing that element. Something modeled after one of the hundreds of newer developments in any other city such as Denver,

Dallas, KC, etc. would make such a greater impact on the popularity and longevity of something fitting of midtown.

Just my 2 cents.

Joey Toler
Residential Home Sales

McGraw, Realtors
918.361.6942

1



rnpD-3
Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

E. Hall < liz.n.hall@gmail.com >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 10:24 AM
esubmit; Dist4@tulsacouncil.org; Dist9@tulsacouncil.org

3 1 st B¿ Peoria Re-zoning/Developement

Hello,

I am writing in STRONG OBJECTION to the rezoning of the 3Lst and Peoria "Brookside 3l-". I lived just behind this property for
years, I now live just a few minutes away. lt is home to very old live oaks, nesting Barred Owlswhich ore o threqtened species,

Crow Creek watershed, numerous other types of wildlife.
There is so much potential for this land that would bring such value to the city. There is much data on what green spaces provide

for the city. Yet this re-zoning proposes to tear all of th¡s down and build crowded structures and businesses. lt will lower the

value of homes for homeowners.
Progress does not always have to come at the cost of devastating natural spaces. We are living in the time of COV|D... we will be

dealing with it for a long time. Outdoor spaces that can be community spaces will be of far greater value than offices and

boutique shops.

I realize the family may not longer be able to afford the property since Mr. Patterson's passing, but surelythere are other
options for a park or limited development.

I hope you will reconsider the long term success and betterment of an area versus quick development. Midtown is unique in part

for how green it is, it would be a shame to lose this when it could be a community space that can be shared by all.

Thank you for your time,

Elizabeth

Elizabeth Hall

www.linkedin.com/in/elizabethnhall
lnstagram: @lizzard5
+1,3O7.349.4794
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Sawyer, Kim IY\

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ryan E. Howell <ryanehowell@hotmail.com>

Wednesday, August 5,2020 9:30 AM
esubmit
Brookside 31 letter of support

Hello,
I recently saw a proposal for Brookside 31. I'm sure you get a variety of comments but I wanted to say that I'm all for

a broader range of income levels to be able to live in Brookside and am growing weary of the McMansions that are

taking over. I bought my house in Brookside 10 years ago and now couldn't afford to buy my house today if I didn't
already own it. I love living in Brookside and feel that a place that can allow a variety of incomes can only strengthen

our community and make Brookside an even better place to live.

Best,

Ryan Howell
1504 East 45th Place

I lLt Lit¡r I
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Sawyer, Kim MPD ct-;)o3
From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Robinson Properties < robinsonpropertiesok@gmail.com >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 1:37 AM
esubmit
Brookside 31

Hello,

lliveat29thandPeoria. lamnotinfavorofthiszoningchange. Wehaveaclosecommunityhereandthiskindifdevelopment
is not wanted.
Sent from my iPhone

FILT CTPY
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathryn B < katesface@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 5,2020 6:24 PM

esubmit
Change in zoning to mixed use at 31st & Peoria

Just saw where there has been an application filed to change the zoning at the above location.

I am writing to you as a neighbor in Maple Ridge, that you vote to DENY this application. The historic neighborhoods in midtown
are being decimated by tear downs and zoning changes. There is enough commercial establishments in Brookside - the
drawings I saw were not even in keeping with the small, one or two story eclectic store fronts.

Thank you for keeping our residential zoning intact.

Kathryn Brittingham
Maple Ridge neighborhood

TILE TOPï
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good morning, F'L I OfiPY

I am a resident of Brookside and recently learned of the proposed development at 31st and Peoria.
I would like to express my concern and dissent towards a mixed-use area, particularly one including a multi-story building.

Peoria is already a congested and narrow street. ln particular, the intersection at 31.st has limited visibility and turns into one
lane heading West.

As a resident ¡n the area, I thínk it ¡s important to maintain existing residential zones due to the increased traffic currently going
to the Gathering Place, whích will further increase upon the completion of the Children's museum. I can't imagine the additional
traffic of a mixed use development and feel it will bring our property values down.

Midtown is known for its green spaces and mature trees. Taking this property and clearing the mature trees is a disservice to the
localcommunity.

The proposed 9-10 story building is ostentatious for the area. No other building in the direct vicinity is nearly that tall; it would
look towering and out of place. I certainly acknowledge that parking is an issue in midtown, but that is because this area is
Residential and not designed to accommodate commercial traffic. Trying to convert a heavy residential area into pockets of
commercial development is irresponsible and foolhardy.

The charm of Tulsa and Midtown is the nostalgic, small-but-big-town feel. Trying to insert a Texas-sized commercial
development into a limited area just doesn't make sense.

I ask you to vote against the change in zoning and maintain the current resídential zoning.

Thank you,

Christen Webb

Christen Webb <christenmeyerST@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 6,2020 9:13 AM
esubmit
Proposed development at 31st and Peoria

1



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I own the home on the corner of 31st court and Peoria, and want to address my concerns during the meeting today

Please send me confirmation of approval to do so via email below or text the number below

Thank You,
Bob Waterstradt
bobwaterstradt@att. net
918-742-1247

ro bert waterstradt < bobwaterstradt@ att. net >

Thursday, August 6,2020 8:14 AM
esubmit
Request to address MPD-3 meeting today

Ff¿f 8#Pr
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:

Shelley Geyer < drmag5l @gmail.com >

Thursday, August 6,2020 6:42 AM
esubmit
Proposed project on the Patterson Trust land at 31st and PeoriaSubject:

Good morning,

I have so many concerns about this project that it's hard to know where to start. But I will start w¡th the current economic and

health situation. Building high density housing until we know better how to contain this virus is unconscionable. Adding retail

business to Peoria and Brookside in the current economic s¡tuat¡on with no one knowing when or how it will resolve or we will
recover is also unconscionable. Many businesses in the 32 to 36th Street on Peoria corridor were struggling to survive before the
pandemic, and to add to that is unfair and unreasonable to the people who have been loyal to the Brookside area.

Tulsa already has a number of high end Condos which haven't sold, often leading to them becoming rental properties with
associated issues, or they sit empty and that brings issues.

Peoria already has a traffic problem and is dangerous both for drivers and pedestrians in the 31st to 36 Street corridor, to
change Peoria to one lane each way would be a nightmare, especially with the highly touted 'rapid transit' busses trying to get

through, 31st street isn't much better. Riverside is not an option because of the traffic going to the Gathering Place.

There has not been sufficient publicity or community awareness about this project to allow the community and affected
resídents time to review the plan and respond. I d¡d see one comment that the project was in line with Planittulsa to which folks

had input, but I don't believe that anyone who participated in those discussíons ever imagined we'd have a worldwíde pandemic

and associated fiscal challenges.

This ís the wrong plan at the wrong time, surely the city planners can see that.

Thank you,

Dr. Michele Geyer
4956 S Newport
Tulsa

Ff[Ð ffíl', '
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Savwer, Kim

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Good morning. We'd like to express our thoughts on the proposed rezoning request from residential to multi-use for the
Patterson acreage/residence located at 31st & Peoria.

This proposal isn't appropriate for this neighborhood nor it's popular intersection. lt doesn't fit the PlaniTulsa objectives for the
following categories:

The current road/intersection will not handle additional commercial traffic. The Aero bus route will be compromised with more
traffic on Brookside.

Proposed structures will bring heavy density areas into a residential area. People live in this part of town for a reason. lt's quiet
at night & traffic lessens. Families with young children do not want unknown traffic (vehicular or foot) roaming the area after
dark. Brookside residents deal with unsavory residuals daily from the late night venues.

Large, old trees belong in these historic neighborhoods. This proposal removes all of the existing trees, which are many on a
property of this age & size.

Parking is an issue in old neighborhoods, & the streets are more narrow given their date of construction. lncreased street
parking increases danger in residential areas.

Walkability of the area will not be improved.
Sidewalks are not installed on 3l-st Street from Peoria to Lewis.

Safety for pedestrians will not be improved. Crosswalks will require additional traffic lights & a lesser speed zone. Speeding is
already an issue ín Peoria from 1lth Street through 31st.

Please allow more time for neighborhood meetings to be held with members of the Patterson Family Trust. They no longer live
in this area & need to hear the voices of those that still live here.

Thank you.

Martha & Harvey Humes
L225E20St
918.585.5789

Ft[ [ g],ff,i? î/

Martha Humes < mchumes@yahoo.com>
Thursday, August 6,2020 2:10 AM
esubmit; Wilkerson, Dwayne; (DlST4) McKee, Kara Joy; mayor@cityoftulsa.org
Proposalfor rezone:31 & Peoria

1
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Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Foster, Nathan
Thursday, August 6,2020 9:36 AM
Sawyer, Kim; Hoyt, Jay

FW: Request to address MPD-3 meeting today
MPD-3 #1.docx

Attached comments on Brookside 31, / MPD-3. I have responded to the email

From : robert waterstradt <bobwaterstradt@att. net>
Sent: Thursday, August 06,2O2O 8:43 AM
To: Foster, Nathan <NFoster@incog.org>; Marsha Waterstradt <waterstradt@hotmail.com>; Matt Waterstradt
<88waterstradt05@gmail.com>; Nicole Waterstradt <nicolehanna12@gmail.com>; Shae Haning <shaelynn.haning@gmail.com>;
Garrison Haning <garrison.haning@gmail.com>; Chris Waterstradt <chris.waterstradt@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Request to address MPD-3 meeting today

Thanks to the quick reply. What I am ready you will decide if the plan goes beyond this point, and I believe (along with many of
my neighbors that this needs to be stopped quickly.

Attached is what I want your staff to know about some of the many problems with this proposal.

The word document was to be my script for today's meeting.

Please read it to your staff.

Regards,
Bob Waterstradt

f'f f_ { tûP yOn Thursday, August 6,2020,08:21:014M CDT, Foster, Nathan <nfoster@incoq.orq> wrote:

Hey Robert,

The Planning Review Committee scheduled for this afternoon is a discussion with staff to learn more and understand the
project. There is not a public comment period.

The public hearing on this item is scheduled for September 2nd at 1:00 PM in the City Council Chambers at City Hall. You may
attend or submit your comments ahead of time for them to be considered by TMAPC. Comments can be sent to the esubmit
email if you'd like to provide them in advance.

1

Let me know if you have any other questionsl



Nathan Foster

Senior Planner

TULSÄ
PLAilHIH{i OFfICÊ

Tulsa Planning Office

918.579.9481

nfoster@incoq.orq

From : robert waterstradt < bobwaterstradt@att. net>
Sent: Thursday, August 06,2020 8:14 AM
To: esubmit <esubmit@incog.orq>
Subject: Request to address MPD-3 meeting today

I own the home on the corner of 3l st court and Peoria, and want to address my concerns during the meeting today

Please send me confirmation of approval to do so via email below or text the number below

Thank You,

Bob Waterstradt

bobwaterstradt@att. net

918-742-1247
Ê, ÉÍ, É
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THANK YOU,

My NAME tS BOB WATERSTRADI AND W|TH MY W|FE WE OWN THE HOUSE ON THE CORNER OF 31sr

COURT AND PEORIA.

WE HAVE LIVED THERE FOR 40 YEARS.

WE HAVE WONDERFUL AREA SOUTH OF THE CREEK THAT IS VERY GOOD FOR COMMERIAL

DEVELOPMENI AND PROVTDE ALL THE TTEMS tN YOUR PROPOSAL ONLY BLOCKS AWAY FROM THIS

NEIGHTBORHOOD, EXCEPT MAYBE HOUSING. RIDING AROUND TOWN, THERE IS NO SHORTAGE OF THE

TYPE OF HOUSING YOU PROPOSE CLOSE TO THIS PART OF TOWN.

I WANT TO SPEAK SPECIFICAL WITH PDC'S PROPOSAL.

A. IN PROJECT DISCRIPTION 1T IS STATED THAT THERE WILL BE 
,,MINIMAL IMPACT ON THE

SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL AREAS" WHY DO WE HAVE TO ACCEPT ANY IMPACT TO OUR

NETGHBORHOOD?? WE ALREADY ARE tMPACTED (AND ARE HAPPY TO ACCOMTDATE) PARKTNG

AND ADDITIONAL PERSONS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD DURING PARADES AND OTHER EVENTS IN

THE BROOKSIDE COMMERIAL AREAS. ARE WE GOING TO BE COMPENSTATED FOR THE
,,MINIMAL IMPACT" SINCE THIS IS A COMMERIAL ENTERPRISE AND NOT A COMMUNITY

GATHERING?

B. ,,TALLEST PORTION OF BUILDINGS ARE THE MOST INTERNAL TO THE SITE". SO, YOU ARE SAYING

THE TALL BUILDINGS WILL BE 1OO FEET FROM MY HOUSE INSTEAD OF 50? CAN I ERECT A

TOWER TO BLOCK YOUR VIEW OF THE SUNRISE?

C. "ENVISION" WIDE SIDEWALKS WITH PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES AS A "GATEWAY" TO THE

BROOKSIDE DISTRICT JUST SOUNG OF PROPERW. REALLY, OBVIOUSLY YOU HAVE NEVER

WALKED DOWN PEORIA FROM 3].ST TO THE BROOKSIDE DISTRICT. ARE YOU BUILDING NEW

BRIDGES OVER THE CREEK TO ALLOW MORE THAN ONE PERSON TO CROSS AT ONE TIME?

D. THERE MIGHT BE A "BRT" BUS LINE GOING SOUTH FROM 31ST AND PEORIA, BUT NOT ONE AT

THAT LOCATION GOING NORTH. ARE YOU BUILDING A "BRTSTOP FOR PERSONS TAKING

AVANTAGE OF THE "GATEWAY" TO BROOKSIDE, BUT DON'T WANT TO WALK BACK?

E. THE GATHERING PLACE IS A WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT THAT HAS PUT TULSA ON THE MAP,

AND IS GREAT TO GO TO, BUT I GUESS YOU WERE NOT IN THE AREA WHEN THE GATHERPLACE

FTRST OPENED (BEFORE THE CHTNA VTRUS). TRAFFTC WAS VERY HIGH GOING lN AND OUT OF

THE GATHERING PLACE VIA 31ST STREET. WHAT IS YOUR PLAN TO ACCOMMIDATE THE IMPACT

OF YOUR HOUSING TO THAT ISSUE? I HAVE NOT HEARD OF ANY WIDENING OF 31ST STREET OR

PEORIA TO ACCOMIDATE MULTI-FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL PROPOERTIES CRAMMED INTO

SUCH A SMALL DEVELOP SPACE.

LASTLY, WHY IS THIS NEEDED IN THIS AREA? WE HAVE MANY CLOSE AND WONDERFUL AREAS FOR

ALL THE ITEMS YOU PROPOSE CLOSE BY. WE JUST PUT IN A GIANÏ APPARTMENT COMPLEX AT

DENVER AND RIVERSIDE THAT IS NOT GETTING PEOPLE TO FLOCK TO RENT. YOUR PROPOSAL RELIES

ON COMMERICIAL SUCCESS, WHICH IS FAR FROM GARANTIED, WHERE.AS PRIVATE HOMES THAT

MELT INTO THE CONSISTING RESIDENTIAL AREA WOULD PROBABLY SELL WELL BEFORE THEY ARE

COMPLETED. IF YOU BUILT A COMMERICIAL ENTERPRISE THAT DOES NOT SUCCEED YOU JUST SAY

'OH WELL" LET'S TRY A DEVELOPMENT SOMEWHERE ELSE, AND WE HAVE A DISTROYED

NEIGHBORHOOD WITH ABANDONED BUILDING WITH LARGE'FOR LEASE" SIGNS.



FINALLY, WOULD EVERYONE PLANNING FOR THIS UN-NEEDED DEVELOPMENT BE WILLING TO LIVE

NEXT TO THIS DEVELOPMENT AFTER HAVING A 'QUIET" AND BEAULTIFUL AREA WITH 1OO FOOT

TREES FOR 40 YEARS?

ÏHIS PLAN IS A MISTAKE.

THANK YOU.



Sawyer, Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jbhwriter <jbhwriter@cox.net >

Wednesday, August 5,2020 8:22 PM

esubmit
MPD3 - Brookside 31

I am very opposed to the current plans for mixed use zoning for the property at 31st and Peoria. One of Tulsa's greatest talking
points in attracting new people and businesses to Tulsa is its beautiful old neighborhoods. This oversized, misconceived and
blatantly commercial proposal would destroy one of the city's oldest and loveliest neighborhoods. The property should be used,

certainly, but several communities along 31.'t Street prove that it can be done well using various types of housing. lt should not
be used for a towering commercial enterprise that willjam streets already at capacity, create noise pollution and destroy
property values. Most of us who live in the neighborhood moved there for the quiet community area...not to have a huge, ugly
business development move in next door.
Jo Beth Harris
3L45 Woodward Boulevard

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

rqt
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Sawyer, Kim FIL E COPï
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Katy O'Meilia < komeilia@pdgtulsa.com>
Tuesday, August 18,2020 1:52 PM

Wilkerson, Dwayne

esubmit
FW: Brookside 31 Project
Signed Letter Brookside 31.pdf

Wanted to make sure you all have a copy of this. I have copied the esumit email address here as well. Thanksl

Best regards,

Katy O'Meiliao PLA, LEED AP
Planning Director/Proj ect Manager

5314 S. Yale Ave, Suite 510
Tulsa, OK 74135
office 918-628-1255
cell 405-830-1346
www.plan n insdesign grouo.com

Flnd u¡on
Facebook

From: Matt S. Morgan <brooksidebusinesstulsa@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August L8,2O2O tt:42 AM
Subject: Brookside 31 Project

Thank you for your interest in the opinion of the Brookside Business Association. After hearing the proposal from PDG and its

representatives about the Brookside 31 project, the BBA has voted and is fully in support of the rezoning application.

We know that there is still a tremendous amount of work that will need to be done between now and this proposed project's

completion, but we are very excited to welcome it into our district.

Attached is the official Brookside Business Association's letter of support for this project

Please let me know if there is anything else we can help with

Rev. Matt Morgan
Brookside Business Association President 2020

Community Brookside/Brookside Collective
L307 E.38th St.

Tulsa, OK 74105

1



August 17,2020

Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission

175 East 2nd Street, 2nd level, One Technology Center

Tulsa City Council Chambers

RE: MPD 3: Brookside 31 DeveloPment

Dear Planning Commission and City Council:

Afrer careful review and conducting an informational meeting with the development representatives held on August 13,

2020, the Brookside Business Association (BBA) unanimously voted to fully endorse the MPD3 Brookside 31 Rezoning

Application for the property located on the southeast corner of E. 31r St. and S. Peoria Ave intersection. We believe the

project contributes to both the Brookside District and the City of Tulsa's long term goals of creating a vibrant and dynamic

economy, attracting and retaining young professionals, capitalizing on the City's investment in the Aero Bus Rapid Transit

line, and providing a range of housing choices that are currently lacking in the midtown area.

Brookside has always been a district where people love to gather to shop, dine and play. our vision for a healthy city and

for the Brookside district is one in which all of these things can take place safely, thoughtfully and be integrated well into the

district and neighborhood as a whole. The Brookside 31 development increases our district's ability to draw in new

businesses and residents while simultaneously providing for the needs of this new capaci$. \Mth integrated parking, well

ptanned green spaces, and housing that will meet the needs of our growing district, Brookside 31 will change our city for

the better.

The BBA believes that the creation of a high quality, mixed-use, walkable development will bring vitality to our district through

its purposeful design with our neighbors in mind. The considerations made while planning this development were intentional

in how the designers wanted to both continue to draw the feel of Brookside further north while also providing a gorgeous

well-planned community that Brookside neighbors would be proud of. We believe the Brookside 31 project's addition of

newly constructed retail and office space that is served by the project's addition of adequate parking will boost the economic

prosperity and livability of this area.

It is clear that this proposal will provide benefits for all Tulsa residents and especially for those who call Brookside home.

Among the many community benefits, the project includes enhanced streetscaping; opportunities for outdoor dining and

rooftop restaurants; parks, plazas, and community open space; and diverse housing options for people in all stages of life-

The Brookside 31 devetopment will be exponentially more productive and beneficial for Tulsa than populating that property

with the traditionally zoned residences and McMansions that Brookside is seeing more of. The developers' choice to pursue

a Master planned Development zoning instead of the easily attainable Mixed Use category shows the¡r deep concern for

our community and neighbors and shows their commitment to the perpetual right use for this space- We are excited that

the Brookside 31 project will be a legacy project for future Tulsa residents to enjoy and that it was specifically chosen to be

put right here in Brookside.

ln closing, we believe approvalof the Brookside 31 rezoning proposalwill enhance the Brookside communi$, willstrengthen

the economic success of Tulsa, and will move The City of Tulsa fonrard.

Sincerely,

r"
Rev

u
Matt

Brookside Business President


